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OEF'ARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICI! Oft 'tH! CMI!::F OtT NAVAt. OP&:RA"'r!ON$ 

WASHINGTON. OC 2.0350~2000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Sul:lj : BASE CLOSURE AND :REALIGNMENT 

0 .... /·-·' -; ../ .. 

!N Rl':;rLV "t!!'£A '!'0 

HOOO 
Memo 44Cl/59 
ll June 1991 

!('ESP&ov'> ro I::r;s.,-

Ref: (a) Assistant Secretary of Defense memo of June 5, l99l 

:Enel: (l) Response to itelllS S, 10, and 11 

1. Enclosure (1) is forwarded in final response to the request 
for additional information forwarded by reference (a). 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

ennon 
•. ..,~ _Tc, ·usN 

Oirect: , Shore 
~etivities Division 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE' OF Tfoll" Cti~i:F' OJr NAVAL OPJ;R~TIDNS 

WASHlNO:TON. I:>C 20UO•Z000 

MEMO'RAl'I'DUM P'QR TEE :BASE CLOStm.E COMMISSION 

Subj : :BAS.E CLOstl'RE AND REALIGNMENT 

v-/(})7 

IN R&:JIII.Y lllltlffilt 1'0 

llOOO 
Memo 44Cl/60 
12 June 1991 

Ref: (a) Request tor additional information dated 10 3une 1991 

Encl: {l) Response to items 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9 1 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, and 17 

1. Enclosure {l) is forwarded in partial response to tbe ·request 
for additional information forwarded by reference (a). 

Copy to: OASI:l (P&L) 

, tlSN 
, Shore 

Activities Division 

l 
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REPLY TO 
ATIENTION OF 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0103 

June 12, 1991 

Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1625 K Street, N. w. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

0-;og 

During your hearing on June 7, 1991, you asked for 
the Army's position on transferring Forts McCoy, Pic
kett, A.P. Hill, Indiantown Gap, and Buchanan to the 
Army National Guard. I would like to elaborate upon my 
letter to you of June 5, 1991 explaining why the Army 
sees no military or economic advantage in pursuing this 
initiative at this time. 

The Army has the authority to make changes in 
administrative control or garrison configurations as 
needed outside of the P.L. 101-510 Base Realignment and 
Closure Commission framework. While we agree that the 
principle of National Guard control may have some merit 
in limited circumstances, it is clearly prudent to 
await the final results of the study of Reserve Compo
nent (RC) training strategies and management of train
ing areas before making any changes in administrative 
control. That study will give us a firm basis for our 
final decision on which installations would be good 
candidates. We expect to begin the final phase of that 
study in August 1991; detailed examination of unit 
requirements will not be completed until Spring 1992. 

The Total Army Analysis process, which will define 
the content of the RC force structure in greater de
tail, will give us an indication of potential excess 
capacity in this category. If excess capacity is ap
parent, we would seek to minimize turbulence to the in
stallations while studying them for inclusion in the 
1993 Defense Base Closure Commission process. 

Forts McCoy, Pickett, A.P. Hill, and Indiantown 
Gap all support both active and reserve training. Data 
on the active/reserve component use mix for these ins
tallations are attached. 
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Fort Buchanan, a sub-installation of Fort 
McPherson, primarily supports the administration of 
the Army presence on Puerto Rico. As a command and 
control type of installation, it has no training area, 
and few ranges. While no study has been done on com
mand and control posts, it is unlikely that adminis
trative installations can be operated more cheaply by 
the Reserve Component. 

It is misleading to assume that significant sav
ings are possible by transferring major training area 
installations to the reserve components. Precise staf
fing levels cannot be determined without extensive site 
visits and workload analysis, in part because the cur
rent garrisons are already small and operating with 
minimal staff. 

Both Forts Dix and Chaffee have Active Component 
tenants which do not support Reserve Component training 
or the installations' training mission. The Army pro
posed realigning those functions, and in the case of 
Fort Dix, proposed disposal of a substantial portion of 
the cantonment area not needed by the Reserve Compo
nent. These realignments and reductions, not a change 
in management structure, are what result in operations 
and maintenance savings. 

It also should be noted that an earlier study of 
the issue of administrative control, completed in 1986, 
found that Congressional ceilings on Active Guard and 
Reserve (AGR) and Guard military technician spaces were 
a significant constraint if responsibility were passed 
to either the National Guard or the U. S. Army Reserve. 
These ceilings still exist today, and the Department of 
Defense is planning reductions because of budget con
straints. 

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the transfer of these 
additional installations is premature pending comple
tion of our above-referenced study and would not neces
sarily be more cost effective. Once the reserve force 
structure is determined and our study is complete, the 
Army can and will exercise the authority it already has 
to make changes in administrative control and garrison 
config-urations to make changes that make sense. I 
urge you to accept the Army's current recommendations 
for this category. 

--~- ~· 4 
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I will provide a copy of this letter to Mr. Colin 
McMillan, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production & 
Logistics). 

Attachment 

Sincerely, 

ift;;v~~~r ~ 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations, .. Logistics & Environment) 

---~ -; 5 



· INSTALLATION USAGE 

AC USAR 

Fort McCoy 17 o/o 56 °/o 

Fort Pickett 33°/o 24°/o 

Fort A.P. Hi II 19°/o 24°/o 

Fort Indiantown Gap 15°/o 36o/o 

Fort Buchanan * 34°/o 52°/o 
* best avail est 

ARNG 

27°/o 

43°/o 

67% 

49% 

14% 

TABS 

I. 
l 
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TRAINING DATA 

:. The data below was collected from the various installations 
using an ad-hoc form. No two installations replied in exactly 
the same way. There is no standardized method of data 
collection. All data was requested for fiscal year 1990. In 
some cases, there may be a reference to earlier years or a 
corr~ent as to why 1990 data might be considered significantly 
different from the norm. 

2. Active Component Use 

a. Fort Pickett, VA 

USA USN USMC USAF 

Total Unit Visits 107 18 40 5 

Estimated Mean Length 14 18 14 14 
of Visit (days) 

Estimated Mean Unit 144 144 144 144 
Size (# of personnel) 

Man Days Training 215,712 46,656 80,640 16,100 

Total Active Component Training Man Days 359,102 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA 

visits. 
weeks. 
Guard), 
Officer 

(1) USA - 22,944 man days training from 187 unit 
Typical unit visit probably slightly greater than two 

Primary training site for the Jrd Infantry Division (Old 
Transportation Officer Basic Course, Quartermaster 
Basic Course, and JAG Basic Course. 

(2) Other services - 24,208 man days training from 202 
unit visits. Used primarily by USMC, but also by USN SEALS, and 
special operations forces. 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - 38,988 man days training, 
primarily from 10 company size units in the geographical area and 
a field training exercise by the 513th MI Brigade from Ft. 
Monmouth. 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI 

(1) 1990 data not readily available. The 1988/89 
numbers are below historical averages, primarily because of 
~udgetary problems. Prior to those years, the Army would train 
6,000 to 8,000 and the Marines, 4,000 to 5,000. 
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(2) 1989 

(a) approximately 4,000 USA 
(b) 3 I 764 USMC 

(3) 1988 

(a) approx. 4,000 USA 
(b) approx. 3,000 USMC 

3. Inactive Duty Training {i.e. weekend training) 

a. Fort Pickett, VA - 43,376 soldiers from 324 units 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - 106,885 soldiers training visits from 
1097 unit visits. A "visit" is typically a full days training 
for a soldier or unit. A MUTA 4 weekend would be considered two 
soldier or unit visits. By this definition, most soldiers and 
units would be counted multiple times. 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - 98,000 soldiers from 350 units 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - 73,661 soldiers from 847 units. The 
ROTC units have been subtracted from the IDT section. The USAF 
figure is for the active component, USAF Reserve, and Air 
National Guard. 

4. Annual Training 

a. Fort Pickett, VA - 23,578 soldiers from 163 units 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA- 20,156 soldiers from 78 units 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - 13,040 soldiers from 80 units 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - 47,297 soldiers from 323 units. 

5. ROTC Training 

a. Fort Pickett, VA - 1,638 cadets from 11 schools train 
monthly ,_,, 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - Cadets (number unknown) from 13 
schools use five times monthly. On 63 occasions, cadets received 
training. There were 3,824 cadet days {It appears that cadets 
trained multiple times.) 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - 9,883 cadets from 17 schools 
train six times per year 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - 3,792 cadets from 7 schools train twice 
monthly. 

E-2 
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'2 • Army Reserve Readiness Training Centers (ARRTC) 

e a. Fort Pickett, VA 

e ( 1) Active Guard and Reserve - none 

(2) Active Component - none 

e (3) Drilling Reservists - 181 

(4) Civilian - 10 

e b. Fort A P Hill, VA - NA 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA e (1) Active Guard and Reserve - 2,552 

e (2) Active Component - 1,598 

(3) Drilling Reservists - none 

e (4) Civilian - 279 

d. Fort Me coy, WI 

e (1) Active Guard and Reserve - 5,755 

e {2) Active Component - 200 

(3) Drilling Reservists - none indicated 

e (4) Civilian - 1,747 

7. FORSCOM Petroleum Training Module 

e a. Fort Pickett, VA - 954 Personnel Trained 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - None e c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - None 

e d. Fort Me Coy, WI - None 

8. Equipm~nt concentration Sites 

e a. Fort Pickett, VA 

( 1) Number of Support Units - 182 e ( 2) Mean Number of Vehicles per Unit - 25 

e E-3 
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(J) Total Number of Vehicles ( 1 * 2 ) - 4,550 

(4) Number/Type Other End Items - Roughly 30 different 
end items, similar to those reported by other installations, but 
no numbers to indicate quantity are available. 

9. 

b. For~ A P Hill, VA - NA 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA 

(l) Number of Support Units - 117 

(2) Mean Number of Vehicles per Unit - 17 

(3) Total Number of Vehicles ( l * 2 ) - 1,989 

(4) Number/Type Other End Items -

(a) 1,427 Communications Equipment 
(b) 302 Heavy Engineer Equipment 
(c) 404 Weapons 
(d) 399 Tents, Screens, etc 

·d. Fort Me Coy, WI 

(l) Number of Support Units - 372 

(2) Mean Number of Vehicles per Unit - 4.6 

{3) Total Number of Vehicles ( l • 2 ) - 1,728 

( 4) Number/Type Other End Items 

(a) 924 Communications Equipment 
(b) 1,525 Heavy Engineer Equipment 
(c) 4,954 Weapons 
(d) 85,653 Tents, Screens, Cold Weather Gear, etc 

Mobilization Equipment and Training Site (MATES) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Fort 

Fort 

Fort 

Fort 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Pickett, VA - Not available 

A P Hill, VA - Not available 

Indiantown Gap, PA - Not available 

Me Coy, WI - Wisconsin ARNG MATES 

Number of Support Units - 8 Bn, 7 Sep Company 

Mean Number of Vehicles per Unit - 37.5 

Total Number of Vehicles ( 1 * 2 ) - 562 

E-4 
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(~) NumberjTypa Other End Items-

(a) 391 communications Equipment 
(b) 113 Heavy Engineer Equipment 
(c) 411 Weapons 
(d) 274 Tents, Screens, etc 

10. USAR Forces School 

a. Fort Pickett, VA - NA 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - NA 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA- 7,016 soldiers attended 51 
different courses. 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - 6,003 soldiers attended an unknown 
number of different courses. 

11. Civilian Police Agency Support 

a. Fort Pickett, VA- estimates 16,100 man days training 
provided to FBI, CIA, federal correction officers, special 
operations, and state police, No significant military support 
provided. 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - estimates 1,083 personnel trained from 
police, FBI, CIA, INS, Secret Earvice, and us Park Police. No 
indication of length of training, whether or not these persons 
trained on more than one visit, or whether or not any troop 
support was provided. 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA - estimates 5,500 man days 
training provided to police and FBI. No significant military 
support provided (10 to 15 troopsfmonth) 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - None specified 

12. Other Civilian Support 

a. Fort Pickett, VA . . ·" 

(l) Boy Scouts - SO Boy Scouts, bi-annually, no 
significant military support provided. 

(2) civil Air Patrol - 300 cadets, annual, no 
significant military support provided. 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA - 9,251 Boy Scouts from 70 troop 
visits. One troop uses the installation for regular meetings. 
~=st of the troop visits represent one time visits per year. 
Cata appears to indicate an average of 6 troops use the , 
:~stallation each month. 

E-5 
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c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA 

(1) Boy Scouts- 1,172 Boy scouts (probably includes 
multiple visits), two/three times per month, less than 10 
soldiers providing support 

(2) Other - estimate of 2,300 personnel visiting the 
installation (probably includes multiple visits), including 
PA Wing CAP, WWII Historical Society, PARNG Vet Reunion, 
Handicapped Olympics, etc. 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI - 2,588 Boy Scouts from 216 troops, with 
five troops per weekend. 

12. Other Potentially Useful Information Provided by the 
Installation 

a. Fort Pickett, VA 

(1) Best MOUT site in CONUS 

(2) Central location 

(3) Excellent ranges 

(4) Excellent engineer bridge site 

(5) Total support of civilian community 

(6) Outstanding potential for Regional Training Site 

(7) Four nap of earth (NOE) routes 

{8) Low level background light for NVG training 

(9) TSFO 

b. Fort A P Hill, VA 

(1) CECOM operates a Laser Test Range and Nignt Vision 
Laboratory 

(2) Largest military training area between Fort Bragg, 
NC and Fort Drum, NY. Installation has 40 ranges, 40 indirect 
firing points and 13 demolition sites covering 30,000 acres. 
There are 30 training areas and 38 training facilities separate 
from the range complex encompassing an additional 44,000 acres. 
Good maneuver areas and extensive road network 

(3) Research, Development and Engineering Center, Ft 
Belvoir conducts testing and evaluation on mines and explosives. 

E-6 
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l'l A 5,000 foot assualt strip for C-130 aircraft; a 
drop zone and an aerial gunnery complex. 

(6) USN main~ains a SEAL camp year round. 

(7) Supports firing of all infantry division weapons 
and weapons systems to include the A-7 and A-10 ground support 
aircraft. 

c. Fort Indiantown Gap, PA 

(1) Air Force operates an air-to-ground range and is 
used by Air Force high performance aircraft. 2,339 sorties flown 
in FY 90. 

(2) Muir Army Airfield - over 100 aircraft permanently 
stationed. over 80,000 air movements a year, mostly associated 
with the Eastern Army Aviation Training Site (EAATS). EAATS is a 
mini-Fort Rucker which conducts pilot and crew-member training 
for RC personnel throughout the year. 

d. Fort Me Coy, WI 

(l) 49,700 acres of maneuver training area and 8,000 
acres of impact area. 

(2) The 41 direct fire ranges provide training and 
qualification opportunities for gunners of all direct fire 
systems in the Army inventory. The 42 surveyed artillery firing 
points locating in the north post provide artillery units with 
the opportunity to perform all ARTEP tasks in a realistic yet 
safe training environment. 

(3) Other training facilities include drill fields, 
prisoner of war compounds, wheeled and tracked vehicle driving 
courses, gas chambers, vehicle recovery sites, litter obstacle 
course, deliberate equipment decon site, conditioning course, 
confidence course, bayonet training court, bayonet assault 
course, hand to hand combat court, 32 foot rappel tower, 55 foot 
rappel tower, rope bridge site, infantry battle drill course, 
drop zones, float bridge sites, dry span bridge site and dirt 
assault strip. -

(4) Possesses large amounts of MILES equipment. 

(5) McCoy Army Airfield used by Air Force and Air 
National Guard and will accommodate up to a Cl30 aircraft. 

E-7 
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ATTACK 

DEFEND 

MVMENT TO 
CONTACT 

TANK 
GUNNERY 

BRIGADE 

AP Hill 

AP Hill 

AP Hill 

TRAINING E'v"ENTS POSSIBLE 

BATTALION COMPANY PLATOON CREW 

AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill 
Pickett Pickett Pickett Pickett 

Ind Gap * Ind Gap * 
Me coy Me Coy Me Coy 

AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill 
Pickett Pickett Pickett Pickett 

Ind Gap * Ind Gap * 
Me coy Me Coy Me Coy Me Coy 

AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill AP Hill 
Pickett * Pickett Pickett Pickett 

Ind Gap * Ind Gap * 
Me Coy Me Coy Me Coy 

AP Hill 
Pickett 
Ind Gap * 
Me Coy 

* Limited Training 

E-B 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310.0103 

('".. -·- \ .... 

;~ 
;:. -"" "! 

REPLY TO 
A TTEHTIOH OF 

June 12, 1991 .:;(,.. ,,j 

.. ~ ''l"' ,,, ['\,, .. 

0-\d:;:' 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N. w. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. c. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

This letter responds to your June 7, 1991 request 
for the Army's position on the proposed closure of 
England Air Force Base, Louisiana. 

The Army understands the Air Force need to close 
England Air Force Base. During the Army's deliber
ations, the Air Staff ensured that all the support re
quirements of the Joint Readiness Training Center, if 
stationed at Fort Polk, Louisiana, could be met in 
light of the recommendation to close England Air Force 
Base. 

In the original stationing studies for the Joint 
Readiness Training Center, England Air Force Base was 
identified as the primary air support site, with 
Chennault Field as an alternate. However, analysis has 
shown Barksdale Air Force Base and Chennault Field can 
be used to meet our requirements. Should the Secretary 
of Defense's recommendations to close England Air Force 
Base and station the Joint Readiness Training Center at 
Fort Polk be accepted, please be assured that all air
field requirements for the JRTC can be fully met. 

The Army would not have gone forward with the 
recommendation to permanently station the Joint Read• 
iness Training Center at Fort Polk if good alternative 
airfield support bases were not available in an 
acceptable area. The center provides unique training 
opportunities for both the Army and the Air Force. 

- 0,_.•.' 
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
issue. I will provide a copy of this letter to Mr. 
Colin McMillan, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production & Logistics). 

I .. 
'- ~lllfd~·G.. 

Susan Livings~~~··r 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations, Logistics & Environment) 

16 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 20311).0103 .·~ 
AEPL V TO 
AT'TEtHIOHC:" 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 

June 12, 1991 

Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1625 K Street, N. w. 
Suite 400 
washington, D. c. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

. , r ·. 

This is in response to your letter of May 29, 
1991, requesting an explanation of differences in 
installation rankings used by the 1988 Commission, and 
those developed by the Army to support its current 
recommendations. 

The differences are a result of several factors. 
In developing the current recommendations, the Army 
used attributes which were more comprehensive and which 
relied upon updated and validated data sources. we 
used new models, not in existence in 1988, that calcu
lated facility requirements more accurately. The 
specific attributes and data were also the subject of 
extensive audits and validation. 

The 1988 rankings helped the Commission identify 
excess capacity. The 1990/91 rankings provide a start
ing point for the Army when assessing alternatives to 
tailor the Army's base structure to a smaller force 
structure. Individual comparisons between an installa
tion's rank then, and now, are misleading, since the 
purposes and circumstances are much different. Im
provements in data and methodology make such compari
sons inappropriate. 

The importance of the installation rankings must 
not be overestimated. · The arrays were not used to 
determine which bases to close or realign. Instead, 
they gave the Army a baseline for comparing and evalua
ting its installations. 

The Army's rankings have withstood scrutiny by the 
Army's senior leaders, the Army Audit Agency and the 
General Accounting Office. We conducted sensitivity 
analyses to ensure that no attribute's weight would 
distort or bias the final rankings. 

-- 17 
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I am confident that the current rankings provide a 
good means to assess military value and compare and 
evaluate basing options. 

I will provide a copy of this letter to Mr. Colin 
McMillan, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production & 
Logistics). 

Susan Livingstone 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations, Logistics & Environment) 

1 8 
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fS'i03 614 i296 OP-H 

J~.,l 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

OFFIC:E OF 'rHii CMII:F oF _NAVA~ O"E".t.TIONS 
WASWINOTQN, DC i03!0·200Q 

IN ... ,.LT tltn'E.R TO 

11000 
M9ll\o 44Cl/61 
13 June l991 

MEMORANDOM !'OR THE BASE CLOSt:m.E COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CWSt:m.E AND REALI~ 

Raf: (a) Request for additional information data4 10 June 1991 

Encl: (1) Response to items 4, 6, 7, and 16 

1. Enclosure.(1) is forwarded in partial response to the request 
for additional. information forwarded. by reference (a) • ·. 

'=~~~4<~<~~·-·------~ . on 
RADM, C USN 
Director, Shore 
Activities Division 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

--· ···' 
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Mr James Courter 
Chairman 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N.W. Suite 400 

.. Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr Courter: 

1 3 JUN 1991 

This is in response to your 24 May 1991 letter requesting specific information on 
Williams and Eaker Air Force Bases. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS (Williams AFB) ·. 

Question 1: The presentation asserted that: In evaluating Williams AFB the Air 
Force rated the airspace low because they were unaware of the recently established 
MOA 4. This airspace, it was asserted, would significantly improve the base's rating. 

Answer: The recently established MOA was considered while rating the base 
during the base closure evaluation process. Even though this airspace does provide the 
base with additional capability not previously available on a consistent basis, the· magnitude 
of civil aviation operations continues to impact base operations. Future base operations 
should be impacted at a greater degree as the number of civil operations is predicted to 
increase by more than 40% during the next several years. 

Question 2: It was also stated that the ATC Program Training Document clearly 
identifies Williams AFB as the best pilot training base. In responding to this point please 
include a copy of the referenced document. 

Answer: The term "best" pilot training base is not used in referenced document. 
It appears to be someone's conclusion that Williams AFB is the "best" pilot training base 
without considering facts such as long term capabilities and airspace. A copy of the 
requested document is attached. The information contained in this document is consistent 
with that used by the Air Force in analyzing the subcategory of Flying/I'raining. 

GENERAL QUESTION (Eaker AFB) 

Question 3: In the Eaker AFB presentation it was stated that the Air Force analysis 
was biased by subelement one of criteria one. Specifically, bases with dec1ining force 
sttucture received a negative bias by downgrading for its force sttucture which is not a 
valid measure of the base's value. 

Answer: The grading of Subelement 1, Criteria 1, was done specifically by weapon 
system in order not to bias a base because its aircraft were being retired. The question 

--· 
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highlights whether the base's assigned weapon system will remain in the inventory as an 
integral part of the Force Sttucture Plan or be phased out. 

Eaker AFB has B-52G aircraft assigned. These airctaft are being phased out of the 
inventOI)', therefore a grade of "R" was assigned. Similarly, Plattsburgh AFB's FB-lllA 
aircraft are being phased out and have also received a grade of "R". In contrast, Carswell 
AFB--also recommended for closure--with B-52H aircraft assigned, which are not being 
phased out, received a rating of "G". Subelement 1 of Criteria 1 is only one of over 80 
subelements used to analyze the base and did not provide negative bias but did highlight a 
base that might have excess capacity as a potential base closure or as a potential receiving 
location. 

Hopefully this response will be of use in your deliberations. 

1 Atch 
Program Flying Training Document 

Sincerely, 

l1JCih'f. E.II~BiGER, Mai Ce~~, USAf 
llirec\or 
Directorate cf t..~~a.'l1s 
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DACS-DM('l'AEIS) 14 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Phoneoon with Base Closure Commission Staffer Roydell 
Anderson 

1. Called for information on the number of acres being retained 
at Fort Dix. Stated that one of the Commissioner• had asked during 
today's hearing. 

z. I explained that our initial estimate was that DOD would retain 
28, 080 acres. That could fluctuate depending upon USAF /USAR/ 
National Guard requirements, as well as State of New Jersey 
outgrant requests. Two-thirds of the cantonment area will be 
excessed; the ranges, training areas, and critical facilites (0 3 
million SF) will be retained. 

3. Total Time: 10 min. 

Manager 

( 

--
TOTAL f':lil"2 22 
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THE JOINT STAFF 
WA$Hit4GTON, I!C 

'! o-, 1: 

REPI..Y ZIP CODE: 
20318-5000 

14 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS) 

Subject: Base Closure Commission Request for Testimony 

1. The Base Closure Commission requested CINCSOC and two of his 
staff (Col Paul Morgan and Col Palmer Rowe) testify on potential 
closure of MacDill at 0800, 17 June 1991. Chairman Courter wanted 
the entire Commission to hear the same classified briefing that he 
heard when he was at MacDill. The testimony will not be above the 
TOP SECRET level. 

2. CINCSOC is not available on 17 June. The Commission agreed 
that BG Edward Brya, the SOCOM J-3, would attend in his place. 

3. Additional attendees will be Col Leon wilson from SOCOM and 
Col Jeffrey Fletcher and Ms Marilynn wilson from the Joint Staff, 

f. Questions can be directed to my POC: Ms Marilynn 
Policy, extension 32745. 

e. 
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t5'i03 61J 7296 OP-H ., .. ., BASE CLOSt"RE ii!J002:Q 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OF'FleE OF TH&: C::Hli"l:' Qlf NAVAL OP,I:RA'TIONS 

WASHINGTCN. CC 2C>UC>•20<>0 

O-IL) 

I 

MEMORAlU~mt FOR THE BAS'E CLOSURE COMY.ISSION 

Subj : BASE CLOSt:IRE .Al."D REALIGNMENT 

.!.1000 
Mem 44lD/62 
1.4 Jun 91. 

Ref: (a) Multiple ~etween BCRC Mr. Patrick/OP-44lc 
COR Ke.nda~-

Encl: (1) Information regarding financing for Section SOl 
housing project for NAVSTA Staten Island 

l. Enclosure (1} is · fox:ward.ed . in response to your raquest ef 
reference {a). 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

--., 24 
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'6'703 6U 7296 OP-44 ~~~ BASE CLOSlxE lilJ 003' OL 

Staten Island Section SOl Housing Froject 

M Financing of this project is arranged through the sale of commercia: 
bonds. 

- Total financing requi;z:-ed i10 $12.6 million, which is being- marketed it 
two bond sales 

Series I bonds - $34 million - to institutional investors 

Series II bonds- $92 million - for public sale 

- 'l'he $60 million Letter of credit issued by the Bank 'of New Yorl 
CBNY) "backs up• tha Series II bond sale, and is sufficient tt 
insure the construction portion of the project. BNY has also agreet 
to purchase the entire series II bond offering at a fixed. percentag< 
rate; ·.and remains a fallback position for the Cleve.loper in the even' 
that the public o:eferinq requires paying a higher rate than tha' 
with BNY. 

- The Series :r bond. sale is backed by the value of the land upon whicl 
the project is being developed. · 

ENCLOSURE [ I 1 
25 
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THE ASSISTANTSECRETARYOFTHE NAVY 
(RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT ANO ACQUISITION) 

14 June l99l 
MrMORANOUM FOR MR. DOUG HANSEN ASD(P&L) 

Principal Oeputy 

The attached questions were received from 
the BCRC staff on ll June. The attached 
answers will be provided to the BCRC staff, 

P.2 

-- 26 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE BCRC 

1. Why did the Navy choose to go with four warfare centers 
distributed among the SYSCOMS vs a more centralized management 
with one Director of Navy Laboratories? 

P.3 

The firat task in the consolidation effort wae to bring like 
functions together under one organization and to form the 
warfare centers. We ltudied two option• for the chain of 
command for the warfare centers. one was the structure that 
i1 currently proposed and the aecond was the formation of a 
central management organization, Because of the size of the 
consolidated structure, such an organization would, by 
default, become a systems Command-like organization. such an 
organization would require a sizable support staff to deal 
with contracting, funding and legal iasuea. The major 
advantages of auch an organization are the independence of the 
activities and the aynergy that would exiat acroaa all of the 
RDT&E and engineering support activitiea. Daapite the 
attraetiveneas of these advantages, we felt that they were 
outweighed by the requirement to establish a new, large 
mana9e•ent headquarters which adds a management layer and the 
difficulty such an organizational etructure would create for 
the integration between the managers of our programs and life-
cycle eupport and the peraonnel who provide them with , 
technical support. The SYSCOMa provide the life-cycle support 
to the fleet and the Centera provide technical support to th• 
fle•t. The vertical nature of the chain of command for the 
SYSCOMa and tha Centers will make the integration of these two 
functions difficult. To provide the needed croas•warfare 
center coordination and synergy, we have established the Navy 
Laboratory/Center Comman4ers Group. Thia group il composed of 
the comaanders and Technical Director• of each of the warfare 
centers and the corporate laboratory. Their charter is to 
prevent duplication across center boundaries, integrate 
investment and buainees plana, and provide an open forum to 
air and reaolve problema. Thil is a coordinating group with 
no directive authority. We have also provided for the 
overaight of the laboratory and centera. Thia oversight 11 
accomplithed through the Navy Laboratory/Center overaight 
council, The three core members of this Council are the 
ASN(RD,A), the Vice Chief of Naval Operation• and the 
Alliatant Commandant of the Marine corpa. There are a number 
of meabers at large which include the SYSCOM Commandera, the 
Chief of Naval aeaearch, the ASN'I, Gentral Council and the 
Office of the CNO. Thia body does have directive authority 
and is chartered to preclude miasion and inveatment 
duplication, eatabliah the strategic corporate viaion and 
reaolve iaauea. In addition, we have provided for the 
husbanding of our Science and Technology inveetment under the 
Chief of Naval Jeaearoh. 

-- 27 
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While there are advantages for both approaches, we feel that 
weight of the evidence falls clearly with the warfare centers 
reporting to the Systems commands. 

2. Although you have not develope~ specific plant for 
implementing a scaled down version of the consolidation plan, you 
have stated that you intend to implement ae much of the plan aa 
possible within the conatrainta of the law. Specifically, what 
parts of the plan could you implement if the Bale Closure 
Commiaaion were to remove these facilities from the list of 
closures/realignments? Cite examples of the inefficiencies that 
would be introduced. 

The a~T,E, Engineering and Fleet Support Activitiee 
coneolidation Plan ia a wholly integrated plan. The 
activitiea that would be removed from the plan are at the 
heart of the goal of eatablishing full apectrum center1. 
Additionally, the Navy must atill accommodate a decrease in 
budget in excesa of 20 percent as well as a 20 percent 
reduction in the acquiaition workforce over the next five 
yeara. By being prohibited from fully implementing the 
consolidation plan, we will be forced to operate facilities 
that are smaller and leas efficient with increaaed overhead. 
We are keenly aware that every dollar we apend to maintain an 
inefficient shore infrastructure ia a dollar that we cannot 
spend to buy and maintain our operating forcea. 

Specific examples of inefficiencies are& 

-

Reatrictions on NUSC New London and NSWC White oak will 
impact the planned improvements and efficiency increaaes 
in surface ASW system• and Submarine warfare s~atema. 

Reltrictions on DTRC Annapolia will impact planned 
improvements and efficiency increaaes in Ship Syateml 
Submarine Quieting. 

Reatricting NESEA Bt Inigoes and NAPC Warminater will 
prevent almost all of the efficienciea to be gained in 
the Aircraft niviaion of the Naval Air warfare Center. 

and 

3. Why did the Navy include ita XSE, T'E and industrial 
function• in ita conao11dat1on plan and not juat the !&D centera? 

Onder the current or9an11ation we have the l&O centers under 
the Director of Navy ~aboratories and the In-aervice 
engineering centers under the Systems Commands. These centers 
have overlapping missiona and compete for work. The a'n 
centers have retained programs from beginninq through fleet 
support and a number ol the engineering center& have pursued 
a&D projects. We have a situation where our the Navy's RDT'E 
and Engineering infrastructure is competing internally, In 
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more prosperous times, this competition is not necessarily a 
bad thing. However, in the current era of declining resources 
we can no longer afford this divergence. The warfare centers 
will be full spectrum organizations. They will pursue work in 
their leaderahip areas from baaic reeearch, through 
development to fleet support. This provides for centrally 
manated workload aaeignments and for long-term investment and 
capability development. With the apan of control provided to 
the Warfare center Commander, he will exercise a corporate 
view to overall management of this reaearch, development, and 
engineering enterprise. The Navy believe& that one of the 
most important benefits of the full spectrum character of its 
warfare center concept is the synergy that results from having 
scientists and engineers employed in a technical product area 
"from ita birth to ita grave". rleet inputs, aa well aa the 
reaulta of developmental teat and evaluation, are readily 
available to thoae deaigninq the product, and personnel can 
move through the development cycle with the product, fostering 
technology transition at every stage, Thia level of synergy 
would not exiet in a competitive environment. 

4. How much of the 
20' mandatory reduction would be realised over the next five 
years through attrition and limited consolidation not requiring 
Commiaaion approval? 

Sy implementing the full consolidation plan, we anticipate 
realizing approximately one quarter of the mandated peraonnel 
reduction. More important ia that we will achieve thia 
reduction by eliminatinp functions, moat of which are overhead 
functions. If we were prohibited from implementing the full 
consolidation, we would realize leas than one quarter of the 
mandated reductiona. We would atill have to eliminate the 
positions, but the overhead functions will remain. So there 
will be fewer people to perform the aame functiona. 

There are a variety of factors affecting the actual number of 
personnel that would be eliminated under any modified plan. 
Without rigorously developing that alternate plan, we don't 
want to tpeculate. on the numbers. 

S, By warfare center, how many (1) management, (2) 
clerical/adminiltrative, and (3) 1cientific and engineering 
positions will be Ill eliminated and (2) transferred under the 
consolidation plan? 

The following are the approximate numbera of positions eliminated 
and tranaferred by category. The aum of these categories may not 
equal the total number of personnel moving becauae there are 
personnel in other categories such ae graphica personnel and 
mechanica that are transferring. 

--· 2S 
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r.~•l:lltllill~ IRAN~flliBBEil2 
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

Management 30 140 
Cle rical/Aclmin 3:20 96 
Science/Engineering 66 874 

NAVAL UND~RSBA WARFARE CENTER 
Management 13 !il 
Clerical/Ad.min 90 39 
Science/Engineering 35 431 

NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 
Management 123 158 
Clerical/Admin 385 120 
Science/&ngineering 277 1371 

NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL ANO OCEAN SUltV!U.LANC!: CENTER 
Management 11 116 
Chrical/Admin 159 83 
Science;Engineering 59 16!12 

6, Will this consolidation plan reault in people with aen1or1ty 
"bumping" other people out of their politions? How aerioua will 
th1a be? What ia being clone to limit the impact? 

Should a reduction in force be necessary, it would be carried 
out in accordance with governing rulea and regulation• which 
do provide bumping. The severity of these actions is 
dependent on several factors, one of which ia the attrition 
experienced up to the effective date of the drawdown. To 
reduce impact, early out authority would be requested and 
extenaive outplacement efforta would be undertaken. 

7, A 5/23/88 OODIG report, ~DOD Aircraft Engine Teat 
Facilities,• found that the Arnold Engineering Development center 
consumed about 33' more labor houra (coating $.P million) than 
the Naval Air Propulsion Center. NAPC's proteaJional and 
paraproteeaional ekill mix resulted in lower operating coata than 
ABDC. However, under the conaolidation plan, high altitude, 
large engine testing ia being tranJferred to AIDC. waa the Navy 
aware of thia information? Why transfer a function to a lesa 
efficient facility? 

The Navy wae fully aware of the reeultl of the DODIG report 
and it in full agreement with it. The main objective of the 
realignment of air breathing enqine teating capability was to 
minimize the total coat to DOD over a long period of time, 
Therefore, we conaidered net only the operating coste to the 
aircraft programs but alae to the cost of maintaining and 
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upgrading the testing facilities over a long period. Under 
the guidance of ~DR&£ and the Joint Commanders Group {T&E) 
JCG(T&£)) of the Joint Logietics Commanders, a tri-service 
study wa1 conducted to review the consolidation of 
aeropropuleion facilities. Given the projected workload and 
the facility and technical 1peeialtiea at the two major DOD 
test Center&, a atudy recommendation and aubsequent JCG(T&E) 
decision was made to ass1tn lead responsibility for large 
engine testing to the Air Force. 

P.7 

8. Regarding NESEA St. Inigoes move to Portsmouth, NESEA 
reportedly now occupiel 474,00 sq. ft. on baas and 80,000 aq ft 
off base in leased facilities. Under the eoneolidation plan, 
input to the COBRA waa for 59,000 aq. ft. of MILCON for a 
maintenance ehop at Portsmouth. Please correct these figures or 
otherwise reconcile the cUffenncu .• 

The number input to the COBRA model for MILCON are correct. 
Leas apace la requited at Portsmouth due to manpower 
reductione from eonaolldatlon, reduced workload and more 
efficient utilization of apace. The following table 
aummarizes the apace that will be provided for NESEA tranafer. 

Typt of SpAet 

New Conatruction 
(Communication Suites - 29,000) 
(Laboratory - 20,0001 

so rpotagt 

49,000 

Rehabilitation of lxiating Space 10,000 

Utilize existing Space at Portamouth 40,000 

aeaite Programmed MILCON * 121,000 

Leased Space 163,000 
(including •rivate/lublic Venture) 

• There are 4 programmed MILCONa previoualy intended for st. 
Inigoes in FYU: through FYSI4. These are current minion 
requirements that are to be relocated to Portemouth. The 
MILCONB are not additional raquirementa due to 
consolidation. 

t. How will moving from St. inigoea affect your ability to 
accomplish the miasion conaidering your current cloae proximity 
to Pax aiver? 

Consolidation in the Norfolk area will have no negative 
miaaion impact. The Naval Air Station , Norfolk and the Naval 
Air Station, Oceana are available to accommodate airfield 
related miasion projects. We have also looked into a small 
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landing field (Fentress Field) located away from air traffic 
congestion which could be used for special applications, if 
neceuary. 

10. There are documented communications-electronics testing 
problems in the Portsmouth area brought about by the very 
conge1ted condition• of the frequency spectrum and the high 
density population in the Porta•outh area. The rural geography 
aurrounding NESEA includes a natural ridge in the landscape which 
acts as a barrier between NESEA and the closest metropolitan 
center. Did the Navy consider this problem when it drew up ita 
plans to move from St. Inigoe& to Portsmouth? What has the Navy 
done to satisfy itself that the Portsmouth area will nonetheless 
be an acceptable site for this type of work? 

We are confident that all mieaion related functions can be 
performed in the Ncrfolk/Portamouth area without any loss of 
effectiveneas. A complete analy1i1 wa1 conducted (both 
TEMPEST aurvey and EMI analyaia) at the proposed aite for the 
NCCOSC Eaat Coast ISB Directorate, rrequency approval were 
applied for and received. The site ia actually in a non
indultrial area of Chesapeake, VA known as the st. Julien• 
creek Annex of the Norfolk Naval Shipyard. 

11. Did the Navy ever conaider relocating San Diego to Vallejo? 
If not, why not, con1iderin9 that Vallejo ia a leas expenaive 
area to conduct euch operations and 1ufficient facilities exist 
with the rehabilitation of facilities at Mare Illand Naval 
Shipyard? 

The Navy did consider relocating NESEC, san Diego to vallejo. 
However, the analyais showed that the preferred site is the 
Pt. Loma lite in San Diego for the following reasonat 

Greater personnel efficienciel reault from consolidation 
with the NCCOSC headquarters and RDT&E functions at Pt. 
Loma. One baaic support staff will eervice the 
headquarter• and both oirectoratea. 

- vallejo h sepuated from the major Wilt:· Coaat fleet 
concentration. 

- Significantly more personnel and equipment would have to 
be moved trom San diego to Vallejo than v!ee veraa. 

racilitiea will become available at Pt. Loma due to 
personnel efficienciea and the transfer ot functions from 
NOSC: San Diego. 
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DEPART~ENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHlEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 

WASHINGTON. DC 20350·2000 

IN REPLY REI"t:FI TO 

11000 
Ser 441D/1U597845 
14 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: (a) Memo for the Base Closure Commission dtd June 12 1991 

Encl: (1) Cost Impacts of Delaying T-45 Introduction 

1. Enclosure (1) is provided in ·amplification to the information 
contained in the response to item 5 of reference (a). 

Copy to .(without enclosures): OSD (P&L) 

~~ 
P.W. Drenno 
RADM, CEC, SN 
Director, Shore 
Activities Division 

--. 
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COST IMPACTS OF DELAYING T-45 INTRODUCTION 

1. The following are estimated costs provided by NAVAIR relative 
to introducing the T-45 Training System at NAS Meridian and NAS 
Chase Field: 

NAS Meridian 

Site Activation FY-92/93 $23,000,000 

NAS Chase Field 

Site Activation FY-93/94 $23,000,000 
Installation of Additional Trainer $ 2,500,000 

Site activation includes the following contract work: installation 
of the aircraft flight simulators; installation of fiber optic 
cabling and other cabling which interconnects the various nodes of 
the T-45 Training System throughout NAS Kingsville; coordinating 
initial parts delivery, warehousing, and installation and training 
for the repair parts computerized inventory system; coordinating 
procurement and delivery of contractor provided Ground Support 
Equipment; establishing the aircraft maintenance system and standup 

.of maintenance personnel; installation and training for the 
computer aided instruction system, training information system, and 
pilot tracking and flight scheduling system; 

2. NAVAIR estimates that there will be a two year delay in IOC of 
the T-45 if NAS Kingsville is closed. This delay would prevent the 
Navy from realizing the annual aircraft operating savings which are 
anticipated from the T-45. The following is a comparison of the 
hourly operating costs of the T-45, T-2 and the TA-4: 

T-45 
T-2 
TA-4 

$539 
$861 

$1,205 

The training syllabus for a strike pilot is 175 hours in the T-45 
and 190 hours in the T-2/TA-4 (90hr/l00hr). Using these parameters 
it would cost $94,325 to train a pilot in the T-45 and $197,990 to 
train a pilot in the T-2/TA-4. This is a savings of $103,665 per 
pilot or $41,466,000 per year for a PTR of 400. This savings, at 
full implementation, will be delayed 2 years if NAS Kingsville is 
closed. The additional cost to the Navy for the delay will be 
nearly $100 million. 

3. Kingsville was designated as the master site for updating the 
above computer systems and MACAIR, who will maintain the system 
software, has already established their headquarters at Kingsville. 
There would be a contract cost to relocate MACAIR personnel and 
offset losses on residences, possibly as much as $2 million. 

The installation and testing of the training systems are almost 
complete at NAS Kingsville. NAVAIR estimates that the cost to--· 
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diassemble, reassemble, and bring the equipment back to full 
operating condition could cost between $20 million and $35 million 
and tak e over 18 months to complete. 

The following is an estimate summary of non-construction costs: 

Extra Aircraft Operating Costs 
MACAIR Personnel Relocation Costs 
Relocation o~ Training Equipment 

$ S2M 
$ 2M 
$ 35M 
$119M 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFF!C:i OF' THE CWIE, OT NAVAl... OP(AA.TION$ 
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IN fti:PI..T R£Ft,R 'TC 

Memo 441D/65 
14 Jun 91 

:MEMO'RANDJJM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

SUbj : BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: (a) eleeon twn SCRC Mr, Patrick/OP-44lD CDR Ching of 
1991 

Enel; (ll Information regarding ship berthing 
considerations and requirementS tor various ship 
classes 

1. Enclosure (ll is ~rovid~d in response to your request of 
rafe.rence (a) • 

CO';}y to: OM!D (P&L) 

USN 
Shore 

Activities Division 

-,·,~ - ' 
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DEPARTMENT- OF THE NAVY 
Clffl'tC! 0, THt CHl!:l'l.OF NAVAL. OPERA.ilONS 

WASHINGTON. CC 203!50•~000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

0 
;;:) 

-I; t' '; 

Memo 443/64 
14 June 1991 

Subj : AMENDMENTS TO COBRA ANALYSIS FOR RECRUIT TRAINING CENTERS 
(RTC) SAN DIEGO AND ORLANDO 

•• . 
Encl: (l) Revisions to coBRA Analyses !or R'l'C San Diego and RTC 

Orlando 

l. The enclosure provides amended COBRA analyses which more 
accurately reflect full the costs associated with closing each 
RTC. The additional recurring costs shown for RTCs san Diego and 
orlando capture the costs of moving personnel from the RTCs to 
the NTCS where they will un~ergo their service A SChool training 
prior to assignment to the Fleet or Fleet Support Units. 

2. These costs derive !rom the current relationship between each 
RTC ;md .its adjacent NTC. To the maxil:lum. degree possible, we 
ensure that recruits undergo basic training at the RTC collocated 
with the NTC where they will undergo their A School follow-on 
training. This policy reduces delay and disruption for the 
recruits, increases efficiency of both the RTC and NTC, and 
avoids the costs and delays associated with moving personnel to 
NTCs located at long- distaneas from the RTC where bae:ic training 
oecurs. rn addition, a certain pereentaqe of the recruits 
enterinq without a career field designation will attend A School 
at the NTC collocated with the ~TC where they receive reeruit 
training. '!'he closing cf one of the RTCs will leave us with two 
~TCS !"ding three NTCs and will the:::eby inerease p~sonnel 
moving costs, regardless of which RTC is closed. 

3. The enclosed COBRA analyses assume that closure of either R'l'C 
San Diego or Orlando will result in RTC Great Lakes, which has 
the-largest capacity, absorbing the closed RTC's entire workload. 
These analyses reflect the additional costs of moving recruits 
for A School Training at either NTC San Diego or NTC Orlando from 
RTC Great Lakes if either one of these RTCS is'closed. The 
results of the enclosed analyses reinforce our previously stated 
contention that closure of a RTC by itself does not make sense 
tor economic as well as zission-related reasons. Closure only 
makes sense from both economic and mission-related p~spectives 
if an entire NTC/RTC coroplex is closed. We have not provided an 
analysis for RTC Great Lakes since the Commission has re~oved it 
from consideration. The res~lts of a COBRA analysis for it 
would, however, be consistent with the results obtained for RTCs 
Orlando and San Dieqo. 

P. W. D ·NNON 
P.ADM, CEC. USN 
Director. Shore 
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'5'703 81~ 1296 OP-4~ ~~~ BASE CLOSt1<E 

. 
CEPARTMENT·~OF THE NAVY 

O,FlCl' OJ' T~C CMIItF Ofr NAVAL QPiRA"!"IONS 

W.a.SHINGTON .. tiC ;i03SO·Z.00C:: 

Q-t.J.o 

Memo 443/EiJ 
14 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 
• 

Subj: • • 
COBRA REVISIONS FOR RAVSTA NEW YORK 

Enc:l: (l) Revised COBRA Analyse~ for NAVSTA New York 

l. Additional review has revealed some shortcomin~s in the 
previously submitted COBRA analyses. We are concerned that 
inclusion the Section SOl housinq costs resulted in a skawed 
comparison ot NAVSTA New York relative to the Gulf Coast 
homeports for the fol~owinq reasons: 

a. The SOl housing annual costs of $19,740,000 included in 
the previous analyses reflects the costs of housing the personnel 
!rom the ships not yet homepcrted at NAVSTA New York. 

b. The COBRA analyses for NAVSTAs Mobile and Pascagoula did 
nat include any comparable eosts (family housing, leases, or 
BAQIVHA) !or housing personnel of the ships planned for 
homeportinq at these pQrts. 

Aecordinqly, we have enclosed two new analyses. The analysis 
identified as s~ 04.COS corrects some errors that are 
independent cf the SOl housing issue, which require correction 
and which have relatively minor impacts on the model's outcome. 
The analysis identified as STANY os.coB deletes the Seetion 801 
costs. As you can see, the deletion of these recurring costs has 
a majQr impact on the steady state savings, reducinq them·trom 
$47.3M annually to $27.5M annually. 

'• 

P. W. · DRE't<"NON 
AADM, CEC, USN 
Director, Sho:re 
Activities Division 
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr Courter: 

! 

0- '"" 

JUN 1 7 1991 

.J;.. "· 

In response to the Base Closure Commission identification of potential additional or 
substitute Air Force installations for closure consideration, I tasked my Base Closure Executive 
Group (BCEG) to re-examine the viability of the Loring AFB closure rerommendaiion. In the 
course of this review, the BCBG examined the isSues surfaced by your Commissioners and 
staff as well as the information developed by the Maine Congressional delegaiion and the Save 
Loring Committee. The review was undertaken with the participation of the Strategic Air 
Command and inl:luded data collected from base level. As a result of thai analysis, I have 
found no significant deviation from either the Force Structure Plan or the DoD criteria, and still 
strongly recommend thai Loring AFB be closed and tha1 Pla1tsburgh AFB remain open. 

In a rewed issue, I want to address the importance of (:losing the entire package of 
bases thai we had recommended. The number of bases we recommended for closure was 
based on the Force Structure Plan, along with simple mathematics. The Force Structure Plan is 
as accura1e a staiement of the ain::raft and missiles required to accomplish our mission as we 
can make. It is inextricably tied to our declining budget. To prevent certain bases from 
closure based on speculation regarding changes to our planned force structure or to defer tough 
closure decisions to subsequent Commissions would be a cnstly mistake. Simply put, if we 
don't close the bases, we will have no choice but to funher reduce Air Force programs, force 
structure and manpower in order to pay the bill to keep unnecessary bases open. 

Finally, I am not aware of any new data which would justify the closure of Goodfellow 
AFB, or any change to my original recommendation for the partial closure of MacDill AFB. 

I know your taslc is a tremendously difficult one. I commend the Commission on the 
progress you have made thus far. The Air Fon::e will continue to be as responsive as possible 
to assist you in this serious undertalcing. 

" •· .<./ 

Donald B. Rice 

-.-· 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF' NAVAL OPERATIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20350-2000 

O-IJ2 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

1"1 REPLY REFER TO 

11000 
Memo 441C/66 
17 June 1991 

Ref: (a) Multiple t~le~ between BCRC (Mr. Patrick) and OP-441C 
(CDR Kendaii):.7 

Encl: (1) Strategic Homeport Information 

1. Enclosure ( 1} is forwarded in response to your request of 
reference {a). 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

C C, USN 
Direc r, Shore 
Activities Division 
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STRATEGIC HOMEPORT INFORMATION 

1. What is the need for ships based at Everett to use training 
ranges in Southern California waters, and the cost differential 
that may result compared to basing those same ships in southern 
California? 

We estimate that Everett 'based ships will train in Southern 
California (SOCAL) waters on an average of twice a year for 
battlegroup workups, refresher training, etc. Impacts are 
negligible with respect to costs because PACFLT ships operate at 
sea 27 days per quarter. Transit times for ships in Everett will 
be factored into the total at-sea exercise and training package. 
Everett ships will conduct single ship and multi-ship training 
while in transit. The same training for SOCAL bases ships is 
accomplished during cruises in the SOCAL area. If transit time 
alone was used as a determining factor, the difference in cost 
would be approximately $2. 5 mill ion per year more for all the 
Everett ships to train in the SOCAL area. Although specific 
training ranges are in SOCAL operations areas, this delta cost can 
be misleading since no at-sea period can be viewed in isolation of 
the total package of training that will be conducted while 
transiting (i.e., lookout, 000, ASW, RAS training, PASEX, 
ENCOUNTEREX, etc). The delta between the personnel tempo of 
Everett and Long Beach sailors is negligible because ships will be 
out of homeport 27 days a quarter regardless of homeport. 

2. The following information concerning the 1988 Base Realignment 
and Closure projects which have been awarded at Staten Island is 
provided: 

($ millions) 

oso Curr 
Submit Program 

Proj j Description Amount Amount 

111R PW Facility 5.85 5.15 
107R BEQ 9.2 7.6 
115R NEX Facility 2.6 2.6 
116R Phys Fitness 3.7 2.6 

Total 21.35 17.95 

Obligated 
(6/17/91} 

3. 717 
7.27 
2.456 
2.436 

15.879 

Expended 
(6117/911 

l. 340 
1.607 
0.690 
0.164 

3.801 

4 1 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 

WASHINGTON" DC 20350·2:000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

11000 
Memo 441D/67 
19 June 1991 

Ref: (a) Telecon btwn BCRC Mr. Patrick/OP-441D CDR Ching of 
17 Jun 1991 

Encl: (1) Information regarding costs to repair substandard 
piers at Naval Station Long Beach 

1. Enclosure (1) is provided in response to your request of 
reference (a) • 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

~.• ~~~e~n~~~6~~~·~--------
RA~USN 
Director, Shore 
Activities Division 
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The Naval Facilities Assets Data Base identifies the 
condition of a number of piers at Naval station Long Beach as 
substandard. How much would it cost to bring these piers up to 
adequate standards? 

The staff, Commander in Chief, u.s. Pacific Fleet, has 
identified one Military Construction project (estimated at $3.5 
million) and nine special projects (totaling $13.1 million) 
which would be required to bring the piers at Long Beach up to 
adequate standards. 

ENCLOSURE t 1 l 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF OEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·8000 

Pl'fOOUCTION o\NO 
L.0GI$TIC$ 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 19, 1991 

The Commission's final list of additional options for 
closure or realignment, if recommended by the Commission, would 
represent a significant departure from the Secretary's 
recommendations. Of particular concern is the potential military 
impact of deviations from proposals that were closely coordinated 
between the Military Departments and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
In the case of the Corps of Engineers, I know you can appreciate 
the Secretary's reasons for preferring to work directly with 
Congress. 

While the Commission must review these additional options in 
order to exercise its independent judgment, I would note the 
Department already analyzed many of these options before making 
its recommendations. While these analyses have been previously 
provided to you as part of our overall documentation, I thought 
that the Commission might find summaries of the Department's 
analyses useful for consideration in your final deliberations. 

Finally, I want to stress once again the importance the 
Department places on closing unneeded bases. As the Secretary 
said at his base closure press conference in April, "You get a 
hollow force when you scrimp on any of the unglamorous things and 
pay, instead, for things you don't need, like too many military 
bases. If we keep all of the bases open and have a smaller 
force, we will end up wasting resources to keep bases alive, 
instead of spending money to maintain a quality force." 

incerely, 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 
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SUBJECT: Sacramento Army Depot, "Sacramento Plan" Modifications 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES: 

1. Close Sacramento Army Depot. The Depot would transfer all 
workload to the Sacramento Air Logistics Center except an amount 
equivalent to 255 personnel who would transfer to Tobyhanna Army 
Depot. This transfer is necessary because the capacity of the Air 
Logistics center is not sufficient to absorb all the Sacramento Army 
Depot workload. 

2. All Sacramento Army Depot work would transfer to the Sacramento 
Air Logistics Center except for 236 authorizations for Electro-Optical 
work which would go to Anniston Army Depot. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department urges approval of the DoD plan for moving workload 
from the Sacramento Army Depot for the following reasons: 

0 

0 

cost savings. The DoD plan will result in significantly more 
savings than either alternative 1 or 2. When compared to the $55 
million annual steady state savings for the DoD plan, alternative 
1 would reduce DoD savings by $12 million per year, and 
alternative 2 would reduce DoD savings by $18 million per year. 
If other factors were considered in the calculations of savings, 
such as lower indirect and overhead costs at Tobyhanna Army 
Depot, the DoD plan would show even greater savings when compared 
to alternatives 1 or 2. 

Flexibility. The DoD plan is an integral part of a comprehensive 
effort to strengthen all depot maintenance activities. To make 
changes to the DoD plan would substantially effect the workload 
changes proposed in several other commodity areas. The Defense 
Depot Maintenance Council reviews the distribution of workload on 
a continuing basis. If the Base closure commission were to 
dictate workload distribution, it would make it difficult for DoD 
to obtain future potential savings by using our flexibility to 
move workloads. 

o Utilization. The DoD plan provides more effective use of depot 
capacity. Alternatives 1 and 2 leave Tobyhanna Army Depot 
underutilized. 

o Competition. The DoD plan recognizes that even greater savings 
can be achieved through competing "above core" workload 
requirements with industry and other DoD depots. The 
alternatives would not allow competition of the affected 
workload, precluding the realization of these savings. 

The Defense·Depot Maintenance Council extensively reviewed the 
original "Sacramento Plan" and rejected it as not cost effective. The 
alternatives should be similarly rejected by the commission. 

--· 47 
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SUBJECT: Forts McCoy, Indiantown Gap, Pickett, A. P. Hill, and 
Buchanan. 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Forts Mccoy, Indiantown Gap, Pickett, A. P. Hill, and Buchanan 
would be transferred to the Reserve Component as possible additions to 
the Department's recommendations; elimination of the active duty 
presence and transfer to the Reserve Component of Fort Dix, NJ and 
Fort Chaffee, AR. All of these bases except for Fort Buchanan, PR, 

,were evaluated by the Army within the Major Training Installation 
category. 

DIBCUSSIQN: 

The Department of Defense already has the authority to make 
changes in administrative control or garrison configuration of its 
installations outside of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (P.L. 101-510) frameworK. While we agree that the 
principle of National Guard control may have some merit in limited 
circumstances, it is clearly prudent to await the final results of the 
study of Reserve Component (RC) training strategies and management of 
training areas before making any changes in administrative control. 

Forts McCoy, Pickett, A.P. Hill, and Indiantown Gap all support 
both active and reserve training. Fort Buchanan, a sub-installation 
of Fort McPherson, primarily supports the administration of the Army's 
presence on Puerto Rico. As a command and control type installation, 
it has no training area, and few ranges. 

It is misleading to assume that significant savings are possible 
by transferring major training area installations to the reserve 
components. Transferring funding responsibility from the active 
component to the guard or reserve component does not, in itself, 
create savings. Most savings occur through effective use of personnel 
resources which cannot be determined without site visits and workload 
analysis. The garrisons in question are currently small and operate 
with a minimal staff. Therefore the ability to further economize is 
questionable. 

It should be noted that an earlier study of the issue of 
administrative control, completed in 1986, found that Congressional 
ceilings on Active Guard and Reserve, and Guard military technician 
spaces would be a significant constraint if responsibility were passed 
to either the National Guard or the u. s. Army Reserve. 

In conclusion, the Department opposes the transfer of these 
installations pending completion of the above-referenced study. 
Additionally, the proposed transfer may not necessarily be more 
cost-effective. Once the reserve training study is complete around 
the Spring of 1992, the Army can and will exercise the authority it 
already has to make changes in administrative control and garrison 
configurations between active duty and reserve forces, if 
appropriate. 

4B 
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SUBJECT: Forts Hamilton and Totten, New York 

DESCRIPTION OP ALTERNATIVE: 

Transfer the operational control of Forts Hamilton and 
Totten in New York from the Army to the Navy. 

DISCUSSION: 

There are no proven operational or economic advantages to be 
gained by such a transfer at this time. 

The missions of this complex are area-oriented and are not 
being eliminated. The Army is required to support the current 
missions for the foreseeable future. If an agreement could be 
reached between the Navy and the Army over the geographic support 
to all DoD operations in the New York city area, consolidations 
between Army and Navy installations and operations could occur. 
In the absence of such an agreement and without the time to do 
the necessary analysis and negotiation, it is not prudent to 
close, realign or transfer operational control of either 
installation at this time. 

The Department of Defense already has the authority to make 
changes in administrative control of its installations outside of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (P.L. 101-
510) framework, should circumstances warrant. 
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SUBJECT: u. s. Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization 

PESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Include the U. s. Army Corps of Engineers reorganization 
study in the Commission's recommendations. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department recommends elimination of the Corps from 
further consideration by the Commission. 

Although the Secretary of Defense supports the need to 
reorganize the Army Corps of Engineers, he did not include it in 
the DoD recommendations to the Commission. At the request of 
leaders of the House Public Works and Transportation Committee, 
secretary Cheney agreed to submit separate legislation in 
consideration of the civil works committee's jurisdictional 
authorities. On May 24, 1991, the··oefense Department forwarded 
the legislative proposal and the Corps of Engineers 
Reorganization Study to Congress, and urged the expeditious 
enactment of the legislative proposal. 
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SUBJECT: Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA 

DISCUSSION: 

NSY Long Beach should not be considered a substitute for NSY 
Philadelphia, even though both are non-nuclear shipyards. Excess 
drydock capacity exists on the east coast while it does not on 
the west coast. NSY Long Beach has already been downsized and 
restructured to properly balance its workload and workforce to 
operate effectively and efficiently. Based on the New Threat 
Upgrade (NTU) modernization of conventional surface ships, Long 
Beach's final cost per ship modernization to the customer (the 
fleet) is about 15% less than Philadelphia. 

NSY Long Beach is the third largest shipyard (private or 
public) on the west coast and is the only public shipyard on the 
west coast that bids on surface ship repair. Without this 
shipyard, the public/private competition program would cease to 
exist on the west coast. NSY Long Beach was placed in service 42 
years ago and is the Navy's youngest shipyard. Additionally, it 
is only 115 miles north of San Diego and is therefore close to 
the major fleet concentration. This is important because San 
Diego, unlike Norfolk, does not have a major collocated shipyard. 
In all, NSY Long Beach is in close proximity to the vast majority 
(70%) of the Pacific surface fleet. 

NSY Long Beach is designated as the contingency drydock for 
emergency docking of nuclear aircraft carriers on the west coast 
in the event that Drydock Number 6 at NSY Puget Sound, WA is not 
available. NSY Long Beach provides the only large drydock for 
conducting routine maintenance work on all large ships in 
Southern California. In total, its three drydocks provide 52% of 
the drydock capacity (both public and private) in the region. 
This situation is in contrast to that on the east coast where 
three shipyards capable of docking aircraft carriers and large 
ships are located in close proximity to fleet concentrations 
(i.e., Norfolk, Newport News, and Philadelphia). If NSY Long 
Beach is closed, all aircraft carriers, large amphibipus and 
replenishment ships would be forced to leave Southern"California 
for drydocking. The nearest alternative drydocks are at Puget 
Sound (1300 NM) and Pearl Harbor, HI (2600 NM). These yards 
would have insufficient capacity to handle NSY Long Beach's 
current workload. The resulting crew relocation and family 
separation would cause a major degradation in quality of life for 
the crews of these ships. By having NSY Long Beach near San 
Diego few, if any, families have to relocate during major repairs 
or overhauls. 
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SUBJECT: Kingsville Naval Air Station, TX 

PESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Kingsville Naval Air Station, TX. 

prscussroN: 

Closure of NAS Kingsville is a less attractive alternative 
than closure of NAS Chase Field because: 

o Infrastructure to support T-45 aircraft is in place at NAS 
Kingsville, (i.e., trainers, aircraft maintenance 
facilities, and jet engine test cell). Moving the T-45 
aircraft function to NAS Chase will cost an estimated $25.5 
million. 

o NAS Kinqville has dual runways (two parallel runways 
bisected by two parallel crosswind runways) allowing more 
flexibility in conducting training operations than at NAS 
Chase which has two parallel runways and a single crosswind 
runway. 

o NAS Kingsville has newer facilities in better state of 
repair than NAS Chase. This results in lower maintenance 
costs and more efficient operations. 

o Closure of NAS Kingsville would cause a two year delay in 
T-45 Initial Operating Capability. 
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SUBJECT: Meridian Naval Air Station, MS 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Meridian Naval Air station, MS. 

DISCUSSION: 

Closure of NAS Meridian is a less attractive alternative to 
NAS Chase Field because: 

o NAS Meridian could not be utilized as an outlying Field 
(OLF) as it is too far away from other training fields. NAS 
Chase is close enough to Kingsville to be used as an OLF and 
would provide flexibility during T-45 transition and surge. 

o Reconstitution of the force can be more readily accomplished 
at NAS Chase than NAS Meridian. NAS Meridian is near enough 
to major air hubs that airlines would find the air space 
attractive. If NAS Meridian is closed, the Navy would 
probably lose the airspace with little chance of recovery. 
NAS Chase is remote from airline hubs, with little 
competition for its airspace. 

o Return on investment years for NAS Meridian closure is 
approximately five times longer than that for closure of 
either NAS Chase or NAS Kingsville. 

o NAS Meridian has the most modern design of any NAS; NAS 
Chase dates from the WWII era. Being newer, NAS Meridian is 
easier to maintain. The runways at NAS Meridian are built 
to newer criteria. They are staggered and offset to allow 
an increased tempo of operations accommodating simultaneous 
landings or take-offs and more aircraft in the pattern at 
the same time. Additionally, the operations area at NAS 
Meridian is remote from the administrative and training 
area. This arrangement is more efficient because there is 
less noise impact on classroom training. 
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SUBJECT: staten Island Naval Station, NY 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Staten Island Naval Station, NY 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Staten Island 
Naval Station. 

The Secretary of the Navy's Base Structure Committee rated 
Naval Station New York (Staten Island) high in overall military 
value. NAVSTA New York received high ratings in both the mission 
and land/facilities assessment categories. staten Island's new 
and excellent facilities are state of the art in terms of their 
ability to support homeported ships. staten Island, as a 
homeport, is 78% complete. The Shore Intermediate Maintenance 
Activity (SIMA) is in a newly constructed facility, with up-to
date equipment. The SIMA will provide modern ship intermediate
level maintenance work more efficiently than those at existing 
older facilities. The SIMA at Staten Island also provides 
intermediate level maintenance support for ammunition ships at 
the Naval Weapons Station at Earle, NJ. 

Ship homeport assignments for Staten Island have been 
carefully developed to ensure that crew sizes and corresponding 
family housing requirements will be adequately satisfied by Navy
sponsored housing in the immediate area. 

The geographic location of staten Island, in an area with a 
large Naval Reserve population, makes retention of this facility 
desirable. The assignment of ships to Staten Island to support 
reserve training is in full support of the Navy's Total Force 
concept. The demographics are good and will allow for sufficient 
manning of these ships: a vital factor of the Navy's 
reconstitution intentions in time of emergency. 

Staten Island has specifically designed modern facilities 
for new class ships such as the deep draft, power intensive CG-47 
class AEGIS cruisers. The facilities at Staten Island have a low 
level of maintenance and repair requirements due to their 
newness. Other homeports, with some facility and.·support 
improvements, could accommodate the ships currently planned.for 
staten Island. The added costs of upgrading and maintaining 
older facilities at existing bases (costs not now included in the 
Defense budget) must be weighed against the lower cost of 
maintaining this new base. 
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SUBJECT: Treasure Island Naval Station, CA 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTEBNATIVES: 

1. Realign Treasure Island Naval Station, CA, eliminating 
excess berthing capacity but retaining all necessary 
administrative, training, housing, and personnel support 
functions for the San Francisco Bay Area naval complex. 

2. Realign Treasure Island to retain only the housing. 

PISCUSSION: 

The Naval Station is not a "stand alone" activity. The bulk 
of its functions support the entire San Francisco Bay Area Navy 
complex or are related to the support provided to tenant 
activities, family housing residents of Treasure Island, and 
transient personnel. Additionally,'" the berthing capacity of 
Treasure Island, while small, provides flexibility in 
accommodating Bay Area operations. 

The new brig and medical/dental clinic, the large Coast 
Guard presence, the port services/operations function, the Naval 
Technical Training Center, a new state of the art fire fighting 
school that meets local clean air standards, and the large 
numbers of units of family housing are all indicative of Treasure 
Islands importance to the san Francisco Bay Area Navy complex. A 
significant number of activities supporting the Bay area would 
require relocation and construction at other locations in the Bay 
area in the event of a large realignment as described in 
alternative 2. 

It makes no sense to recreate this complex of tenants 
elsewhere in the area, especially if the housing at Treasure 
Island and the Technical Training center were to remain in place. 
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SUBJECT: San Diego Naval Training Center, CA 

DESCRrPTION OF ALTEBNATrYE: 

Realign/close San Diego Naval Training Center, CA. 

DrSCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of NTC San Diego. It 
is not the most cost effective option: 

NTC orlando 
NTC San Diego 

Cost 
397M 
549M 

ROI Years 
ll Years 

100 Years 

Closure of NTC San Diego is also not operationally sound. 
Retaining NTC san Diego due to its collocation with fleet units 
enhances the Navy's informal program to keep personnel sea-shore 
duty rotations in the same geographical area. This results in a 
savings of nearly $13 million per year in Permanent Change of 
Station (PCS) and Temporary Attached Duty (TAD) expenditures as 
follows: 

o over 2,000 staff billets (93 officer and 1,919 enlisted) 
support NTC San Diego. An estimated 50% of these billets are 
filled by PCS transfers from San Diego area commands. This 
results in a PCS savings of $6 million per year. 

o The Service School Command (SSC) San Diego is the major west 
coast single site training facility, offering 102 advanced 
occupational courses with a duration to more than 12 days ("C" 
schools), and 21 team training and technical courses of 12 day 
or less in duration ("F" schools). These schools support 
fleet units located along the west coast, in Hawaii and the 
western Pacific. Estimated FY-97 inputs for SSC San Diego 11 C" 
and "F" schools are 6,930 and 4,700 respectively. Relocation 
of these schools to Great Lakes would increase TAD 
expenditures by $6.8 million per year in travel expenses 
alone. 

Collocation of the Recruit Training Command (RTC) San Diego 
with the fleet allo~s interaction with fleet commands. Regular 
fleet visits serve to ensure that newly trained recruits meet fleet 
requirements. Fleet personnel visit the RTC weekly. On average, 
recruit companies are able to participate in at least two open 
discussions with fleet personnel and share fleet experiences. 

Unlike Orlando, relocation of the type of technical training 
conducted at sse San Diego would disrupt training pipelines for 
nearly 8,500 students. This would reduce fleet readiness in 
essential technical skill ratings. Internal Communications, 
Engineman, Electricians Mate, and Machinists Mate occupational 
skill training would be out of service for three months to one 
year. Radioman occupational schools would be out of service for at 
least one year to re-engineer and re-install associated training 
devices and lab equipment. 
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SUBJECT: Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRO), San Diego, CA 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES: 

1. Close and sell MCRD San Diego and relocate the mission and 
personnel to Marine Corps Base (MCB), camp Pendleton, CA. The 
MCRD would continue as a stand-alone entity within Camp 
Pendleton, but share common areas of support. 

2. Close and sell MCRD San Diego and relocate the mission and 
personnel to MCRD Parris Island, sc. This would combine the two 
commands as the sole Marine corps command/location for recruit 
training. 

PISCUSSION: 

The Marine Corps is opposed to the closure of MCRD San 
Dieqo. 

MCRD San Diego trains 55% of. all Marine recruits. 
Relocation of the MCRD to either location would virtually 
eliminate surge capacity essential to rapidly expand recruit 
throughput for mobilization during time of national emergency. 

The personnel loading and training mission cannot be 
absorbed at Camp Pendleton without largely replicating San 
Diego's infrastructure. Facilities would also have to be 
constructed at Parris Island and facility deficiencies at both 
locations would have to be corrected. 

Both locations have significant impediments to accommodating 
the MCRD mission and personnel. MCRD Parris Island is 
essentially all wetlands, which limits development under section 
404 of The Clean Water Act and the President's policy of no net 
loss of wetlands. MCB camp Pendleton is constrained by a limited 
water supply from already stressed aquifers and by the 
competition for land use in support of current training missions. 

It is unlikely that the cost of either relocation could be 
offset through real property sales. Approximately 40% of MCRD 
San Diego is filled tidal lands to which the State claims 
ownership. Also, th~ large common boundary with San Diego's 
civilian airport (Lindbergh Field) makes a large public discount 
allowance transfer for airport expansion almost a certainty. 
Further, disposition of the property is limited by the National 
Histori~ Preservation Act, under which 25 of the MCRD's buildings 
and approximately 25% of land are listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places. 
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SUBJECT: Goodfellow Air Force Base, San Angelo, TX 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES: 

1. Close Goodfellow AFB as an alternative to closing 
Lowry AFB, CO. 

2. Close Goodfellow AFB in addition to Lowry AFB, co. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Goodfellow AFB. 
The closure of Lowry AFB is a better option from a capacity, 
military value and cost standpoint. 

Goodfellow AFB is one of the Air Force's six Technical 
Training Centers. Others are Chanute AFB, IL (1988 Base Closure 
Commission decision to close in FY93), Keelser AFB, MS; Lackland 
AFB, TX; Sheppard AFB, TX; and Lowry AFB, CO. The primary 
mission of Goodfellow AFB is to provide general and cryptologic 
intelligence training for the Air Force, other DoD agencies, and 
allied forces. Goodfellow also supports El Dorado AFS, located 
35 miles away, whose primary mission is to provide submarine and 
intercontinental ballistic missile attack warning. El Dorado 
AFS's mission is not projected to decrease and no other military 
installation is readily located to provide the necessary support. 

The Air Force projects that $116 in MILCON would be required 
to conduct Goodfellow AFB courses elsewhere, while the net cost 
of implementing the closure of Lowry is expected to be only $48M. 

With Air Force enlisted accession dropping from 40,000 to 
30,000 per year, the Air Force projects approximately 20% excess 
capacity in its Technical Training Centers (TTC) after Chanute 
AFB is closed in FY93. Lowry AFB contributes 17% of TTC facility 
capacity, Goodfellow AFB contributes only 6%. Closing Lowry AFB 
saves 11% more manpower ($5.7M annually) and annual Real Property 
Maintenance (RPM) savings are $5.5M more through closing Lowry 
AFB. Closing both bases would take more than the identified 
excess capacity, would require additional construction, and would 
jeopardize essential s~ge capacity. 

Excess facilities at the other Technical Training Centers 
are more readily adapted to courses from Lowry AFB than 
Goodfellow AFB, due the classified and sensitive nature of most 
Goodfellow AFB courses and the resultant security requirements. 
Goodfellow therefore has a higher military value than Lowry. 
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SUBJECT: MacDill Air Force Base, FL 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close MacDill AFB and relocate CENTCOM and SOCOM. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Secretary of Defense recommended the partial closure of 
MacDill AFB. The flying mission and Joint Communications Support 
Element would realign to other bases. CENTCOM and SOCOM would 
remain in-place. The Air Force estimates partial closure of 
MacOill AFB to cost $29M and complete closure, including 
realignment of CENTCOM and SOCOM, would cost $220M. 

The Air Force Base Closure Executive Group investigated the 
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) facilities at Andrews AFB, MD as 
a potential receiver location for realigning missions: however, 
the group concluded the space could better be utilized by DoD to 
reduce dependency on National Capital Region leased space. The 
Defense Authorization Act for 1991 (Section 2803) establishes 
restrictions on the amount of leased space that DoD can occupy 
during 1991-1993. In addition, the Department is opposed to 
moving additional missions into the Washington area. 

Finally, the AFSC HQ building has 347,371 sq ft: CENTCOM and 
SOCOM currently occupy 442,164 sq ft at MacDill (CENTCOM 190,522 
sq ft, SOCOM 251,642 sq ft). 
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SUBJECT: Plattsburgh Air Force Base, NY 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERnATIVES: 

1. Close Plattsburgh AFB as a substitute for another base in 
the strategic category. 

2. Close Plattsburgh AFB in addition to Loring AFB, ME. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Plattsburgh AFB. 

HQ SAC basing requirements substantiate the need for a 
northeastern tanker base. SAC can not operationally afford to 
close both Plattsburgh AFB and Loring AFB. 

A northeast base is required for Tanker Task Force and MAC 
EuropeanjCENTCOM support missions. The task force operates six 
to eight rotational KC-135 aircraft supporting European bound 
aircraft deployments. The task force can not operate effectively 
from any base further west than Plattsburgh AFB and there would 
be a day-to-day Emergency War Order alert shortfall of 6-9 
tankers should both bases close, even considering Air Reserve 
Component tanker beddown. Also, Tanker Task Force infrastructure 
is already in-place and operations are currently being conducted 
from Plattsburgh AFB. 

Plattsburgh AFB has approximately 60% more aircraft parking 
space than Loring AFB and annual operating costs are $9 million 
less. Also, historical weather data shows less severe weather at 
Plattsburgh AFB. For these, and other reasons, Plattsburgh AFB 
ranks higher in military value than Loring AFB. 

The most convincing argument for not closing both 
Plattsburgh and Loring AFBs was presented to the Commission in a 
classified session on June 6, 1991. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPE:RATIONS 

WASHINGTON. DC 20350·2000 

11000 
Memo 441D/68 
20 Jun 91 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: 

Encl: 

(a) Telecon btwn BCRC Mr. Patrick/OP-441D CDR Ching of 
18 Jun 1991 

(1) Information regarding Pier Echo at Naval Station 
Long Beach 

(2) Information regarding the "Case for Chase" 

1. Enclosure (1) is provided in response to your request of 
reference (a). 

2. Enclosure {2) was provided as background information to 
Congressman Ortiz at his request and is, therefore, provided for 
your information as well. 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

P. 
RAD 
Direc , Shore 
Activities Division 
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---· --------- -~~- --------- ---- -------- ---

Pier ECHO at Long Beach does not appear in the NAVFAC data base 
extract used as a baseline for the category lA (Naval Stations) 
pier length calculations. This pier, with 2.9KFB, was formerly a 
part of the Naval Shipyard, Long Beach. Information received 
from CINCPACFLT staff in resp9nse to a query indicates that Pier 
ECHO was turned over to the Naval Station in February 1990. The 
data base update apparently occurred after the Base Closure 
extract was made. CINCPACFLT staff also advises that Pier ECHO 
is being used for general purpose berthing; LHAs are tied up 
along the west wall and AORs are tied up along the south wall. 
The berthing assets at NAVSTA Long Beach should be increased by 
2.9KFB to a total of 13.8KFB. The increased capacity reflected 
by this correction is offset by a corresponding increase in the 
amount of reduction associated with the Navy's proposed closure 
of Naval Station Long Beach, resulting in no change to the 
previously calculated net berthing excess. 

ENCLOSURE ( I l 
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---· --------- ---- --------- ---

17 JUNE 1991 

PURPOSE 

o To provide clarification of points raised in "The Case for 
Chase". 

BACKGROUND 

o "The Case for Chase" was developed by the local community 
to justify retention of NAS Chase Field suggesting that another 
strike pilot training base be considered. 

o The presentation contained some inaccuracies and over 
stated some points. 

DISCUSSION 

o The 1988 Base Closure Evaluation criteria contained a 
maximum possible 475 points. The point spread between the highest 
and lowest strike pilot training base was 9 points. This is a 
deviation of less than 2% from the highest rating to the lowest and 
is statistically insignificant. The evaluation was not designed to 
rank the bases but to identify their relative strengths and 
weaknesses. 

o The Base Closure Evaluation Criteria, when reviewed by the 
Base Structure Committee, were determined to be biased in favor of 
retaining bases and the results of the evaluation were therefore 
used as only one element upon which .the BSC based their overall 
assessment of a base in reaching the Navy base closure 
recommendation. 

o A comparison of the average strike pilot graduation rate 
(1985-1989) per aircraft assigned to each strike pilot training 
base provides the following PTR productivity results: 

Aircraft 
Assigned 

chase Field 125 
Kingsville 122 
Meridian 109 

Average Annual 
Pilot Graduation 

156 
157 
134 

;_, 

Average Pilot 
Graduation Per 
Aircraft 

l. 25 
l. 29 
1. 23 

There is an insignificant 
assigned between bases. 

difference in productivity per aircraft 

o "The Case for Chase" quotes a 12 April 1990 Chief of Naval 
Air Training (CNATRA) letter which states that NAS Meridian 
suffered from severe airspace limitations. This position was 
changed in a subsequent CNATRA letter stating that runways were the 
limiting factor for training. 

ENCLOSURE (2..) """"'-,.... .. 63 
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o "Chase/Kingsville can produce 428 PTR with no MILCON 
expense." Statement ignores that it will cost at least 
$15.4 million to construct facilities for the T-45 at NAS Chase 
Field. 

o "Chase/Kingsville can produce 500 PTR with 
It does not contain the complete CNATRA analysis: 

Maximum PTR Chase Field/Kingsville - 527 

PTR Capability without NAS Chase Field 

NAS MERIDIAN 
NAS KINGSVILLE 

PTR Capability with OLF Chase Field 

NAS MERIDIAN 
NAS KINGSVILLE 

PTR 
239 
274 
513 

239 
373 
612 

the T-45." 

o When the ability to accommodate major pilot training surge 
or reconstitution are considered, the combination of two Texas 
bases can accommodate a maximum PTR of 527, with the T-45. A 
Kingsville/Meridian combination-with OLF Chase Field could produce 
a PTR of 612 with the T-45. 

o "The Case for Chase" Facility Comparison presentation 
presents some inaccuracies based on the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Facility Data Base: 

NAS Chase Field has only 181,056 SF of hangar bay area 
vice the 205,424 SF shown in the comparison. 

NAS Meridian has 299,863 SY of apron space vice the 
288,263 SY shown in the comparison. 

The source data for training space comparison can not be 
determined but the following is a comparison from the NAVFAC data 
base ~f operational ~rainer building area: 

NAS KINGSVILLE 
NAS MERIDIAN 
NAS CHASE FIELD 

53,556 SF 
33,534 SF 
25,550 SF 

o When the ability to accommodate training simulators is 
considered, Chase Field has the smallest existing trainer area as 
illustrated above. 

o When considering cost and manpower factors, all strike 
pilot training bases use the El Centro Strike Detachment. Use of 
El Centro by all three bases has increased since 1988. 

o AICUZ and encroachment incompatibilities at Kingsville and 
Meridian are felt to have been overstated. Neither AICUZ nor --- 64 
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encroachment are viewed as major problems at Meridian either in the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) or the existing Base 
Master Plan. Meridian has 58 residences and 3 churches in noise 
zones which are incompatible by Navy standards. The relatively low 
number of noise complaints which have been received at Meridian 
''indicates relatively few no~se conflicts with area residents• 
(Meridian Master Plan). A!Cbz analysis for Kingsville in the DEIS 
was based on the T-2/TA-4 aircraft combination. The operating 
noise for the T-45 is significantly lower thereby reducing the 
AICUZ footprint illustrated in the DEIS. 

o The potential safety hazard of mid-air accidents at 
Kingsville was over-emphasized in "The Case for Chase" While the 
Navy acknowledges that staggered thresholds would enhance safety, 
the Kingsville Wing Commander has been quoted in OPNAV · 
corre'spondence to the Base Closure and Realignment Commission that 
staggered thresholds are not a safety hazard until the PTR exceeds 
250 to 300 at Kingsville. 

o The potential civilian reuse of excess facilities at any of 
the strike pilot training bases has not yet been investigated. The 
potential for excess facilities exists at each of the bases, even 
if it were used as an OLF. Beeville has expressed interest in 
potential reuse of facilities in "The Case for Chase". 

RECOMMENDATION 

o None, for information only. 

--- 65 
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06111:91 10:26 '25'70~ 614 7196 OP-H ~H BASE CLOSl"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY ., 
O,FICE OF TMi' f:Hii:F OF NAVA~ OP£JII.A.'Y'IO":i'S 

WASHINGTON. DC :1.0~50•2000 

MEMORANDUM FOR '.l'Rll: BASE CLoSURE CCOOC:SSroN 

Subj : BASE CLOStm! AND REALIGNMENT 

IN Jt£PLV R~TER TO 

~1000 
Memo 44Cl/69 
20 June l9.9l. 

Ref: (a) Defense Base Closure and Realignment commission letter 
of June 19, 1991 

Enol: (l) Response to items 4, 5, 6, S, 9, 10, 11, and l4 

1. Enclosure (l) is fc.warded in partial response to the request 
for additional information forwarded ~Y reference (a). 

C, 'O'SN 
D' , Shore 
Activities Division 

Copy tot OAS!l (P&L) 

--- 66 
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'ZS'i03 614 i296 OP-H ~~~ BASE CLOSt"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OPPIC:E OP THE CHIEF OP NAVAL OP!IIATIONS 

WASHINCITON. CC:: 20350·1000 

IN RI:PL'f" A£~ER TO 

11000 
M8lllo 44C1j7~ 
21 June l99l 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Sllbj : BASE CWStr.RE AND Rli:ALIGNMEN'r 

Ref: (a) Defense !ase Closure and Realiqnment Commission letter 
of June 19 1 1991 

Encl: (1) Response to it«Qs 1, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 2S 

1. Enclosure (1) is forwarded in final response to the request 
for additional information forwarded by reference (a). 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

C, USN 
Dire r, Shore 
Activities Division 

,.. ---· 67 
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'lti03 614 i296 01'-H ~~~ BASE CLOSt"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OI'FICi OF THE C:HIEF OF Nii.Vil.~ Ol>&;~ii.TION$ 

Wii.SHINOTON. CIC: ZOIS0·200C 

11000 
Memo 4410/73 
21 June 1991. 

MEMORANDOM FOR 'l'HE :BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: 

Enol: 

(a) 
(c) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

CNO ltr 1.1.000 ser 441D/l.U597826 dtd 4 JUne 1991 
CNO ltr 11000 Ser 4410/10597845 dtd 14 June 1991. 

Updated COBRA data for closure of NAS Kinqsville 
which incor:porates costa re~ltinq from associated 
delay in introducing" T-4!5 
Upaated COBRA data for closure of NAS Meric!.ian which 
incorporates costs resUltinq from associated delay 
in introducinq T-45 • 
Updated COBRA data for closure of NAS Chase Field 

1. Reference (11.) provided, e.monq other thinqs, detailed CO:SRA 
cost analyses for the closures of NAS !ing"sville and NAS 
Meridian in accordance with your requests. Reference (b) 
responded to your subsequent request for information reg-arding 
delays associated with the hypothetical closure of the T-45 
introduction site --- HAS King-sville. 

2. This oorrespondcmce is provided to modify estimated costs, 
provided by reference (b), associated with prospective delays in 
implementation of T-45 should NAS ltinqsville or NAS Meridian be 
closed and to update the reference (a.) COBRA models 'fer IO.S 
Ki:nqsville, NAS Meridian and NAS Chua Field by incorporatinq 
those costs. 

~. The cost of delayinq T-45 introduction at Kingsville is 
expected to impact approximately 60\ rather than lOOt of the 
annual 400 PTR. ThUs, 240 pilots per year rather than 400 
pilots per year woUld be trained usinq.mcre costly T-2/TA-4 
aircraft fer each of two ye~tts of delay. At the previously 
documented cost differential of $103,665 per pilot, the 480 
pilots impacted durinq the two-year delay woUld amount to an 
additioDal cost of approximately $50 million. This cost plus an 
additional $32 million for equipment relocation is reflected in 
the updated. COlmA for NAS Kingsville provided l::ly enclosure (1). 

4. The costs of delaying T-45 introduction at Meridian will 
impact the remaininq 40-t of the annual 400 P'1'R for one yaar 
versus two years since Meridian"s MILCON project is at an 
earlier stac:Je than Kinqsville'•· l:t is, however, at least one 
year advanced ever the time involved if Meridian were closed and 
a new project were initiated at Chase Field. This cost 
approximates $16.6 million and is reflected in the updated COBRA 
for HAS Meridian provided by enclosure (2). 
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5. Enclosure (3) provides an updated COBRA for NAS Chase which 
reflects the deletion of a MILCON cost avoidance for T-45 
facilities inappropriately included in previously submitted 
versions and the deletion of the MILCON for the runway extension 
at NAS Kingsville proposed in earlier closure scenarios. 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 

0 

.KAUI!'l'~C C, USN 
Direct 1 Shore 
Activities Division 

., .. __ 
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Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K street, N.w. 
Washington, o.c. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

'\ I 
c;,L 

We would like to call an issue to your attention regarding 
the April 1991 Department of the Army report to the commission. 
Page E-21 of that report states that the recommendation is to 
•retain approximately 3,000 acres of training area ••• for use by 
the reserve components." 

-i 

The figure of 3,000 acres is incorrect. It has come to our 
attention that the correct figure is approximately 4,600 acres. 
The boundaries and all other facts are stated correctly in the 
report. The attached map illustrates the Fort Devens Military 
Reservation which is the area to be retained for use by the Army 
Reserve Components. 

Enclosure 

sincerely, 

susan Livingstone 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations, Logistics & Environment) 

' ' 
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Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 21, 1991 

Enclosed for your review and consideration is recent 

correspondence from the Comptroller of the Department of Defense 

regarding alternative Commission base closures or realignments. 

Sincerely, 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 

.... 
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COMPTROLLER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1100 

June 20, 1991 

Honorable James Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW 
Suite 4oo· 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman; 

Recent statements at your hearings would suggest that the 
Commission is considering additional proposals to close and 
consolidate several major activities of the newly formed Defense 
Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). We urge you to defer 
this premature proposal so that we can complete a number of 
studies which I believe will provide a framework for any 
resultant realignment proposals for the Commission's 
consideration when it reconvenes in 1993. 

DFAS, which has been in operation less than 5 months, 
comprises about 10,000 employees at six major centers 
(Cleveland, Columbus, Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, and 
Washington). These centers pay all active, reserve, and retired 
military and process major contract payments. The goal of DFAS 
is not only to streamline its current operations, but more 
importantly, to standardize and consolidate other financial 
functions such as civilian pay, travel reimbursements, and 
general accounting that are being performed in non-standard, 
decentralized fashion by some 40,000 people outside of DFAS. 
Standardization of these functions in addition to DFAS 
operations is the goal of this recent consolidation endeavor. 

Study groups are currently working to determine the 
detailed steps necessary to transition to standard systems and 
consolidated operations for each of these functions. 
Concurrently, we have efforts underway to determine the optimum 
basing strategy for future operations. However, it is simply 
much too soon to forecast the results of these initiatives and 
realignments in the interim could severely compromise our 
consolidation objectives. 

Since we have just begun this effort involving very complex 
and critical functions, the Department deliberately excluded the 
six DFAS centers from the current closure and realignment 
package. To the extent that the standardization initiatives 
yield base operations efficiencies, proposals will be forwarded 
in our next realignment package. 

Cordially, 

Jih-a;r 
Sean 0' KeefeU 
Comptroller --· 73 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-8000 

PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 24, 1991 

I've enclosed, per your staff's request, the official 
minutes of the June 12, 1991, meeting of the Federal Advisory 
Commission on the Consolidation and Conversion of Defense 
Research and Development Laboratories. 

The Laboratories Commission met again on June 19 and 20. 
Unfortunately, the minutes of this meeting are not available as 
the Laboratories Commission has established procedures to approve 
minutes of its meetings at each subsequent meeting. 

I am advised, however, that the Commission held further 
discussions regarding the Secretary's recommended laboratory 
closures and realignments that are before your Base Closure 
Commission, but took no action or votes regarding those 
recommendations. 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosure 
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON THE CONSOLIDATION 
AND CONVERSION OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND . 

DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

MEETING OF JUNE 12, 1991 

COMMISSION 
AmNDEES: 
Mr. Charles Adolph 
Mr. Solomon J. Buchsbaum 
Mr. Frank Verderame 
Mr. Robert Hillyer 
Mr. O'Dean P. Judd 
Mr. James C. McGroddy 
Mr. William McCorkle 
Mr. Earle Messere 
COL. Richard Paul 
Mr. Vic Reis 
Mr. James Decker 
Mr. H. Steven Kimmel 
Mr. Michael Heeb 

INYITEQ GUESTS: 
Mr. Gurden Drake 
COL. Larry Hourcle' 
Mr. George Singley 
RADM Bill Miller 
Dr. Robert Selden 
Mr. Doug Hansen 

· Mr. Dave Berteau 
Mr. Ray Siewert 

Chairman 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Executive Director 
Executive Secretary 

OSD/General Counsel 
OSD/General Counsel 
DASA (RD&A) 
Chief Naval Research 
Chief Scientist, USAF 
Director, Base Closure Unit, ASD (P&L) 
PDASD (P&L} 
Act DDDR&E (R&AT) 

Mr. Adolph opened the Commission meeting with a review of his meeting with 
the Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BCRC) on June 7, 1991. Mr. 
Buchsbaum asked if the Laboratory Commission would have an opportunity to 
brief the BCRC. Mr. Adolph explained that the proper mechanism for the 
Laboratory Commission to comment on BCRC activities is to submit 
recommendations to the Secretary of Defense who would in-turn pass his 
recommendations to the BCRC, if so desired. · 

Mr. Heeb addressed administrative issues and reviewed the minutes of the last 
meeting. 

Mr. Doug Hansen, Director of the Base Closure Unit in ASD (P&L), presented a 
review of the BCRC criteria for base closure. He pointed out that: 
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• The final selection criteria were the most visible portion of the base 
closure process. 

• The Force Structure Plan included issues for labs, training, R&D, and 
mandated reductions. 

• Base closure is a three legged process. It links forces, criteria, and 
process, and leads to the overall plans. 

• The process of determining which laboratories were to be consolidated 
or closed was different than the process used for other military 
installations, but was consistent with the BCRC criteria. 

Mr. Hansen explained that military value is a key component of the selection 
criteria, that this is not just a cost cutting exercise but involves a study of the total 
force structure required by DoD, and that It is almost impossible .to quantify 
military value in dollars. 

Mr. Buchsbaum noted that the criteria used for base closures should not be the 
same as that used for laboratory consolidation. 

Mr. Verderame questioned that if the acquisition process is being cut by 20% 
and Congressional staffers say R&D budget is up by 2% why is there such a 
hurry to include labs on base closure/consolidation? Mr. Adolph explained that 
the acquisition workforce must be drawn down by 20%. Mr. Siewert explained 
that the 92·97 budget has slightly less than 0 real growth for 6.1,6.2, and 6.3 
funds but shows negative growth with SOl included. 

.. Mr. Gurden Drake, office of General Counsel, OSD, explained the role of the 
commission from a legal view point. He explained that the commission is to 
provide its recommendations only to the Secretary of Defense who will forward 
his recommendations to Congress. The commission has no authority to directly 
advise the BCRC. The commission can advise the Secretary of Defense of the 
problem and the Secretary of Defense can direct the commission (if he wants 
to) to advise the BCRC. The commissioners asked if Mr. Drake could provide 
the commission wnh a letter explaining the legal authority of the Laboratory 
Commission. Mr. Drake agreed to provide one at the next meeting of the 
commission. COL. Hourcle' explained the BCRC thresholds for inclusion on 
the list. 

Dr. Selden, Chief Scientist tor the Air Force, provided a briefing on the Air 
Force's laboratory reorganization process from a strategic perspective. He also 
covered a brief ovei'View of history of previous laboratory studies over the last 
30 years. 

Dr. Selden explained that Air Force labs play key roles by providing focus and 
linkage to applicable technology activities within academia, the Government, 
and industry. SeNice labs also provide technology translation by linking the 
customer (operational user) with the technology base. 

Dr. Selden explained that the Air Force restructured its labs to align with its four 
products, which are: air vehicles and their conventional armarment: space 

Page 2 
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systems; command control and communications; and people-centered 
products. Thus, there are now four laboratories attached to the four AFSC 
product divisions. 

Mr. Buchsbaum asked how the Air Force implemented their plan without going 
through the BCRC. Dr. Selden stated that the Air Force realignment started 
about 18 months ago, and that proposed relocations were under the BCRC 
threshold. 

Dr. Selden next discussed five. charateristics that transcend all good 
laboratories (DoD, DOE, university or industry). They are: (1) sense of purpose; 
(2) ambiance of importance (includes linkage with customers); (3) smart 
management practices (personnel, procurement, etc.); (4) good facilities and · 
equipment; and (5) enough size to have clout and permit flexibility. He also 
said that an understood (implied) attribute that should be at the front of the list is 
good people. Finally, Dr. Selden briefly discussed pros and cons of GOCO's, 
and indicated that the laboratory demqnstration project could provide many 
improvements In the "management practices• area for Government-owned, 
Government-operated laboratories. 

When asked what one thing he would do to improve the laboratories, Dr. 
Selden said he would change the personnel policies, rules, etc to allow greater 
flexibility in hiring, classification, etc. 

Mr. George Singley presented a briefing on the Army laboratory system and 
answered specific questions relative to the Army's process of developing their 
laboratory reorganization and plans. 

Mr. McGroddy asked "what were the three biggest problems that were needed 
to be solved?" Mr. Singley responded that the Army needs to: (1) execute LAB-
21; (2) do a better job of creating a dual path career opportunity for Scientists 
and Engineers; and (3) streamline the technology processes. 

A general discussion on laboratory consolidation and its impact followed. Focus 
was on the technical capability of laboratories. Mr. Singley explained that the 
Army corporate laboratory will have two centers, one at Adelphi with about 1200 
people and the other at Aberdeen with 1150 people. He then answered many 
specific and detailed questions from the members. He ended his presentation 
by answering Mr. Messere's question of what wquld be the single 
recommendation he would make to the Secretary of Defense. Mr. Singley said 
he would recommend that the Army be allowed to implement the Lab Demo 
program (take the best characteristics of the GOCOs}, and implement the LAB· 
21 program. 

RADM Bill Miller, Chief of Naval Research, presented a briefing on the Navy's 
laboratory restructuring plans. 

He explained that all Navy labs are essentially industrially funded. He supports 
the Laboratory Demonstration program and would like to see all RDT&E labs in 

Page 3 
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the program. He stated that the whole Navy focus changed last fall due to 
Congressional action on defense resources. He pointed out that the business 
base will decrease by 21% over the next 5 years, and that this is in addition to 
the mandated 20% cut. Laboratory consolidation is essential if the Navy is to 
protect and maintain a core of laboratory facilities within Navy. He then 
discussed the funding impact in detail. 

RADM Miller explained that final consolidation was driven by mandated 
constraints (20% reduction), and mentioned a declining business base, work 
force reduction, and the need for improved quality and efficiency. 

Mr. Dave Berteau, PDASD (P&L). presented a briefing on how the Services' 
laboratory consolidation plans were reviewed by OSD. He also explained 
some of the details of the BCRC process. 

Prior to going into an Executive Session, the commission agreed that the goal 
tor the next meeting was to consider specific recommendations that might go 
forward to the Secretary of Defense. In Executive Session the commission 
decided, by a vote of six to two, to take no action, at this time, that would 
impact the BCRC·'91. Immediately following the vote the meeting was 
adjourned. 

?(f;.JJU/ 4-t ~ft/ 
Michael Heeb 
Executive Secretary 

.... 
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REPLY TO 
A1TENTIONOF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310.0103 

May 3, 1991 

0-/32 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS 

SUBJECT: Interaction with Base Closure Commission 

Per your memo of April 19, 1991, the following contacts have 
been made with the Base Closure Commission: 

1 May P'ONECON between Mr. Steve Kleinman and LTC Paul Goodwin 
reference 10 May Hearing tasking letter. 

2 May FONECON between Mr. Rod Bricksin and Mr. Paul Johnson 
reference heads up on requirement frm SEN McCollum (5th District) 
to provide COBRA model. 

2 May P'ONECON between Mr. Steve Kleinman and LTC Paul Goodwin 
reference 10 May Hearing. 

Mf.~ 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations and Housing) 
OASA(I,L&E) 

--~ 79 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

~ 

0-\~:.) 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·8000 

PRODUCTION ,.,,...0 
LOGIST!t';$ 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

May 17, 1991 

The General Accounting Office (GAO) has completed its 
analysis of the Department of Defense's base closure and 
realignment recommendations and selection process. 

The GAO recognizes the need to close unneeded Dases. The 
Department's initial review of the GAO's report and findings 
confirms that the Services' selection processes were 
comprehensive and fairly compared all bases. We find nothing in 
the GAO's report that would cause us to recommend reconsideration 
of any of the Department's recommendations to the Commission of 
April 12, 1991. 

We look forward to continued cooperation with the Commission 
as you review the GAO report. 

Sincerely, 

---- 80 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·8000 

Jli'RCiOUC:TI~ A"'O 
LOGISTIC$ 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washinqton, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 13, 1991 

I've enclosed for your information a letter from Mr. Pete 

Adolph to congressman Murtha regarding Mr. Adolph's recent 

testimony before your Commission •. 

Sincerely, 

&:_ 
Colin McMillan 

Enclosure 

.... ---~ .. 81 
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DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·3010 

Honorable John P. Murtha 
Bouse of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Murtha; 

June 13, 1991 

To follow up on our conversations of June 12, this is to 
confirm that my testimony before the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission expressed the views of the Department of 
Defense and my professional views, .which I believed was clear at 
that time. Confusion may have arisen in the minds of some in 
that, by delegation from the Secretary of Defense, I am 
performing the duties of the Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering, and among the duties that I am performing in that 
capacity is the duty of the Chairman of the Federal Advisory 
Commission on the Consolidation and Conversion of Defense 
Research and Development Laboratories. At the time of the BCRC 
hearing on June 7, the Laboratories Commission had not reached 
any substantive conclusions relative to the laboratories. 

Sincerely, 

C?.LQf'.~ 
Charles E. Adolph 

By Direction of the Secretary 

•• -~-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
O,ICI OP THIAtaiiTAMT SICRIM'AAY 

WAIIIJIIGTON, DC ao:lfH101 - June 24, l-991 

Mr. J:l.m Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment commission 
1625 K Street, N. w. 
suite 400 
washington, D. c. 20006 

Dear Mr. Co~ter: 

"' During four hearing on June 14, 1991, you asked 
for the Army a position on transferring operational 
control of Forts Hamilton and Totten to the Navy. 

The Army previously considered this proposal 
during its study and rejected it. The missions of 
l!'orts lllllllil ton and Totten are area oriented and are nut 
anticipated to be eliminated. currently, the Army is 
required to support the current missions for the fore
seeable future. If an agreement can be reached between 
the Navy and the Army over the geographic support to 
all DoD operations in the Hew York city area, consoli
dations between ArmY and Navy installations and 
operations could occur. In the absence of such an 
agreement and without the time to do the necessary 
analysis and negotiiltiun, it !1:1 nut p.ru.denL Lo close, 
realign or transfer operational control of either 
installation at this time. Furthermore, there are no 
proven operational or economic advantages to be ;ained 
by such a transfer at this time. 

It :I.e important to note tbet the Depart:lllant of 
Defense has the authority to make changes in adminis
trative control of ita installations gutaide of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (P,L. 
101-510) framework. If, after additional study and 
consultation with the Navy, this realignment has merit, 
the Army will exercise the authority it already has to 
make changes in the administrative control that make 
sense. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
issue. If your staff can furnish their analyses of 
this proposal, I will be happy ·to comment in greater 
detail. 

•• 

/ 
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I will provide a copy of this letter,to Mr. COlin 
McMillan, Assistant secretary of Defenae (Production a · 
E.ogiatica) • 

~ .. 
uaan Livi!~ 

Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Installations, E.ogililtics a Environment) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINCiTON, DC 20310-0103 

June 14, 1991 
·~.· 

REPLY TO 
ATTENTION OF 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N. W. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

This letter responds to your June 12, 1991 
question on the support provided to Fort Stewart, 
Georgia by Moody Air Force Base, Georgia. 

The proposed closure of Moody Air Force Base has 
no adverse impact on Fort Stewart. Our Office of the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans reviewed 
this and other Air Force proposals for operational con
straints prior to announcement. The Army currently 
receives minor tactical air support for training from 
Moody Air Force Base. Shaw Air Force Base, South 
Carolina, which also maintains tactical air assets, is 
within the same approximate distance to Fort Stewart as 
Moody and could provide support. There are also 
sufficient Naval air forces in the area to more than 
meet the requirements of the 24th Infantry Division. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
issue. I will provide a copy of this letter to Mr. 
Colin McMillan, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production & Logistics). 

'-j,Mr;. n 
Susan LivingstdRe 

Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Installations, Logistics & Environment) 

('~~·~s.c~ (PJ,.-.~ A.•··~"' 
~~. 

--. 
'·''··· ' 
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REPLY TO 
ATIENTIONOF 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 20310-0103 

June 14, 1991 

Mr. James A. Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 "K" Street, N.W. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

This is in response to your letter of May 13, 
requesting a list of leased space exceeding 10,000 
square feet occupied by Army functions. The enclosed 
printout lists the main data elements for all leased 
spaces. The enclosed disk lists all data in MS-DOS 
format. 

y, 

'""~ tvl~~n~J-. 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 

(Installations, Logistics, and Environment) 

2 Enclosures ~-~/o 4 \~(c.... c. lL . .__c ~d 

Copy Furnished: 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) 

;·• 

- ,-, -· ( 

·~ 
0-
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-8000 

- ,..OOUC'!"JON lo.NC 

- L0Gl571CS 
June 19, 1991 
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Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washinqton, DC 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Commission's final list of additional options for 
closure or realignment, if recommended by the Commission, would 
represent a significant departure from the Secretary's 
recommendations. Of particular concern is the potential military 
impact of ~eviations from proposals that were closely coordinated 
between the Military Departments and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
In the case of the Corps of Engineers, I know you can appreciate 
the Secretary's reasons for preferring to work directly with 
Congress. 

While the Commission must review these additional options in 
order to exercise its independent judgment, I would note the 
Department already analyzed many of these options before making 
its recommendations. While these analyses have been previously 
provided to you as part of our overall documentation, I thought 
that the Commission might find summaries of the Department's 
analyses useful for consideration in your final deliberations. 

Finally, I want to stress once again the importance the 
Department places on closing unneeded bases. As the Secretary 
said at his base closure press conference in April, "You get a 
hollow force when you scrimp on any of the unglamorous things and 
pay, instead, for things you don't need, like too many military 
bases. If we keep all of the bases open and have a smaller 
force, we will end up wasting resources to keep bases alive, 
instead of spending money to maintain a quality force.• 

incerely, 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 
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BVBJECT: Sacramento Army Depot, "Sacramento Plan" Modifications 

DESCRIPTION OP ALTERNATIVES: 

1. Close Sacramento Army Depot. The Depot would transfer all 
workload to the sacramento Air Logistics center except an amount 
equivalent to 255 personnel who would transfer to Tobyhanna Army 
Depot. This transfer is necessary because the capacity of the Air 
Logistics Center is not sufficient to absorb all the Sacramento Army 
Depot workload. 

2. All Sacramento Army Depot work would transfer to the Sacramento 
Air Logistics center ~cept for 236 authorizations for Electro-Optical 
work which would go to Anniston Army Depot. 

PISCPSSION: 

The Department urges approval of the poD plan for moving workload 
from the Sacramento Army Depot for the following reasons: 

o Cost savings. The DoD plan will result in significantly more 
savings than either alternative 1 or 2. When compared to the $55 
million annual steady state savings for the DoD plan, alternative 
l would reduce DoD savings by $1~ •illion per year, and 
alternative 2 would reduce DoD savings by $18 million per year. 
If other faotors were considered in the calculations of savings, 
such as lower indirect and overhead costs at Tobyhanna Army 
Depot, the DoD plan would show even greater savings when compared 
to alternatives 1 or 2. 

o Flexibility. The DoD plan is an integral part of a comprehensive 
effort to strengthen all depot maintenance activities. To make 
changes to the DoD plan would substantially effect the workload 
changes proposed in several other commodity areas. The Defense 
Depot Maintenance Council reviews the distribution of workload on 
a continuing basis. If the Base Closure commission were to 
dictate workload dis~ribution, it would make it difficult for DoD 
to o~tain future potential savings by using our flexibility to 
move workloads. 

o Utilization. The DoD plan provides more effective use of depot 
capacity. Alternatives 1 and 2 leave Tobyhanna Army Depot 
underutilized .• 

o Competition. The DoD plan recognizes that even greater savings 
can be achieved through competing •above core" workload 
requirements with industry and other DoD depots. The 
alternatives would not allow competition of the affected 
workload, precluding the realization of these savings. 

The Defense Depot Maintenance Council extensively reviewed the 
original "Sacramento Plan" and rejected it as not cost effective. The 
alternatives should be similarly rejected by the Commission. 
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SUBJECT: Forts Mccoy, Indiantown Gap, Pickett, A. P. Hill, and 
Buchanan. 

PESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIY£: 

Forts Mccoy, Indiantown Gap, Pickett, A. P. Hill, and Buchanan 
would be transferred to the Reserve Component as possible additions to 
the Department's recommendations; elimination of the active duty 
presence and transfer to the Reserve Component of Fort Dix, NJ and 
Fort Chaffee, AR. All of these bases except for Fort Buchanan, PR, 
were evaluated by the Army within the Major Training Installation 
category. 

PISCUSS!ON: 

The Department of Defense already has the authority to make 
changes in administrative control or garrison configuration of its 
installations outside of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (P.L. 101-510) framework. While we agree that the 
principle of National Guard control· may have some merit in limited 
circumstances, it is clearly prudent to await the final results of the 
study of Reserve Component (RC) training strategies and management of 
training areas before making any changes in administrative control. 

Forts McCoy, Pickett, A.P. Hill, and Indiantown Gap all support 
both active and reserve training. Fort Buchanan, a sub-installation 
of Fort McPherson, primarily supports the administration of the Army's 
presence on Puerto Rico. As a command and control type installation, 
it has no training area, and few ranges. 

lt is misleading to assume that significant savings are possible 
by transferring major training area installations to the reserve 
components. Transferring funding responsibility from the active 
component to the guard or reserve component does not, in itself, 
create savings. Most savings occur through effective use of personnel 
resources which cannot be determined without site visits and workload 
analysis. The garrisons in question are currently small and operate 
with a minimal staff. Therefore the ability to further economize is 
questionable. 

It should be noted that an .earlier study of the issue of 
administrative control, completed in 1986, found that Congressional 
ceilings on Active Guard and Reserve, and Guard military technician 
spaces would be a significant constraint if responsibility were passed 
to either the National Guard or the u. s. Army Reserve .• 

In conclusion, the Department opposes the transfer of these 
installations pending completion of the above-referenced study. 
Additionally, the proposed transfer may not necessarily be more 
cost-effective. once the reserve training study is complete around 
the Sprin9 of 1992, the Army can and will exercise the authority it 
already has to make changes in administrative control and garrison 
configurations between active duty and reserve forces, if 
appropriate. 
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SPBJECT: Forts Hamilton and Totten, New York 

PESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Transfer the operational control of Forts Hamilton and 
Totten in New York from the Army to the Navy. 

DISCUSSION: 

There are no proven operational or economic advantages to be 
gained by such a transfer at this time. 

The missions of this complex are area-oriented and are not 
being eliminated. The Army is required to support the current 
missions for the foreseeable future. If an agreement could be 
reached between the Navy and the Army over the geographic support 
to all DoD operations in the New York city area, consolidations 
between Army and Navy installations and operations could occur. 
In the absence of such an agreement and without the time to do 
the necessary analysis and negotiation, it is not prudent to 
close, realign or transfer operational control of either 
installation at this time. 

The Department of Defense already has the authority to make 
changes in administrative control of its installations outside of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (P.L. 101-
510) framework, should circumstances warrant. 
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SUBJECT: u. s. Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization 

DESCRIPTION OP ALTERNATIVE: 

Include the u. s. Army Corps of Engineers reorganization 
study in the Commission's recommendations. 

PISCOSSION: 

The Department recommends elimination of the Corps from 
.further consideration by the Commission. 

Although the Secretary of Defense supports the need to 
reorganize the Army Corps of Engineers, he did not include it in 
the DoD recommendations to the commission. At the request of 
leaders of the House Public Works and Transportation Committee, 
Secretary Cheney agreed to submit separate legislation in 
consideration of the civil works committee's jurisdictional 
authorities. On May 24, 1991, the Defense Department forwarded 
the legislative proposal and the Corps of Engineers 
Reorganization Study to congress, and urged the expeditious 
enactment of the legislative proposal. 
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SUBJECT: Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA 

DISCUSSION: 

NSY Long Beach should not be considered a substitute for NSY 
Philadelphia, even though both are non-nuclear shipyards. Excess 
drydock capacity exists on the east coast while it does not on 
the west coast. NSY Long Beach has already been downsized and 
restructured to properly balance its workload and workforce to 
operate effectively and efficiently. Based on the New Threat 
Upgrade (NTU) modernization of conventional surface ships, Long 
Beach's final cost per ship modernization to the customer (the 
fleet) is about 15% less than Philadelphia. 

NSY Long Beach is the third largest shipyard (private or 
public) on the west coast and is the only public shipyard on the 
west coast that bids on surface ship repair. Without this 
shipyard, the public/private competition program would cease to 
exist on the west coast. NSY Long Beach was placed in service 42 
years ago and is the Navy's youngest shipyard. Additionally, it 
is only 115 miles north of San Diego and is therefore close to 
the major fleet concentration. This is important because San 
Diego, unlike Norfolk, does not have a major collocated shipyard. 
In all, NSY Long Beach is in close proximity to the vast majority 
(70%) of the Pacific surface fleet. 

NSY Long Beach is designated as the contingency drydock for 
emergency docking of nuclear aircraft carriers on the west coast 
in the event that Drydock Number 6 at NSY Puget Sound, WA is not 
available. NSY Long Beach provides the only large drydock for 
conducting routine maintenance work on all large ships in 
Southern California. In total, its three drydocks provide 52% of 
the drydock capacity (both public and private) in the region. 
This situation is in contrast to that on the east coast where 
three shipyards capable of docking aircraft carriers and large 
ships are located in close proximity to fleet concentrations 
(i.e., Norfolk, Newport News, and Philadelphia). If NSY Long 
Beach is closed, all aircraft carriers, large amphibious and 
replenishment ships would be forced to leave Southern ~alifornia 
for drydockinq. The'nearest alternative drydocks are at Puget 
Sound (1300 NM) and Pearl Harbor, HI (2600 NM). These yards 
would have insufficient capacity to handle NSY Long Beach's 
current workload. The resulting crew relocation and family 
separation would cause a major degradation in quality of life for 
the crews of these ships. By having NSY Long Beach near San 
Diego few, if any, families have to relocate during major repairs 
or overhauls. 
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SUBJECT: Kingsville Naval Air Station, TX 

PESCRifTION OF ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Kingsville Naval Air Station, TX. 

PISCOSSION: 

Closure of NAS Kingsville is a less attractive alternative 
than closure of NAS Chase Field because: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Infrastructure to support T-45 aircraft is in place at NAS 
Kingsville, (i.e., trainers, aircraft maintenance 
facilities, and jet engine test cell). Moving the T-45 
aircraft function to NAS Chase will cost an estimated $25.5 
million. 

NAS Kinqville has dual runways (two parallel runways 
bisected by two parallel crosswind runways) allowins more 
flexibility in conducting training operations than at NAS 
Chase which has two parallel runways and a single crosswind 
runway. 

NAS Kingsville has newer facilities in better state of 
repair than NAS Chase. This results in lower maintenance 
costs and more efficient operations. 

Closure of NAS Kingsville would cause a two year delay in 
T-45 Initial Operating Capability. 
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BPBJECT: Meridian Naval Air Station, MS 

PESCRIPTION Of ALTERNATIVE: 

Close Meridian Naval Air Station, MS. 

DISCUSSION: 

Closure of NAS Meridian is a less attractive alternative to 
NAS Chase Field because: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

NAS Meridian could not be utilized as an outlying Field 
(OLF) as it is too far away from other training fields. NAS 
Chase is close enough to Kingsville to be used as an OLF and 
would provide flexibility during T-45 transition and surge. 

Reconstitution of the force can be more readily accomplished 
at NAS Chase than NAS Meridian. NAS Meridian is near enough 
to major air hubs that airlines would find the air space 
attractive. If NAS Meridian is closed, the Navy would 
probably lose the airspace with little chance of recovery. 
NAS Chase is rel!lote from airline hubs, with little 
competition for its airspace. 

Return on investment years for NAS Meridian closure is 
approximately five times longer than that for closure of 
either NAS Chase or NAS Kingsville. 

NAS Meridian has the most modern design of any NAS: NAS 
Chase dates from the WWII era. Being newer, NAS Meridian is 
easier to maintain. The runways at NAS Meridian are built 
to newer criteria. They are staggered and offset to allow 
an increased tempo of operations accommodating simultaneous 
landings or take-offs and more aircraft in the pattern at 
the same time. Additionally, the operations area at NAS 
Meridian is remote from the administrative and training 
area. This arrangement is more efficient because there is 
less noise impact on classroom training. 
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SUBJECT: Staten Island Naval Station, NY 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIYE: 

Close Staten Island Naval Station, NY 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Staten Island 
Naval Station. 

The Secretary of the Navy's Base structure Committee rated 
Naval Station New York (Staten Island) high in overall military 
value. NAVSTA New York received high ratings in both the mission 
and land/facilities assessment categories. Staten Island's new 
and excellent facilities are state of the art in terms of their 
ability to support homeported ships. Staten Island, as a 
homeport, is 78% complete. The Shore Intermediate Maintenance 
Activity (SIMA) is in a newly constructed facility, with up-to
date equipment. The SIMA will provide modern ship intermediate
level maintenance work more efficiently than those at existing 
older facilities. The SIMA at Staten Island also provides 
intermediate level maintenance support for ammunition ships at 
the Naval Weapons Station at Earle, NJ. 

Ship homeport assignments for Staten Island have been 
carefully developed to ensure that crew sizes and corresponding 
family housing requirements will be adequately satisfied by Navy
sponsored housing in the immediate area. 

The geographic location of Staten Island, in an area with a 
large Naval Reserve population, makes retention of this facility 
desirable. The assignment of ships to Staten Island to support 
reserve training is in full support of the Navy's Total Force 
concept. The demographics are good and will allow for sufficient 
manning of these ships: a vital factor of the Navy's 
reconstitution intentions in time of emergency. 

Staten Island has specifically designed modern facilities 
for new class ships such as the deep draft, power intensive CG-47 
class AEGIS cruisers. The facilities at Staten Island have a low 
level of maintenance and repair requirements due to their 
newness. Other homeports, with some facility and support 
improvements, could accommodate the ships currently pi"anned for 
Staten Island. The added costs of upgrading and maintaining 
older facilities at existing bases (costs not now included in the 
oe·fense budget) must be weighed against the lower cost of 
maintaining this new base. 
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SUDJECT: Treasure Island Naval Station, CA 

PESCBIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES: 

1. Realign Treasure Island Naval Station, CA, eliminating 
excess berthing capacity but retaining all necessary 
administrative, training, housing, and personnel support 
functions for the San Francisco Bay Area naval complex. 

2. Realign Treasure Island to retain only the housing. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Naval Station is not a "stand alone• activity. The bulk 
of its functions support the entire San Francisco Bay Area Navy 
complex or are related to the support provided to tenant 
activities, family housing residents of Treasure Island, and 
transient personnel. Additionally, the berthing capacity of 
Treasure Island, while small, provides flexibility in 
accommodating Bay Area operations. 

The new brig and medical/dental clinic, the large Coast 
Guard presence, the port services/operations function, the Naval 
Technical Training Center, a new state of the art fire fighting 
school that meets local clean air standards. and the larqe 
numbers of units of family housing are all indicative of Treasure 
Islands importance to the San Francisco Bay Area Navy complex. A 
significant number of activities supporting the Bay area would 
require relocation and construction at other locations in the Bay 
area in the event of a large realignment as described in 
alternative 2. 

It makes no sense to recreate this complex of tenants 
elsewhere in the area, especial~y if the housing at Treasure 
Island and the ~echnical ~aininq Center were to remain in place. 
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SUBJECT: San Diego Naval Training Center, CA 

DESCRifTION OP ALTERNATIVJ: 

Realign/close San Diego Naval Training Center, CA. 

PISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of NTC san Diego. It 
is not the most cost effective option: 

NTC Orlando 
NTC San Diego 

~ 
397M 
549M 

BQI Years 
11. Years 

100 Years 

closure of NTC San Diego is also not operationally sound. 
Retaining NTC San Diego due to its collocation with fleet units 
enhances the Navy's informal program to keep personnel sea-shore 
duty rotations in the same geographical area. This results in a 
savings of nearly $13 million per year in Permanent Change of 
Station (PCS) and Temporary Attached Duty (TAO) expenditures as 
follows: 

o OVer 2,000 staff billets (93 officer and 1,919 enlisted) 
support NTC San Diego. An estimated SO% of these billets are 
filled by PCS transfers from San Diego area commands. This 
results in a PCS savings of $6 million per year. 

o The Service School Command (SSC) San Diego is the major west 
coast single site training facility, offering 102 advanced 
occupational courses with a duration to more than 12 days ("C" 
schools), and 21 team training and technical courses of 12 day 
or less in duration ("F" schools). These schools support 
fleet units located along the west coast, in Hawaii and the 
western Pacific. Estimated FY-97 inputs for SSC San Diego "C" 
and "F" schools are 6,930 and 4,700 respectively. Relocation 
of these schools to Great Lakes would increase TAD 
expenditures by $6.8 million per year in travel expenses 
alone. 

Collocation of the Recruit Training Command (RTC) San Diego 
with the fleet allows interaction with fleet commands. Regular 
fleet visits serve to ensure that newly trained recruits meet fleet 
requirements. Fleet personnel visit the RTC weekly. On average, 
recruit companies are able to participate in at least two open 
discussions with fleet personnel and share fleet experiences. 

Unlike Orlando, relocation of the type of technical training 
conducted at sse San Diego would disrupt training pipelines for 
nearly s,soo students. This would reduce fleet readiness in 
essential technical skill ratings. Internal Communications, 
Engineman, Electricians Mate, and Machinists Mate occupational 
skill training would be out of service for three months to one 
year. Radioman occupational schools would be out of service for at 
least one year to re-engineer and re-install associated training 
devices and lab equipment. 
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SVBJEC1: Marine Corps Recruit Depot {MCRD), San Diego, CA 

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIYES: 

1. Close ana sell MCRD San Diego ana relocate the mission and 
personnel to Marine Corps Base {MCB), Camp Pendleton, CA. The 
MCRD would continue as a stand-alone entity within Camp 
Pendleton, but share common areas of support. 

2. Close and sell MCRD San Diego and relocate the mission and 
personnel to MCRD Parris Island, sc. This would combine the two 
commands as the sole Marine Corps command/location for recruit 

·training. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Marine Corps is opposed to the closure of MCRD San 
Diego. 

KCRD San Diego trains 55% of a.ll Marine recruits. 
Relocation of the MCRD to either location would virtually 
eliminate surge capacity essential to rapidly expand recruit 
throughput for mobilization during time of national emergency. 

The personnel loading and training mission cannot be 
absorbed at Camp Pendleton without largely replicating San 
Diego's infrastructure. Facilities would also have to be 
constructed at Parris Island and facility deficiencies at both 
locations would have to be corrected. 

Both locations have significant impediments to accommodating 
the MCRD mission and personnel. MCRD Parris Island is 
essentially all wetlands, which limits development under section 
404 of The Clean Water Act and the President's policy of no net 
loss of wetlands. MCB camp Pendleton is constrained by a limited 
water supply from already stressed aquifers and by the 
competition for land use in support of current training missions. 

It is unlikely that the cost of either relocation could be 
offset through real property sales. Approximately 40% of MCRD 
San Diego is filled tidal lands to which the State claims 
ownership. Also, the large common boundary with San Diego's 
civilian airport {Lindbergh Field) makes a large public discount 
allowance transfer for airport expansion almost a certainty. 
Further, disposition of the property is limited by the National 
Historic preservation Act, under which 25 of the MCRD's buildings 
and approximately 25\ of land are listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places. 

-~. 
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SU»JECT: Goodfellow Air Force Base, San Angelo, TX 

PESCBirTION OF ALTEBN~TIVJS: 

1. Close Goodfellow AFB as an alternative to closing 
Lowry AFB, co. 

2. Close Goodfellow AFB in addition to Lowry AFB, co. 

DISCUSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Goodfellow AFB. 
The closure of Lowry AFB is a better option from a capacity, 
military value and cost standpoint. 

Goodfellow AFB is one of the Air Force's six Technical 
Training Centers. Others are Chanute AFB, IL (1988 Base Closure 
Commission decision to close in F\'93.), Keelser AFB, MS; Lackland 
AFB, TX; Sheppard AFB, TX; and Lowrj AFB, CO. 'l'he primary 
mission of Goodfellow AFB is to provide general and cryptologic 
intelligence training for the Air Force, other DoD agencies, and 
allied forces. Goodfellow also supports El Dorado AFS, located 
35 miles away, whose primary mission is to provide submarine and 
intercontinental ballistic missile attack warning. El Dorado 
AFS's mission is not projected to decrease and no other military 
installation is readily located to provide the necessary support. 

The Air Force projects that $116 in MILOON would be required 
to conduct Goodfellow AFB courses elsewhere, while the net cost 
of implementing the closure of Lowry is expected to be only $4SM. 

With Air Force enlisted accession dropping from 40 1 000 to 
30,000 per year, tbe Air Force projects approximately 20t excess 
capacity in its Tecbnical Training Centers (TTC) after Chanute 
AFB is closed in FY93. Lowry AFB contributes 17% of TTC facility 
capacity, Goodfellow AFB contributes only 6t. Closing Lowry AFB 
saves 1lt more manpower ($5.7M annually) and annual Real Property 
Maintenance (RPM) savings are $5.5M more through closing Lowry 
AFB. Closing both bases would take more than the identified 
excess capacity, would require additional construction, and would 
jeopardize essential surge capacity. 

Excess facilities at the other Technical Training centers 
are more readily adapted to courses from Lowry AFB than 
Goodfellow AFB, due the classified and sensitive nature of most 
Goodfellow AFB courses and the resultant security requirements. 
Goodfellow therefore has a higher military value than Lowry. 
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SVBJECT: Plattsburgh Air Force Base, NY 

DESCRIPTION Of ILTEBNATIY£S: 

1. Close Plattsburgh AFB as a substitute for another base in 
the strategic category. 

2. Close Plattsburgh AFB in addition to Loring AFB, ME. 

PISCQSSION: 

The Department is opposed to the closure of Plattsburgh AFB. 

HQ SAC basing requirements substantiate the need for a 
northeastern tanker base. SAC can not operationally afford to 
close both Plattsburgh AFB and Loring AFB. 

A northeast base is required for Tanker Task Force and MAC 
European/CENTCOM support missions. The task force operates six 
to eight rotational KC-135 aircraft' supporting European bound 
aircraft deployments. The task force can not operate effectively 
from any base further west than Plattsburgh AFB and there would 
be a day-to-day Emergency War Order alert shortfall of 6-9 
tankers should both bases close, even considering Air Reserve 
Component tanker beddown. Also, Tanker Task Force infrastructure 
is already in-place and operations are currently being conducted 
from Plattsburgh AFB. 

Plattsburgh AFB has approximately 60' more aircraft parking 
space than Loring AFB and annual operating costs are $9 million 
less. Also, historical weather data shows less severe weather at 
Plattsburgh AFB. For these, and other reasons, Plattsburgh AFB 
ranks higher in military value than Loring AFB. 

The most convincinq argument tor not closing both 
Plattsburgh and Loring AFBs was presented to the Commission in a 
classified session on June 6, 1991. 
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THE CHAIRMAN. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHIN::;lON 0 C 2031~ 

CM-945-91 
20 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR 'l'HE SECRETARY O'F DEFENSE 

Subject: Base Closure Commission Optional Base Closures 

1. My staff, the unified and specified commands, and the Services 
have reviewed the latest additional list of bases being considered 
by the Base Closure Commission. A few of the proposals are of 
particular concern from an operation•! perspective. 

a. MacDill AFB, FL. Tbe Air Porce recommendation, which you 
approved and sent to the commission, was to close the airfield 
but keep facilities and support for the CINes. The 
commission's option of complete closure of MacDill would force 
us to relocate the headquarters of two unified commands and 
preclude options to move other headquarters to MaeDill in the 
future. Also, the movement of major headquarters would be 
disruptive to continuity of operations. 

b. Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA. Closure would seriously 
degrade drydock capability for all large ships in the Southern 
California area. Alternatives in Hawaii and Washington simply 
could not provide the services found at Long Beach. 

e. Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, CA. Closure would 
virtually eliminate capacity for rapid expansion of recruit 
training during mobilization. Alternatives at Camp Pendleton 
and Parris Island could not ~uplicate the capacity of the San 
Diego hci li ty. 

d. Plattsburgh AFB, MY. Closure would adversely affect our 
ability to provide refueling for SlOP missions. 

2. I believe it is important for tis to express these concerns to 
the Base Closure Commission before it makes any fiDal decision. I 
em rea~y to support you in whatever metho~ you believe would be 

""" '""" .. to c-·····ff~ 

COLIN L: POWELL 
Chairman 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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THE CHAIRMAN. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON DC 20318 

CH-945-91 
20 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Base Closure Commission Optional Base Closures 

1. My staff, the unified and specified commands, and the Services 
have reviewed.the latest additional list of bases being considered 
by the Base Closure Commission. A few of the proposals are of 
particular concern from an operation'al perspective . 

a. MacDill AFB, FL. The Air Force recommendation, which you 
approved and sent to the commission, was to close the airfield 
but keep facilities and support for the CINCs. The 
commission's option of complete closure of MacDill would force 
us to relocate the headquarters of two unified commands and 
preclude options to move other headquarters to MacOill in the 
future. Also, the movement of major headquarters would be 
disruptive to continuity of operations • 

b. Long Beach Naval Shipyard, CA. Closure would seriously 
degrade drydock capability for all large ships in the Southern 
California area. Alternatives in Hawaii and Washington simply 
could not provide the services found at Long Beach . 

c. Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, CA. Closure would 
virtually eliminate capacity for rapid expansion of recruit 
training during mobilization. Alternatives at Camp Pendleton 
and Parris Island could not duplicate the capacity of the San 
Diego facility • 

d. Plattsburgh AFB, NY. Closure would adversely affect our 
ability to provide refueling for SlOP missions. . :." 

2. I believe it is important for tis to express these concerns to 
the Base Closure Commission before it makes any final decision. I 
am ready to support you in whatever method you Delieve would be 

~" effecthe to c.,...nicoffZ;~ 

COLIN L. POWELL 
Chairman 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, DC 2031G-0200 

AEPL'f TO 
ATTE,NTION OF 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N.W. 
Suite 400 

19 JUN 1'19! 

Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

This is in response to your letter of May 24 to Mrs. 
Livingstone requesting additional data on Army base closure and 
realignment candidates. Attached is a listing of all available 
data requested in your letter. We are unable to provide data for 
average operation and maintenance projects by contract. 

Enclosure 

Copy Furnished: 

Sincerely, 

ALBERT J. GENETTI, JR. 
Colonel, GS 
Director, Total Army Basing 

Study 

Assistant secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) 

Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Installations, Logistics, and 
Environment) 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·8000 

PRODUCTION "NO 
LOGISTICS 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 20, 1991 

Enclosed for your review and consideration are recent 

correspondence from the Chairman, ·Joint Chiefs of staff and the 

Comptroller of the Department of Defense regarding alternative 

Commission base closures or realignments. 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 

., 

- i '1 l 
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THE CHAIRMAN. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

CH-945-91 
20 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Base Closure Commission Optional Base Closures 

1. My staff, the unified and specified commands, and the Services 
have reviewed the latest additional list of bases being considered 
by the Base Closure Commission. A .few of the proposals are of 
particular concern from an operational perspective. 

a. MacDill AFB, FL. The Air Force recommendation, which you 
approved and sent to the commission, was to close the airfield 
but keep facilities and support for the CINCs. The 
commission's option of complete closure of MacDill would force 
us to relocate the headquarters of two unified commands and 
preclude options to move other headquarters to MacDill in the 
future. Also, the movement of major headquarters would be 
disruptive to continuity of OP.erations. 

b. Long Beach Naval Shipyard~ CA. Closure would seriously 
degrade drydock capability for all large ships in the Southern 
California area. Alternatives in Hawaii and Washington simply 
could not provide the services found at Long Beach. 

c. Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, CA. Closure would 
virtually eliminate capacity for rapid expansion of recruit 
training during mobilization. Alternatives at Camp Pendleton 
and Parris Island c0uld not duplicate the capacity of the San 
Diego facility. 

d. Plattsburgh AFB, NY. Closure would adversely affect our 
ability to provide refueling for SlOP missions. 

2. I believe it is important for us to express these concerns to 
the Base Closure Commission before it makes any final decision. I 
am ready to support you in whatever method you believe would be 
moH effective to co-nic•ff~ 

COLIN L. POWELL 
Chait·man 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

-------~ 
//31:/f'l ;,~ 4 . 

'~--- ··- ------
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COMPTROLLER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

June 20, 1991 

Honorable James Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW 
Suite 400 
washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman; 

Recent statements at your hearings would suggest that the 
Commission is considering additional proposals to close and 
consolidate several major activities of the newly formed Defense 
Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). We urge you to defer 
this premature proposal so that we can complete a number of 
studies which I believe will provide a framework for any 
resultant realignment proposals for the Commission's 
consideration when it reconvenes in 1993. 

OFAS, which has been in operation less than 5 months, 
comprises about 10,000 employees at six major centers 
(Cleveland, Columbus, Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, and 
Washington). These centers pay all active, reserve, and retired 
military and process major contract payments. The goal of DFAS 
is not only to streamline its curr.ent operations, but more 
importantly, to standardize and consolidate other financial 
functions such as civilian pay, travel reimbursements, and 
general accounting that are being performed in non-standard, 
decentralized fashion by some 40,000 people outside of DFAS. 
Standardization of these functions in addition to OFAS 
operations is the goal of this recent consolidation endeavor. 

Study groups are currently working to determine the 
detailed steps necessary to transition to standard systems and 
consolidated operations for each of these functions. 
Concurrently, we have efforts underway to determine the optimum 
basing strategy for future operations. However, it is simply 
much too soon to forecast the results of these initiatives and 
realignments in the interim could severely compromise our 
consolidation objectives. 

Since we have just begun this effort involving very complex 
and critical functions, the Department deliberately excluded the 
six DFAS centers from the current closure and realignment 
package. To the extent that the standardization initiatives 
yield base operations efficiencies, proposals will be forwarded 
in our next realignment package. 

Cordially, 

J?--wr 
Sean O'KeefeU 
Comptroller 105 
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(r) p WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0301 

The Honorable Jim Courter, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
162S K Street NW, Suite 400 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

·Dear Mr. Chairman: 

21JUN1991 ()-t·;: 

The Commission is considering for possible closure facilities for which the Department of Defense has 
an operational need. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has advised me that the following 
facilities under Commission discussion are of particular concern for the reasons indicated: 

Mac Dill Air Force Base. Florida. The Secretary of Defense recommended to the Commission on April 
11, 1991as follows: 

"Mac Dill AFB, Florida. is recommended for realignment and partial closure. Realign the 56th 
Tactical Training Wing's F·16s from Mac Dill AFB, to Luke AFB, Arizona. The Joint Communications 
Support Element will move to Charleston AFB, South Carolina. The airfield at Mac Dill AFB will 
close, those facilities that support flying operations will be disposed of and the remainder of 
MacDill AFB will become an administrative base. • 

The continuation of Mac Dill as an administrative base as the Secretary proposed would permit the 
Department to continue to maintain the headquarters of two unified commands at the base and 
preserve the option to move other headquarters to that base in the future. Complete closure would 
require movement of the two headquarters and disrupt the continuity of their operations. 

long Beach Naval Shipyard. California. The Secretary of Defense's recommendations to the 
Commission did not recommend closure or realignment of the long Beach Naval Shipyard, except for 
receipt by the Shipyard of ship support functions and a parcel of land to be transferred from the Long 
Beach Naval Station. Closure of the Shipyard would seriously degrade drydock capability for all large 
ships in the Southern Californiil area. Alterrnttives in Hawaii and Washington simply could not 
provide the services found at Long Beach. 

Marine Corps Recruit Oeoot. San Dieao. California. The Secretary of Defense's recommendations to 
the Commission did not recommend closure or realignment of the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San 
Diego. Closure of the Recruit Depot would virtually eliminate capacity for rapid expansion of recruit 
training during mobilization. Alternatives at camp Pendleton and Parris Island could not duplicate 
the capacity of the San Diego Facilit~,. 

Plattsburgh Air Force Base. New York. The Secretary of Defense's rec:ommendations to the 
Commission did not recommend closure or realignment of Pli!ttsburgh Air Force Bilse. Closure would 
adversely affect the Department's ability to provide refueling for aircraft in the execution of the 
Single Integrated Operational Plan. 

We urge the Commission to adopt the Secretary of Defense's recommendations as transmitted to the 
Commission on April 1 I. · 

Sincerely, 

1~6 
39426 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 2030!-8000 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 21, 1991 

Enclosed for your review and consideration is recent 

correspondence from the Comptroller of the Department of Defense 

regarding alternative COmmission base closures or realignments. 

Sincerely, 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 
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COMPTROLLER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1100 

June 20, 1991 

Honorable James Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW 
Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Recent statements at your hearings would suggest that the 
Commission is considering additional proposals to close and 
consolidate several major activities of the newly formed Defense 
Finance and Accountinq Service (DFAS). We urge you to defer 
this premature proposal so that we can complete a number of 
studies which I believe will provide a framework for any 
resultant realignment proposals f.or the Commission • s 
consideration when it reconvenes in 1993. 

DFAS, which has been in operation less than 5 months, 
comprises about 10,000 employees at six major centers 
(Cleveland, Columbus, Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, and 
Washington). These centers pay all active, reserve, and retired 
military and process major contract payments. The goal of OFAS 
is not only to streamline its current operations, but more 
importantly, to standardize and consolidate other financial 
functions such as civilian pay, travel reimbursements, and 
general accounting that are being performed in non-standard, 
decentralized fashion by some 4G,OOO people outside of DFAS. 
Standardization of these functions in addition to DFAS 
operations is the goal of this recent consolidation endeavor. 

Study groups are currently working to determine the 
detailed steps necessary to transition to standard systems and 
consolidated operations for each of these functions. 
Concurrently, we have efforts underway to determine the optimum 
basing strategy for future operations. However, it is simply 
much too soon to forecast the results of these initiatives.and 
realignments in the .interim could severely compromise our 
consolidation objectives. 

Since we have just begun this effort involving very complex 
and critical functions, the Department deliberately excluded the 
six DFAS centers from the current closure and realignment 
package. To the extent that the standardization initiatives 
yield base operations efficiencies, proposals will be forwarded 
in our next realignment package. 

Cordially, 

J?#-t)K! ( 
Sean O'KeefeU 
Comptroller -- 108 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

T~E ASSISTANT SE'CJitETAftY 01" THE NAVY 

UNST.4.L.L.ATI0NS AHO ENV!RONM£:NT, 

WASHlNGTON. O.C. 2:0!t0·$000 

24 JUN 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

\,,,, . 

Ref: (a) Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission letter 
of June 19, 1991 

Encl: (1) Response to items 3, 4, and 5 

1. Enclosure (l) is forwarded in partial response to the request 
for additional information forwarded by reference (a). 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 
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ADDITIONAL INFO REQUIRED FROM THE NAVY 19 JUNE 1991 

Question 3: How does the Navy evaluate the Lindbergh Airfield 
encroachment problem to NTC San Diego and MCRD San Diego over the 
next 10 to 20 years? How about the noise pollution problem, now? 
There is no significant space for expansion for the NTC future 
use. What is the prospect that NTC will have to eventually move 
due to the encroachment of a growing city? 

Response: MCRD san Diego is immediately adjacent 
and has been the primary installation affected by 
growth in physical size and level of operations. 

to the Airport 
the Airport's 
Specifics are: 

(1) Encroachment - Until 1991, proponents of expanding 
Lindbergh Field to meet the City's long-term civil aviation 
demand placed serious pressure on MCRD. This pressure has been 
greatly reduced as the result of the City and general public's 
acceptance of the findings provided through a series of 
eXhaustive studies on airport relocation and expansion potential 
of Lindbergh Field. While a number of alternatives were 
considered, the studies uniformly concluded that the inherent 
geographic limitations on Lindbergh Field preclude meeting the 
needs for an all weather jumbo jet airport. San Diego is 
proceeding with negotiations for a bi-national airport with 
Mexico. The President of Mexico has given his approval for 
formal study and negotiations on the proposal are proceeding 
favorably. 

(2) Airport Role - Lindbergh Field's role will change to 
that of a regional commuter facility when the new bi-national 
airport becomes operational. similar to other older airports in 
core urban areas, there will continue to be a demand for 
convenient short haul air transportation. Such use is compatible 
with Lindbergh Field's size and layout, which greatly"diminishes 
demand for additional land and noise impacts on both MCRD and 
NTC. 

(3) Noise - The problem has progressively improved based 
upon the continued introduction of Stage III (quiet) aircraft 
into the civil fleet and the imposition of daily curfew from 2300 
to 0630. An ongoing FAA study of operations is expected to make 
numerous recommendations for further reducing noise impacts on 
MCRD and NTC. The impact of aircraft noise is further mitigated 
by our modern educational facilities, which are completely sound 
attenuated. 

(4) Capacity - Although both MCRD and NTC are constrained 
geographically, their current through-put could readily be 
doubled under mobilization conditions. We have previously met 
this challenge for WWII, Korea and Vietnam. Additionally, as has 
been discussed previously, the opportunity to train 26% of the 
Fleet which are collocated in San Diego affords us a tremendous 
cost and quality of life benefit. 

-- 1 1 0 
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(5) Inevitability - With resolution of the City's airport 
capacity problem in sight, it is unlikely that either MCRD or NTC 
San Diego would be forced to relocate from encroachment. The 
areas surrounding the two facilities are established 
neighborhoods with little prospect for further growth or major 
redevelopment. The recent Base Closure Commission's hearing in 
San Diego underscored the strong community support for retention 
of both installations. Mayor Maureen O'Connor stated at that 
time ''We've solved your problem. We're going to move the airport 
and you're going to have plenty of room .... I can assure you, 
commissioners, it may feel that [MCRD and NTC are being 
encroached]. But believe me, we are moving quite nicely forward 
to moving the airport. It will happen, I'm a native San Diegan. 
I feel as passionately about this issue as everybody behind me 
and guarantee you, we solved our problems in San Diego and if you 
want more land for the military, you shall receive it." 

Question 4: Please explain further the restriction on training 
space consideration noted in the '88 study to relocate MCRD to 
Pendleton. What training would be impacted? How is the addition 
of this expanded training being addressed in projects or 
contracts? 

Response: The 1988 commission coincided with the completion of a 
Marine Corps-wide 2-year study of Land and Training Area 
Requirements (LATAR). As documented therein, the modernization 
of the Marine Corps has provided a force that shoots further, 
moves faster, and provides more lethal firepower than ever 
before. This enhanced capability requires commensurate 
improvements in ranges and maneuver areas to train realistically. 
MCB Camp Pendleton is implementing the LATAR standards and 
recommendations and is in the process of completing a base-wide 
master plan for reorganizing training areas to take maximum 
advantage of limited space. Relocation of MCRD San Diego to the 
Base would remove land from training areas and detract from the 
Base's primary military value in hosting combined arms training 
for Fleet Marine Forces. Some of the specific training that 
would be impacted includes the Landing Craft Air Cushioned 
program, the expansion of the School of Infantry, and the moving 
tank target range. 

A related issue is that water supplies for the base are limited, 
with the Base's aquifers being drawn on at essentially maximum 
safe yield. The introduction of the additional personnel loading 
would necessitate that water to support them be reallocated from 
other training and support mission functions. 

Question 5: If the MCRO were relocated out of its present 
location would the land automatically go to the airport without 
000 being reimbursed of any relocation costs? Under what 
authority does this take place? 

2 
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Response: It would be fair to assume that the vast majority of 
MCRD San Diego would be transferred to other governmental 
entities through one or more of the low/no-cost public discount 
programs and/or through settling claims concerning MCRD's filled 
tide lands. The airport, however, would be only one of the 
potential recipients. 

Approximately 40% of the MCRD occupies filled tidal lands (lands 
below the high tideline in 1919), in which the State of 
California claims an interest. The State has actively pursued 
claims of this nature whenever the concerned property was 
proposed for disposal, the most recent example being the State's 
claims against a nearby Navy joint venture project . 

Lindbergh Field, even as a short haul commuter oriented facility, 
will have sufficient land requirements to make an excellent case 
for transfer under the authority of 50 U.S.C. 1622(g) -- which is 
the specific authority for Federal property to be transferred, 
without reimbursement, to local governmental entities for airport 
purposes. Airport purposes include parking lots, roadways and 
support services. Further, the provisions of 40 u.s.c. 485(h) 
states that priority for the transfer of military property is 
given to airport use following consideration for use by other 
military and federal agencies. 

The area above the 1919 high tideline encompasses the arcade 
area, consisting of 25 structures and surrounding 110 acres, is 
listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Anticipated 
local competition for public purposes for this area through 
public discount allowance programs for parks, recreation, 
education and similar entitled public uses would probably leave 
little of the MCRD for actual sale for commercial reuse. 

One significant factor that must be considered is City of San 
Diego's entitlement (zoning) authority, and that based on the 
MCRO's location adjacent to the airport, the City would have 
ample justification to zone the property solely for airport and 
recreation purposes. Such zoning would in essence guarantee the 
ultimate transfer of the lands for those purposes with or without 
a public discount allowance program . 

3 
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'a'703 614 7296 OP-44 ••• B.~SE CLOSL"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
o,rFlc;&: OF TtoiE C:HIW:Jf Oft N..t..VA.J.. O,.E:RA"riCNS 

WASHINOTON. OC.: aoUO•:tOOO 

11000 

~002<00 

Ser 441Dl/1US978! 
25 Jun 91 

MEMORANDUM FOit THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

. Subj : BASE CLOSURE AND REAIJGNMXNT 

Encl: (l.) Repre.sentative Molinari letter dated 18 June 18, 1!191 
(2) AnsWers lleqa:rdinq EXcess capacity 

l.. Enclosure (1) requested. information with reqard to excess 
be:rthinq capcacity and enclosure (2) was sent on June·. 25 in 
response. Both enolosures are provided for information and use in 
the event that similar questions arise durinq the Commission's 
deliberations. 

~41JGl~-~·~,-~------~~~SN 

Copy to {without enclosures); OSD (P&L) 

Director, Shore 
Activities Division 

1 1 3 
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'5'70~ 6H 7296 OP-H "'"'"' BASE CLOSt"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICI!. OF THE C:H!l!.l' 01' NAVAL OPitRAT!ONS 

WASHINO'!'ON. CC 20350·2.000 

11000 

~ooz:oo 

Memo 443D/ 74 
25 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

SUbj: IEVIS!D COBRA MODEL POR.UAVAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING ACTIVITY CNESEA), ST. INIGOES 

Encl: (1) Revised COBRA for N!SEA 

1. Enclosure (1) revises Screen Six of the original COBRA model 
tor NESEA s~. tniqoes which had incorrectly reflected MRP and OBOS 
costs in thousands of dollars where the model required input in 
dollars. This correction increases steady state savings from $2.4 
million to $4.8 million and reduces the years to break even from 
ten to six and the ROt years from six to two. 

Copy to: O~SD (P&L) 
ASN (RDA) 

"~·g-
. P.w. nnon 

:RADM, CEC,_.USN 
Director, Shore 
Activities Division 

1 1 4 
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OEF'ARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

'!he Flol'lmlble Jim c::oorter 
Olai:l:man 

OJ' If':.:;!'! OF r ... e: $!:.C'f~T.a.R'I' 

WASl-IINGTON. C> C. 20!50·1000 

Oafanse !asa ClOIIIUt'll and. Raalitpu~eut 02!1!!1 •eien 
1625 K street, NW, SUite 400 
~.IX! 20006-1604 

I:llioar Mr. 0'\ai:l:man: 

25 June 1991 

While I apprliC.iat. that YQl%' ODni uien l!llSt a!I3:C1Ie ~ 
j\oD.IjatWIIt in rGIII'i~ cur baM clCIBl.l!.'e and. ret.ligxwwnt: IIICIIII'*c:latJ..crw, I Ill 
ca iCI!!m8d t:.hat dlllfiat.icnl tn:m cur ~ans lOll.d c1llg:t: 1' milit.uy 
readiness, adveraaly atfact:. the qlality Of life ot Navy tuliliM, a:Doc:ast: 
mra. 

D.lr1nq cur CUt(JUihenaiva 1::Ue ai:Ncl:u:l:e analysia, I!I.1Clh a1::1:ent.1c:n wu 
focused en the relative ll\ilitazy value of I!IIICh ilwtallaticn tc IIIJRICdt thl 
projoot:e:i smaller fOZ'Oa st:m::ture, 'lotU.l.a ftill ~ adllquate III.IZ1;III 
capacity for pc:u1J:)J.a CICint~iee and. raxa.Ut:uticn. ~ tc tM in 
d8pth irquiriea of ymr staff providld c:learar dcc..'aai!ntatien a:d •; ,. ort Of 
our previous CCI'ICl1.1ai.c::N. As a ~t, I r~~~~~ain totally CICI'Ifidmt t:.hat thl 
IeCCI!II'olll'ltians IIUl:llitted tc tM C)=m!!1Mion are IICUZ'd, <XIIIIl.tel.Y c::awiatant 
with the fCI~:a ~ plan, a:d in the I:Mt total ~ of the Naticnal 
c!efense.· 

our raxatellllldatiala also are balanl::a1 with the da::l~ ~. 'ltlua, 
d8letien of r9' (l!•dlcl clCIII.l:N!II Wl:lllld hollcw thl nllll.1n1.n; fc:a:c~ l:ly 4r1vi:lq 
offset ~ in ctMr Navy prap:w. ~y, w IIL1St: I'1Ct ~y 
reduce our ~. !Jiven the IIICten:1ac1 pari.cd CYW Wc:h fc:a:c~ 
reduc!tians will oa::ur. CDnileql.lltntly, wa baliAMI that thlt sut.tit:ut.icnl bain;r 
conaic:la:rac! l:ly 1:ha o:mniMion Wl:lllld IIIJb..apl:.imize the mllit.uy value inUa•ic 
in the i.nt:e;ral eat of r9' 4 iili•IISatJ..crw Wla llent: tc the O"mni Mi.cn, !'or 
EUGlSllple, 

• ClMn of Naval. Sh.ipylml (NSY) tal; BIW:h, u a .. tlllbltit:l.l:l:a for or in 
additicn tc NSY ltd.lidelphia, WI:IUld &lpriw the Navy ot r r M dryQ:x:lc 
capability fer J.arga ~ en the Wast CloUt, nr· ueitatirq di.VC~ticn of work 
tc mra d.1.tant ~. with atta'll:lant eDit i.nl::reuea and. lllllljor 4ia:r:upl:.:l.c 
to 1:ha lltlll:lility of fallllliM. 'nw Olah:man of the Joint: C!!.iefa of staff 
recently EJq)l sci hia Q:t~j OYC tha ClpiiZaticrllll ~icaticN CJf clCilin; 
NSY l.l:lng &aacb. 

• ClOISU%'8 of Naval Air Staticn ~:Ule or Maric!ian, ilwttlad. of Cbue 
Fialc!, ill unattract::.i'¥8 hecft!IM it Wl:lllld. aliiWlata 11U%9B t:l:a.ini.nJ ""'P8bility, 
cost mere, and. delay lld1J.evin; initial q;catirq e.pbility ct the '1'-4!5 
aircraft. . 

• 

}. - .J 
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• Clcsure of Naval statil:rl cmVSTA.) New Yark at staten Ialand ~d be a 
t:raqic lau ot ~ family hl1ulin;J and l'liiW state of thla art tac:lliti•, 
ia.allY lccat.ld far oo ll'lRX!l't of ah.ipa ~at staten Ialan:! and numy 

. Earle, an:t tha larga ~til:rl of ReMrYa pBl:1IOI'Nl. nsi41ng in the 
Great.r NeW Ym-Nw JerMy Mat.l:'l::lpOlitan Area. 

• Re&J.igunoont t.o Dlnr!i.ze mVSTA. 'l':t:auure Island doM !'lOt make ..,.. &.18 
t.o the Sl.lPI;IOrt rcle it plays for thll ent.ira san l"ransiaco Bay Area NaVal 
CCstplex. 

e Closure of the Nll'llal '1'm1.n.irq cantar at san Di.ego in li-.1 of Orlan:lo 
initially 'WI:lll4 CX'lllt mer., \lltilrlat:a.l.y 8aV8 1-, ~ thll hi;h milituy 
valwa of oolloca1:..in',J a major t:minln;r CCII¢ex with a major Fleet 
oorant:n.tic:n, an:! ~ the t:zoai.ninJ pi;llin. for thcWian:!e ot w.t:: CCias't 
~. Sevarin; oolloc:at1.cn WCUld aleo advaz:M.ly effect: the q.lollit.y of 
lite of sailors and tha1r families. Claain; j\ISt the ~1:: '1'raininq 01nt:er 
by itself, u other~~ t:la'llla ~~ 1olCUld prcyida m aavin;JII. .. 

• ClCB~mt ct Marin. Cc%ps bc:I:'Uit ~san Dia;l::l, u aleo hi;hl~ 
by CeNI:I:al Po~Mll, ~d virtually el:!:minata lll.ll'!,;la eapcit.y tor rapid :NCN.I.t 
t.taininq c'll.lrirr;l mcbilizat1.cn. . 

Finally, I 1olCUld lilca t.o ~ the inportanc:a of the Navy1• 

mtiPL•'lnllive plan for o:nsclidat:in;J lab:n:t.ories and. ~. tl.Mt: 
mq;:p llt and Rm't.l :l.rwtall&t.icrlll to the CMA1'II.U i.ntaqr1t.y of & lllllal.lC forae 
~ and llhl:n .!.nt:rturl:ruc. w. am pnpare tc J;lii:CYida ~ 
~t.ic:lnal brietin;JII may be n1 w t.o !JIIpl•in tba ,.,...,leod.t..t. ot 'the plan. 

Ravin; a;cnizaS aver tllaN .._ altcnatives ~f, I knew hew 
diffic\llt the ciaciaia'lll of the t'lnm!iMi..c:n will be. Hllvi.n; ~ tha i•
in dl.lptl1 !IIYMlf, I ~ ygu t.o fcl1:wud O.ll:' ~ t.o tha 
PrBident wit:hcut ~. 

.. 

.s~~: 
.1'%.'®1 t7ALr .L. 

H. Lawrence Garrett, III 
Secretary of the Navy 
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REPLY 1'0 
A lTC~TION OF 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, DC 203tG-Ot03 

June 25, 1991 

Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1625 K Street, N. W. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

Your letter of June 18, 1991 questions the Army's 
recommendations for Forts Dix·· and Chaffee in light of 
our desire to await the results of the ongoing reserve 
training strategy and installation management study. 
The Army's recommendations are consistent with our 
decision to await completion of the study before 
further evaluating the other major training areas. 

As I noted in my June 12, 1991 letter, both Forts 
Dix and Chaffee have active tenants which do not 
support Reserve Component (RC) training or the instal
lations' training mission. The planning and analysis 
done in support of the realignment of the Joint Readi
ness Training Center from Fort Chaffee and the imple
mentation of the P. L. 100-526 recommendations for Fort 
Dix gave us a detailed picture of the capabilities of 
the installations and the units supported. The Army's 
proposals place Forts Dix and Chaffee on a similar 
footing with the other major training areas which, 
except for Fort Irwin, principally support the RC. 

The issue of administrative control is immaterial 
at this time. Should the Army's proposal be accepted, 
our implementation planning process will dovetail with 
the study to find the best garrison control arrange
ments. We estimate that little or no manpower savings 
would be realized from the transfer of Forts A.P. Hill, 
Indiantown Gap, McCoy and Pickett to the RC. These 
installations are already minimally staffed. Detailed 
workload analyses are required for further validation. 

I want to emphasize again that the Army has the 
authority to make changes in administrative control or 
garrison configuration outside of the P.L. 101-510 
framework and will exercise that authority at the 
appropriate time. 
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I will provide a co f th' McMillan, Assistant Seer~~ o f~s letter to Mr. Colin 
Logistics). ary 0 Defense (Production & 

s~ 

~=-i~':'-
Assistant· Secretary of the A 

(Installations, Logistics & Envir~~~ent) 

~ hd~ ~ ,~ fr;I ~ lltAc '11 

A.J. (NV< #lr"v· d J,llti</J' ~ ltN ~ 0 ,.;. e-il 
Ctv..t1~e. UIN- ~ fl.c. ~~Fw<, ttN,p~ 

(Ac) &AJK 6 ~ ~M#.~ P~ 
co ;n..A. 01~ #-..~ ~ j f;..t't (~~~ 
w7~N.J ~~ anJ~ ~ ~ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

l"HE ASSISTANT SC:CRETARY OF THE NAVY 

ilNSTAlLATIONS AND ENVIRONMENT' 

WASHLNOTOI'•t OC:. ).OJfSO·IOOO 

e 2 5 JUN 1991 

e MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 
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Ref: (a) Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission letter 
of June 19, 1991 

Encl: (l) Response to item 20 

1. Enclosure (1) is forwarded in partial response to the request 
for additional information forwarded by reference (a). 

~ 
Copy to: OASO (P&L) r 

., 
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20. Why did the BSC drop the following projects from the OP-05 
MILCON requirements for the NAS Whidbey relocation to Lemoore: 

o 140K SF maintenance hangar space in support of EA6B 
squadrons and FRS 

o 50K SF of admin space support of EA6B squadrons and 
FRS 

o l20K SF of storage support for relocating squadrons 
(warehouse) 

o 4200 BBL of POL storage 
o 4SK SF of increased medical facility to handle 

increased medical load. 

Response: The BSC's review of Lemoore's requirements 
acknowledged that it had a large excess capacity at present and 
that during the Vietnam era it had regularly housed 20-24 
squadrons. These two facts resulted in a reduction of the hangar 
requirements by 140,000·sf. The BSC further recognized that this 
reduction could cause some crowding, but felt that the major 
budgetary reductions programmed for the outyears called for some 
scaling back. 

Similar considerations entered in the BSC's decision to delete 
OP-OS's requirement for 42,000 BL of POL capacity. They reasoned 
that all of the airplanes would be using the same type of fuel 
and that, even with varying rates of consumption, Lemoore would 
be able to function satisfactorily within its existing POL 
storage capacity, particularly since past history had shown this 
to be the case. Any anticipated shortfalls could be addressed by 
accelerating fuel delivery schedules. 

The reduction in the requirement for additional medical 
facilities resulted from the fact that the naval hospital at 
Lemoore is highly underutilized. The BSC felt that 5,000 SF for 
expanded outpatient clinic services should satisfactorily 
accommodate the increased requirement at Lemoore. 

The major reductions in both administrative space and storage 
reflected the opportunities for consolidations and economies of 
scale and the underutilized capacity at Lemoore. The ESC's 
decision to delete these requirements recognized that when 
capacity is underutilized over a period of time, personnel and 
organizations tend to expand to fit the available capacity and 
that significant opportunities existed for realigning 
requirements back to a more realistic level. This again was 
based upon the fact that during the Vietnam era Lemoore had 
supported a much larger number of squadrons than the current 
loading. 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-8000 

llli'ltOOUC:T~ON AND 
LOGISTIC& 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

ana Realignment commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

You asked for additional 
recommendation to close Forts 
facilities and training areas 
Reserve Components. 

June 26, 1991 

clarification of the Department's 
Dix and Chaffee, while retaining 
at both forts for use by the 

The critical issue, by far, is the recommendation to remove 
the active component missions from the two forts. 

The permanent move of the Joint Readiness Training center 
from Fort Chaffee to Fort Polk, and the realignment of the 5th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized) from Fort Polk to Fort Hood are 
critical to the Army 1s base restructuring plans. These 
interrelated actions reflect the reality of the smaller Army of 
the future. The Army has excess capacity in its fighting 
installations. By moving the 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized) 
to fill the void at Fort Hood, and changing Fort Polk from a 
fighting installation to a major training area, the Army reduces 
that excess capacity. After exhaustive studies bequn in 1987, 
Fort Polk was found to be the best possible location for the 
Joint Readiness Training Center. Fort Chaffee does not have the 
facilities necessary to support the required number of rotations 
per year to fully train its light fighters. Furthermore, the 
training areas at Fort Polk better support the intensity of 
training required by the center. If the center is forced to 
remain at Fort Chaffee, the required facilities investment will 
be greater than that requirea to support the Army's 
recommendation. 

With regard to Fort Dix, the 1988 recommendation realigned 
all of the active duty training functions out of the 
installation, but left a variety of active duty tenants in place, 
along with a large number of facilities in *mothball status." 

''"' .. ' .. I ,__, . 
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The presence of these tenants, along with the excess facilities, 
forced the Army to maintain a garrison far larger than that 
needed to support a •semi-active" installation. The Army's 
recommendation recognizes that because of the smaller Army of the 
future, the mothballed facilities will no longer be required for 
mobilization. The active tenants can be served more cost 
effectively at other locations where space is now available. 
Reserve Component training requirements can be fully supported by 
retaining some facilities, the ranges and training areas, and a 
minimally sized garrison. 

In short, Secretary Cheney has recommended changing the 
missions of Forts Dix and Chaffee to be more in line with those 
of Forts A.P. Bill, Indiantown Gap, Buchanan, Pickett and Mccoy. 
I urge you to support the recommended moves of the Joint 
Readiness Training Center, the 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized) 
and the removal of active component tenants from Fort Dix. 

Colin McMillan 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-SOOO 

- PRot)UCTION ANO 
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Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Chairman Courter: 

Thank you for your letter of June 18, 1991, to Secretary 
Cheney concerning the Department's position on live chemical 
agent traininq. 

The May 30, 1991, response you received from the Army 
reflects the Department's position on live agent training. The 
Department's decision to close Fort McClellan is the most 
efficient and effective use of our resources, while preserving 
the Department's flexibility in facing an uncertain future. 
Realistic live agent training is valuable, but is not essential. 
currently, less than 5 percent of DoD's military personnel have 
an opportunity to train at the Chemical Decontamination Training 
Facility. Having the Chemical Decontamination Training Facility 
in caretaker status allows us to reconstitute this training 
capability, if required. 

The Department of Defense will continue to provide other 
types of chemical defense training to the total force, for the 
foreseeable future. This training will also continue to be 
extended to other government agencies and foreign countries. 

Finally, the entire package of recommendations including the 
decision to cease live agent training was supported by the 
Military Departments and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. 

rr;_y' !finUL_ 
Colin. McMillan 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301·8000 

A ~oouc·noN •No June 26, 1991 
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Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: . 

You asked for additional information supporting the Army's 
plan to renovate Building One at Fort Benjamin Harrison, :Indiana. 

Building One is the second largest administrative facility 
in DoD's inventory. :Its 1.6 million square feet can support 
5,000 people. There is simply no other facility available which 
could serve as a suitable alternative to continued operation of 
Building One at this time. 

I recently forwarded to you the DoD Comptroller's reasons 
for not pursuing realignment of the Defense Finance and 
Accounting Service at this time. The enclosed Army Corps of 
Engineers' economic analysis confirms that renovation appears the 
most cost effective option. 

Renovating Building one appears to be the optimal use of the 
Department's physical assets and its limited resources. 

The DoD comptroller concurs in this assessment. 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosure 
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REPLY TO 
ATTeNTION OFc 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20310.2600 

~ . . .... - t' . 
i ,_ ·_,::..t ~, _ _; 

1!!91 .ru;~ 2 I fll 5: 13 

~ 3 J:JN 1991 
DAEN-ZCP-A 

;£!. Z I_JU~)..=~~ .... Atm· 

JPMY (X 1 L'Z) . ~~'=' . 41 

!'OR ASSISTANT SECRETARY 0!' THE UMY FINANCIAL .HAHAGEMENT 

S'O'BJECT: Economic Analysis for Buildinq one 

1. The Fiscal Year 1992 Army Military Construction budget 
contains the project for the Administration Building, Buildinq 
one, at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana. The Fiscal Year 1992 
budqet requests Total Anthorization of $125,000,000 and 
Authorization of Appropriations of $2S,ooo,ooo. 

2. An executive sUllllllary of the economic analysis that supports 
this request is provided as requested. This analysis was ··' 
prepared assuming a 1991 start and the conclusion remains valid 
for a 1992 start as requested. Major renovation was selected as 
the lowest cost alternative of the four feasible alternatives 
shown below. 

OfTIQN 

-Renovation 
-Third Party 
-New Construction 
-z:..eases 

FOR THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS: 

Encl 

liET PBJiSElfT VALVE 

$154 million 
$220 million 
$240 million 
$576 million 

c.__;;;..A}--~. z:;; r 
PETER J. OFF.RINGA 
Major General, USA 
Assistant Chief of Engineers 

. . -..... ' 
I • • I • • • · .. 4 
.:'.:' :._.,;u 
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An Ecaaomic: Analysis of Allenlalive Melbod.s 
of Providing 1,584,000 SF of AdmiDis!ralive Splee 

(0 .tVt:,omuw 1ete S.OCJO Employees It fort J.jamiD Harrison.. 

... 
A. OIUECITVE: ProWie adeqllale 'I1IOI:t sp» for 5000 pea:IOGIIIII CllmDIJy JOCIIIed a Fon Bcqjamill Hmiloll who 
require proper ~ lype 'I1IOI:t .,_ io BuildiDJ 1. 

B. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED: 

1. Allenlalive 1 • R=ovalicm. 'lllil plllll would include removizlc ...... pnwidiq 11 nised floor .,.r.em 
ill ldmiaislrative- or !luildiDc 1 &1111 ~~ the buildiDJ. 

. 2. Allenlalivo 1· New Coastructicm. 'lllil p\1111 would involve CiiCIIISiniCiin 111 ealitel.y uw admiDislnlion 
typo lidlity for 5,000 employees. 

3. AIIAinl&live 3 ·l'hitd Party. 1'lliJ plm would involve -.:d:q • IIIIIW buildillc oa post &1111 finmcinc 
the project tbtouJh 11 lhinl puty. '1'lle Fode:al a-t wov.1d mab aaul buill paymellll- tbo po:riod of 
malysis n11:mr tbm pay wmttactiw COlliS ioitially u io the case of tbo MCA project. 

4. Alta'lllllive 4. r.-Off·Polt. 'lllil plm would involve loui:DJ Rime oftico .,-off-post for 5,000 

- locat.ed iD Bllildiq 1. 

5. Altemalive S • Sla!UI Quo. 1'lliJ plm wu not evalumd becmw the plllll does not meet the objective 
of providiDJ tcleqwale 1dministrative 1p1C0 cd special WIO areas for 5000 paiiOiiDiil. Blli1diq 1 sequU\11 ubestof 
NmOvallloac wilh moclemizalioa of the a:dslio& bWldioc ~e fa. the c:owt C'"'"" of the buildiDJ IDCh u eleclrical 
IYitem. roofing, illml•rim, ll1d willdowl, which are eitba' .,. or _. rep!_. ... or arolll!lldeclto iDu se 

cerl)' aviqs. 

C. MmiODOLOOY. E.tdllllenlalivo wulllldied to clelermi.ae the~ COIIIS"BDCia"'CC with each opticm. 
1'1111 COitll - ecri-"'11 Cor each lllenlalive cd COIIIpll'ed ova' a 26-yelr po:riod of lllllysis. Almu1 project COlliS 

- dil' '"'"'*'a 111 1.0 pei'CIIIIIt Df4 to calcnl"' 1ld pi r val1le (NPV) ad equivlleor 1lllilonD aaul cost 
(EUAC) for each altemalivo. 

1 Reoovacioo 
1 Thin! Patty Project 
3 New O:mstructioo 
4 r.- Off-post 

$154,810 
S%19,902 
$239,904 
$S7S,!I01 

$14,311 
$10,343 
$22.193 
$51,264 
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'These 1'1111118 indica~~~ !be cost e.lfedi- of !be &ltenlal:ive.l, ftiiiiOYatioa. I'll additioa 10 !be n=m!ls 
&llovo, several seasitivity G&ly._ were pafotmod 10 1e1t !be m=glh of !be NPV md Et.JAC R1SU1t1.. 'l.'bll results 
&llove proved inaasitive 10 cbaDges ill !be Jarre COSI items ill Ibis G&lysi&. Sued oa !be NPV raul~ of Ibis 
IICOI!Omic G&lysi&. it ill ooacluded thai !be 1-CCIII!y IDOtbod of nwtinalbe requiremeat 10 pzovide ~ 
wort lpllQI for S,OOO employees Ill F'Oit Bcjamill. HlrriJoD ill by -.uq lluildiq t. ~ thai Ibis 
project be ftmded. .. ;! 11 

... 
--E. ASSUMPTIONS. - -- -

1. It ill a••mecl thai BuildiiiJ I will be dmm'ished if llliW ClllllllltUI:ti lbUd puty fin"'Sina of a llliW 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
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projec:t or leuiDa &ltenlal:ivca- impl-Ied 

2. It ill-med I!W if a-bm1dilla-«msslacled it waald be locafed CjiCIIIliO lllli1cllQJ l,IIIIDwiDa 
lbt - of aistjna prlridlla. 

3. It ill •"""""' thai adequeto office lpllQI-w be leu:d off-post. Multiple Jgcetioae lbtlbeoftice lpllQI 
leued ill likely. 

4. Iaflati011 for 1eesiq (Altenlal:ive 4) illlliJher lb.m iDfielioa rate~ ued for oilier COSI ~ InB•tiOD 
rates en baed oa OCE Ecoaomic Brie&. 

5. I& is '"""""' thai lluildiq J will coadnwdiO be lillly 1lliiizld (1.584,531 SF). All al!emllives 
COllsic!er 1.584,531 SF ulbe ne •J sqaue foocaae noqaincl to .-&!be objedive. 

P. SENSmvrrY ANALYSIS. 

La.rp and volar.iJo COSI items in die G&iyeil,_. ellow'lld to chaqa in order to - !be elfecll of diDII8 
changes oa die NPV and Et.JAC n=mlll. If a a&ll c:beD.p in I Clltlain COSI or Wiiiipliaa Mal!~ ill die 
recommendocl &ltenlal:ive (I'CIIIOVIlioa) beiDa more~ <• .,_ NPV lb.m oilier allenlativea), dll&l die NPV 
I'IISU.Itl en Ptive 10 c.blllges ill lboso items. 'tbo foDowiq llbJo i'iiii"WriDI lila l'llllllllllld _.maoas of die 

·- lllllitivity -':r- pafonDIOd.: 

:hrc:lmt Cbaqe ceq.W.t 10 llllllb 
~DOl !be .. 0011 opliosl 

Tile depe of chaqa required to revene die NPV nnkinp ill sipificant for Ill COSI items tellled. '1llese 1'1111111 
lllow thaiCIYell if 1atp enon ill cost esrimatinJ occumd ill pn:paruioD of Ibis G&lysie, lbe RIIO\'II:iotl opcioa is 
ltilllibly to be die most COSI effective ellerDalivo. 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·8000 

fi'RODUCTIO"l ANO 
LOGISTIC$ 

Honorable Jim Courter 

June 26, 1991 

Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1628 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The enclosed letters were received from senior leaders 
within the Department of Defense intelligence communities. They 
are indicative of how far reaching the effects of closing 
Goodfellow Air Force Base would be. The directors express 
serious concern over the possibility of Goodfellow being included 
in your closure recommendations to the President. 

As their letters indicate, Goodfellow AFB represents far 
more than an Air Force training center. Goodfellow is the 
premier multi-service joint intelligence training facility within 
the Department of Defense. 

I urge you to support the Department's recommendations which 
did not include the closure of Goodfellow AFB in Texas. 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosure 
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MMAHD, C:ONTROL., 
OMMUNtCATION$ 

AND 
INTILL.tOt:HC:E 

June 24, 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE {PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS) 

SUBJECT: Goodfellow AFB Closure 

~,_,--
I have watched with considerable interest the base closure 

and realignment actions of both the Department of Defense and the 
Defense Base closure and Realignment commission. Of particular 
concern is the addition of Goodfellow AFB as a possible closure 
site. 

We consider Goodfellow AFB more than just an Air Force 
resource, since 70 percent of the training conducted there is, in 
fact, DoD Executive Agent training; approximately 50 percent of 
the students are from the other three Services attending Air 
Force-run courses. Beginning in 1985, we embarked on a two-fold 
effort to consolidate all Air Force intelligence training and 
upgrade the systems used to train intelligence specialists of all 

, Services. All told, we have invested over $200 million in 
Goodfellow. 

This consolidation and modernization of intelligence training 
was done with the full support of Congress. The multi-Service 
training environment supports the spirit of Goldwater-Nichols 
legislation for increased "jointness", and it gives us a 
tremendous asset to help implement the Secretary of Defense Plan 
for the Restructuring of Defense Intelligence, which includes many 
consolidation initiatives. Goodfellow includes specially 
constructed facilities to house the highly-sensitive equipment 
needed for our training mission; it would be extremely expensive 
to replicate these buildings and relocate the technical systems. 

We support the retention of Goodfellow as a multi-Service 
intelligence training base. 

/?•u ---~~ Duane P. Andrews 
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DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. P.C . .203AD· 

U-45/RDT 2 6 JUN 199\ 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS) 

SUBJECT: Goodfellow AFB Closure 

1. As the Department of Defense manager charged with ensuring the adequacy 
of general intelligence training, I would like to advise against any 
proposal that closes Goodfellow Technical Training Center, San Angelo, 
Texas. Such an action would have a very negative, disruptive and long-term 
impact on the entire DoD Intelligence Community. Goodfellow is a true 
jg1nl Service training institution that teaches Army, Navy, and Marine 
Corps, as well as Air Force personnel. Overall, 50 percent of Goodfellow's 
student throughput 1s nQ1 Air Force. 

2. Goodfellow is the only DoD site for advanced imagery training, attended 
by both civilian and military analysts from all Services and national 
intelli-gence organizations. This training is considered critical in 
preparing intelligence personnel for joint assignments at the national and 
U&S Command level. The high technology, high classification, operations
like environment built over the past decade would probably not be 
replicated for many years. Thus, the relocation of these facilities would 
disrupt the training pipelines of the entire DoD Intelligence Community. 

3. Finally, the Goodfellow facility is unique becau~e of the co-location 
of cryptologic and genera? intelligence training which provides an 
opportunity for an integrated approach to the presentation of all-source 
intelligence. This type of training is essential in a joint environment. 
The Defense Intelligence Community ~an i11-tfforo to see Goodfellow closed. 

~"~ l1eute ant General, U.S. Army 
Director 
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NATIONAL SECU~ITY AGENCY 
CI:NTI'lAI. SECUJIIITY SEIWICE 

I'Oin' eaOIIOC 0. IliAD&. -ll'fi.A~D --

25 3une 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR PROPUCTION 
ANV l.OGIS'l'IC:S 

IUBJIC'l': Closure cf Goodfellow Air Force Base (U) - INFORMATION 
MEMORANDUM 

1. I understand that Goodfellow Ai: rorce Base in 'l'exat 
has !>.en al!de4 to the supplemental list cf military facilities 
to be considered by your commission for possible closure. My 
purpose in writing you is to emphasize the critical role that 
Goodfellow cryptologic training plays in our overall national 
intelligence programs, the difficulty in moving this 
capability, and the damage that would accrue to national 
collection efforts were this capability to be lost or seriously 
deiraded. 

2. The 348Dth Technical Training Wing, located at 
Goodfellow, trains over &ODD multi-service cryptolo;ic 
personnel a year in cryptolo;ic linquiat ak1llt for all major 
languages, intelligence analrsil and reporting. cryptologic 
maintenance, and electronic ntelligence. Thia training ia 
delivered through the SENTINEL BRIGHT system, a S200M, 
oomputtr-dtiven trainin9 system tlult it presently configured 
for over 700 terminals And eight mainframe computera, providing 
the primary training device for all linguistic and 
analyait/reporting training. Goodfellow preaently has over 
323,100 aquare feat of ICIF apace, and lar;e number• of prime 
collection equipment (CFS/CSU, JAJS!C, DC& ULLMAN) u1ed for 
equipment .maintenance. 

3. The training pipeline for moat sophisticated 
cryptoloqic skill• ls aa long as two yeart. Goodfellow is a 
critical part of tb11 pipeline, and the 41&ruption of this 
training flow would bavt an extremely adverae impact on NSA'I 
capability to fulfill ltl cryptclcqic mis1icn. A4d1t1cnally,· 
the need to recreate theae facilitiea elsewhere and move large, 
expenaive computer ayatems would generate additional costs that 
would probably be difficult to 1upport under the current 
funding environment. 
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&. I stan~ ready to provide your Commission any supporting 
data that will assist you in making a well-informed ~ecision to 
the ultimate benefit of the cryptcloqic comm~ity and the DoP. 

Very Respectfully, 

/JJ.O. 
W. 0. STUJ:)!MAN 

Vice Admiral. u.s. Mavy 
Director 

2 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301.SOOO 

The Honorable Jim Couner 
Olairman, Defense Base Oosure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street. N.W., Suite 400 
Washington, D.C. 20300-1000 

Dear Mr Courter: 

June 26, 1991 

The purpose of 'lhis letter is to request 'lhat in your recommendations on base 
closures and realignments, you indorse DoD's flexibility to reallocate real property or 
facilities pursuant to 'lhe 1990 Base Closure and Realignment Act, section 290S(b)(2)(D). 
We are particularly interested in potentially transferring military family housing (MFH) 
between military depanments. Your upcoming closure recommendations could generate 
excess MFH that would help offset validated MFH shortages, alleviate quality of life 
problems, and save DoD dollars. Additionally, the Air Force may require long term access 
to the runway at Moffett Field. 

The Air Force considers it essential to have continued access to a runway capable 
of supporting 'lhe air transportation needs of critical national security satellites. Currently, 
NAS Moffett accommodates air transpon of oversized satellites, via specially modified 
C-SA aircraft, from manufacturing/assembly facilities at the collocated Lockheed Missile 
and Space Corporation to the launch bases. Transport of oversized satellites is 
accomplished through the use of a uniquely designed Space Cargo Transportation System 
(SCTS) that maintains critical environmental conditions for the satellite during transpon. 
The large siz.e and slow speed (5 mph maximum) of the SCTS make it impossible to 
tranSport over public highways without obtaining special permits and attracting considerable 
attention. The Air Force is exploring alternatives to NAS Moffett, including the potential 
use of the San Jose Airpon or NAS Alameda. However, both of these options may likely 
result in significant operational drawbacks and additional expense even if feasible. 
Consequently, it is essential that.if the reuse of NAS Moffett does not inclu~. an active 
runway, an option be maintained· of operating the runway at NAS Moffett in lieu of 
deactivation. 

We hope you will support these potential requirements in your recommendations on 
base closures and realignments. · 

Colin McMillan 

13q 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
O!"I'IC! 0~ THE CHII:I' o• NAVAL O~ltRATION8 

WASHINGTON, DC: 20ll50·2000 

fN AEP<.V ftiPitA TQ 

Ser 44lDl/lU597854 
26 JUN 91 

MEMO:RANDO'M !'OR THE BASE CLOSORE COMMiSSION 

Subj : BASE CLOSURE AND IU!!AL!GNM;e:NT 

Ref: Defense Base Closure and Realignment commission letter of 
June 26, 1991 

Encl: (1) MILCON cost Break4owns .. for NAVS~As Long Beach, 
PhiladelPhia, and PUqat Sound 

{2) carrier Major llepair, overhaul., and Refuelinq Schedule 
(3) COBRA Breakdown for NAS Whidbey :Island 

1. The following answers are provided in response to reference 
(a). 

a.. Question 1: In an attachment to his letter to Cha.i:rman 
Courter dated 22 May, 1991, Admiral Loftus stated that the land 
and facilities at Lon9' Beach were rated yellow because "access to 
the port will be threatened by a container ship facility planned 
for the future." We understand that the ship channel will remain 
open and dred.qed to sufficient depth and. width. In what regard, 
then, is access threatened? If it is based on any quantified 
assessment of the expected degradation of access, please provide 
that assessment. 

Response: The planned container ship facility is a joint 
Army Corps of Enqineer11, Port Authority of Los Anqelea and Port 
Authority of Lonq Eleaeb. projec:t whieb. will be bUilt on landfill 
seaward of the existing- mole at Lonq Beaeb.. 'L'he projec:t will not 
appreciabley affect the ability of the ship channel to physically 
accommodate Navy shipinq but will, as planned, create an increase 
in ship traffic density in the approaches to the' inner harbor at 
Lonq Beach. This added cong-estion can not be quanti-fied and is 
based upon operational judgement that. the approach to Long Beaeb. 
will become commensurately more difficult. with added shipping 
traffic. In addition, the commercial land traffic, both 
vehicular and train, immediately outside the Naval Station will 
increase significantly with attendant congestion and safety 
impacts. In qeneral, Plan 2020 will create potentially 
siqnificant encroacbment, both from the land and water sides of 
tha Naval Station. 

b. Question 2: Please provide a breakdown of the 
percentaqe of reserves who currently drill onboard reserve ships 
who live outside the J.OO mile radius that the Navy considers the 
standard radius for a reserve pool. 
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Response: There are currently 3800 Reservists drilling 
aboard HRF ships. Of this number, approximately 200 people, or 
5.25t, commute more than lOO miles to drill aboard their assigned 
ship. 

c. Question 3: Opponents of Naval Station New York have 
stated to commission staff that homeportinq ships at Staten 
Island is less efficient and therefore more costly because it 
forgoes economies of seale available at larger naval bases like 
Norfolk. Baa the Navy ever quantified this difference in cost? 
If so, please provide this data. If not, can it be quantified? 

Response: our research has not revealed any indication that 
such an analysis has been performed within Navy. Intuitively, a 
naval station with relatively fewer ships homeported (e.q., New 
York) could be assumed to have a higher "cost per ship hull" than 
a station with a larger number of homeported ships such as 
Norfolk. The difficulty in quantifyinq such costs with any 
accuracy, however, is that costs associated with direct ship 
homeporting support are not easily captured within the Navy 
budgeting system at either the naval station or ship levels, 
particularly at larqer facilities that perform a myriad other 
functions and missions. 

such an undertaking would require siqnificant resources 
depending on a number of factors including the level of detail 
and accuracy desired and the scope of the study. In effect, new 
accounting methods would be required to record the capitalization 
costs of piers, support infrastructure, security, etc. 
attributable to the presence of a ship that is not always in 
port. 

In previous ~communications with the General Accounting 
Office, the Navy did estimate that the operation of the new 
strategic homeport sites would require base operating costs of 
approximately $ 35 - $ 50 million per year. While it appears 
that there may be economies of scale available at larger naval 
bases, potential cost savings is only one of many criteria by 
which Navy infrastructure has been planned, developed, and 
studied during base closure analysis. The military value 
criteria as described in VADM Loftus' letter of May 24, 1991 for 
NAVSTA New York form the ~asia for the Navy's decision to retain 
that naval station, not the issue of cost efficiency. 

d. Question 4: Please provide cost ~reakdowns by type of 
project and location for the MILCON cost avoidance from the 
recommended closure of NAVSTA Lonq Beach and for the MILCON costs 
that result !rom the recommended closure of NAVSTAs Philadelphi~ 3 S 
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and Pu.qet Sound. 

Response: See enclosure (l). 

e. Question s: Please provide schedule and shipyard for· 
planned carrier major repairs, overhauls, and refuelinqs throug-h 
2005. 

Response: See enclosure ( 2) 

f. Question 6: Please provide completion dates for the H'I'O 
work listed on the Philadelphia-Long Beach comparison chart 
previously provided. · 

Response: 

oss Elid.dle 
oss England 
'OSS Dale 
oss Leahy 
uss soott 
'OSS Jouett 
oss Kidd 
OSS Horne 
oss callag-han 

86 Jul 15 - 87 Auq 02 
86 Oct 06 - 87 Nov 20 
87 Jan 12 - 88 Jun 11 
87 Jul 27 - 88 Jul 22 
87 Jun 15 • 88 Aug 15 
88 Apr 18 - 89 Aug 26 
88 Auq 16 - 89 Sep 14 
88 oct 31 - go Jan 12 
89 Sap 18 • 90 oct. 25 

Shipya:rd 

Phila.<:lelphia 
Lonq!laach 
Philadelphia 
Long Beach 
Philadelphia 
Long Beach 
Philadelphia 
Long Beach 
Long Beach 

q. Question 7: ~.Navy has stated its intention to 
discontinua the carrier SLEP program. congress had provided 
fUnds for a SL!P of the KENNEDY at PSNY (first year funding). If 
Congress is successful in requiring the Na.vy to perform this 
SI.:E:P, where and ,Whell WQuld the overhaul be perfo~d? · 

Response: If the conc;ress is successful in funding the 
accomplishment of the KENNEDY SLEP at Philadelphia, it will be 
done there. 'I'he Navy's current plan had the KENNEDY's complax 
overhaul as a "to be <.'l.ete:rmined11 availability. The 
accomplishment of the !ENNEDY's next major industrial 
availability does not preclude placinq PSNY on the closure list 
and olosinq by 1996. 

h. Question 8: Representatives of the.Philadalphia 
community have stated that, if the closure/preservation proceeds, 
they may seek the ability to use the shipyard property for 
alternate purposes which would provide greater immediate economic 
benefit. A similar action related to Bunter's Point will soon 
eliminate the Navy's abil.ity to use the drydock there for 

13~ 
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emergent work. How does this potential action affect the closure 
recommendation? 

Response: Much of the property ramaininq after the closure 
will not be available for private use, NAVSESS, the propaller 
and foundry shops, as well as the Navy Inactive Ship's 
Maintenance Facility will remain open. This extensive Navy 
c~tment to the continued use of these facilities will preclude 
significant alternative usa. 

i. Questi<m 9: ~ attached chart displayinq la.rqe drydock 
requirements FY90-!'Y2000 was presented to the BSC. SUbtractinq 
the two large drydccks in Pniladelphia shows a deficit for most 
of the period. Compeze this data with othars provided to the 
Commission that display excess drydock capacity, 

Response: 'l'he NAVSE.A presentation given to the BCC 
reflected a very conservative approach to assassin; drydoeking 
capacity. 

NAVSEA Is Data 

-- The population included ships which could be done in 
other doolal in addition to the larqe ships requiring C:V/CVN 
docks. 

-- Reflected a requirement to hold over 609 dockdays a 
year in reserve to meet emergent requirements. 

- Dsed 3 04 days as the maximum available dockdays per 
year in accordance with DoD capacity measurement 
considerations. 

-- Includes ship docking requirements which can be 
docked toc;ether .· as a separate requirement (these were 
also ships which could be done in other docks but for 
efficiency were multiple docks.) 

other Data Shown to :BCRC 

-- Assessed the requirement for largoe docks separately 
from usage. 

-- Discounted on• empty clock on each coast tor emer.;-ent 
repairs as our experience indicated that this was excessive. 

-- Validated against actual drydock schedule. 
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-- Aeoepte~ the loss of flexibility if Philadelphia is 
closed, but kept the docks available in the event the 
facilities miqht be required. 

Note: Philadelphia's dry~oek #3, althouql:t relatively large 
(about 1000 feet), was not considered as it was too small to 
Cicek a carrier. 

j. Question 10: With regard to Recruit Training Co11m1and San 
Diego, how many staff parsonnel.e..re there and how many of them 
reside in government~. i.e., officer family quarters, 
enlisted fa:mily quarters, officer bachelor quarters, and enlisted 
bachelor quarters? 

Response provided by ASN t&B via separate co:r::respondance. 

k. Question 11: Please show a detailed breakdown of the 
COBRA displays that show $ 40 million in annual personnel savings 
associated with the Closure of NAS Whi&:ley Island. 

Response: Since the original COM!A analysis was developed 
for HAS Whidbey Island, the personnel numbers have undergone 
additional review by CNO (OP-05). Enclosure (3) provides updated 
numbers for NAS Whidbey Island and i4entifies the number of 
personnel planned for migration or elimination within aach 
co11m1and now located at the Naval Air Station. 

1. Question 12: Please provide the Commission answers to 
the questions in Conqressman McCollum 1 s letter to Secretary 
Schafer of 24 June. Some of these ;u.estions have previously been 
asked by the Commission but a qood many others have not. 

Response provided })y ASN J:&E vie separate ao:r::respondence. 

copy to (without enclosures): OSD (P&L) 

P.W. Drennon 
:RADM, CEC, USN 
Director, Shore 
Activities Division 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
O"ICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

WAIHINQTON, DC 20310.0103 

26 June 1991 

;~Q ·· ..... , . , 
' ' 
~ - _: 

RIJILY TO 
AT'TlHTIONOP 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defenae Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N. w. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. c. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

As the Commission continues'ita review of the 
Department of Defense's recommendation to close the 
Sacramento Army Depot and to distribute the communica
tion workload as outlined in our 12 April 1991 report, 
I take this opportunity to reaffirm the exhaustive DoD 
analyses which concluded that it waa not coat effective 
to keep the workload in the Sacramento area. 

The base closure and realignment process is 
difficult, and we fully understand the desire to 
minimize turbulence and job loss in the affected commu
nities. However, for every job ~ eliminated in the 
Department of.Defense's Sacramento proposal, economics 
will require the Army to eliminate one and one half 
jobs elsewhere, moat likely in Tobyhanna, an area much 
leas capable of providing comparable alternative work 
in the civilian sector. 

In addition, the notion that it will take 2 to 5 
years to train people to receive Sacramento's workload 
ia not supported by the facta. Workloads routinely 
shift both internally and externally at every depot. 
Training personnel to stay current with improved or new 
repair technique& is normal management practice 
throughout the aepot system. Given appropriate train
ing and management, the highly qualified workers who 
decide to move from the Sacramento area and the equally 
qualified workers already performing technically simi
lar work at the receiving aitea, like Tobyhanna, can 
easily be accommodated durinq the 2 to 5 years that it 
will take to transition the workload. This is quite 
different than saying that it will take 2 to 5 years to 
train the employee• at receiving sites to perform the 
workload. 

. ~. .. , .... ,~. ,, ,,. .. 
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Prompted by community leaders in Sacramento and at 
my direction, the Army Audit Agency studied the cost 
differentials between Tobyhanna Army Depot and those of 
Sacramento. Their analysis shows that the cost to 
produce communication electronic repair work in sacra
mento is 52 percent higher than the same amount of work 
in Tobyhanna. 

After lengthy and detailed analysis, I wish to 
assure you that our depot maintenance strategic plan, 
of which the ground communication electronic workload 
is a part, is the optimal approach for the Services. 
We simply cannot afford any of the alternatives under 
consideration by the Commission. 

~~--
Sunn 'r:ivin"f.to~ 

Assistant Secretary of the Army 
(Installations, Logistics l Environment) 

.~· 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFiCE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, OC 20310.0200 

AEPt.'tTO 
ATTENf!ONO, 

26 JUN ~: -~T 

Mr. Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, N. w. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D. c. 20006 

Dear Mr. Courter: 

This letter is in response to your letter to Mrs. 
Livingstone requesting inform;:i'tion about the Electronic 
Technology and Device Laboratory at Fort Monmouth New 
Jersey. 

The answers to your questions were prepared by the 
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research 
and Technology and are attached next under. 

If there are any further questions, we look for
ward to working with your staff to get them resolved 
quickly. 

Sincerely, 

ohn B. Nerger 
Acting Director, Total 

Army Basing Study 

... ·' 

{~( ;·-_· .. 
;c ? - . 

-::. -~ . -
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QUESTIONS FROM LETTER TO MS. LIVINGSTONE 

1. What is current authorization and composition of ETDL? 

ETDL wiring diagram is shown at attachment 1. The 
fiscal year 1990 and 1991 civilian authorizations for ETDL are 
277 and 283 spaces respectively (Note: LAB 21 and DMR baseline 
data is October 1989). 

2. 

-
What elements are proposed to relocate to Adelphi and what 
elements remain at Ft. Monmouth? 

All ETDL functions, with the exception of 54 spaces 
associated with development and production efforts related to 
batteries, power sources and Pulse Power Center, will move to 
CMRL, Adelphi, MD. These 54 spac~s will be transferred to CECOM. 

3. ETDL currently has executive agency proponency for DOD 
proarams. Where will the responsibility reside after the 
proposed realignment? 

These will reside in CMRL, Adelphi, MD. 

4. Does the residual ETDL capability go to CECOM or LABCOM? 

The residual ETDL functions will transfer to CECOM. 

5. Provide a final statement on the personnel eliminations and 
savings. 

Personnel eliminations and savings associated with LAB 21 and 
COBRA analysis are shown at attachment 2. 

6. How does the Armv propose to retain mission caoability with 
the persqnnel turbulence !relocations and attritions!? 

The government'now has the authority to pay bonuses, 
relocation costs, etc. that are comparable with industry. We 
recognize that the number who move will be dependent upon local 
economies at the time it occurs and we plan to conduct a massive 
effort to entice the people to move; we have approximately six 
years to manage the ETDL realignment in a smart way. The 
continuing downsizing of the Defense Industry will further ease 
this challenge. 

142 
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LAB 21 SPACES ELIMINA:"fED 

CMRL 

MRDC 

COE 

MIGRATION 
DIAGRAM 

TOTAL MIL CIV DELTA 
978 = 13+ 965 (+19-210)* 

203 = 84 + 119 

1181 = 97 + 1 084 

(IN PLACE REDUCTION) 

COBRA 

CIV 
774 

119 

893 

76 

969 
'1.COBRA INCL 19 SPACES SAVEDFOR AIRMICS NOT SHOWN ON THE MIGRATION 
DIAGRAM ................. 
2. COBRA TOOK THE MOST CONSERVATIVE SAVINGS ASSUMING THE CMRL .-i.f"'~'i¥~~··, 

~~~~~~~~~DN ~~:PORT ACTIVITY WOULD RETAIN 210 SPACES THAT MAY BE tt~~~ 
·- .... - ~-~-~~;~;:vu~·t--~ 

~-------------....... ····----------------~ 
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"'"[cMRL REALIGNMENTS --ADELPHI LABORATORY CENTER MD I · - ' MJSSILE RDEC TACOM RDEC. DEfROrr, Ml 

HUNTSVIllE, AL I'ROI'ULSION !21 Sl' ACES I 
MIL av Ior TO NASA-LEWIS, OH 

CI'NTER FOR NIGHT VISION + ANI> ELECTRO-OPTICS, BEFORE 76 1,6~7 1,73] 

FT BELVOIR. VA 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 NASA (AVSCOM ONL Yl 
EUM 0 0 0 

MIL CIV TOT TRANS IN 0 :Ill 30 lEWIS,OH 
AFtUl " 1,687 1,763 MIL CIV HH 

DEI'ORF. 29 446 475 
TRANS OUT n 100 112 • BEFORE 0 41 41 

ELIM 1 0 1 TRANS OUT 0 0 0 

11\ANSIN 0 0 0 !ADELPHI LA.BORATORY CENTER EUM 0 0 0 

A.FTER 16 346 362 ADELPHI, MD TRANS IN 1 20 21 
AFTER t 6t u 

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES MIL av TOT 

LABORATORY, BEFORE ,. 1,294 1,332 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

WI JnBAND5MI$1LERANGE, ~ AND DEVICES LABORATORY 
' TRANS OUT 11 119° 130 

NM EUM 9 467 476 FT MONMOUTII, Nl 

MIL CIV TOT TRANS IN t4 447 461 :MJt CIV ror 
AFTEK 31 1,155 1,181 

DEFORE 3 190 193 ~ BEFORE 1 2n 278 
TRANS OUT 1 46 47 • TRANS OUT 1 211 212 
ELIM 0 81 81 HARRY DIAMONDLABS&INSTAUATION EUM 0 12 12 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 

SPT ACT· WOODBRIDGE RES FAOUJY 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 

AFTER 2 63 " AfTER 0 54 •• 54 
WOODBRIDGE, VA 

ARMAMENT RDEC 
MIL av TOT DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 

PICA TINNY ARSENAl. NJ 
, .... 

BEFORE 0 90 90 
4 ADELPHI, MD 

TRANS OUT 0 90 90 
MIL CIV TOT EUM 0 0 0 MIL CIV 1or 

TRANS IN 0 0 0 
BEFORE 79 3,845 3,924 AFtUl 0 0 0 BEFORE 0 0 0 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 TRANS Our 0 0 0 
EUM 0 0 0 EUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 30 :Ill • lndacln TPM (30 opa<HIIo Alounclda, VA TRANS IN 0 29 29 
AFTER 79 3,175 J,tst •• Indue! .. 39 opacnlo bo lnftlftmdlo CECOM, Ft. Monmouth; NJ AFTER 0 29 29 

NOTE: RDEC • Ros .. rd! Dewl op menl and En tn .. rin C•nto I g r 
tu.PR91 oets 
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CMRL REALIGNMENTS -ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD I 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 

NASA (AVSCOM ONLY), Ballistic Research Lab, Human Engineering 

LANGLEY AFB, VA Lab, Vulnerability /Lethality Assessment 
Mgmt Office, Chemical RDEC" 

MIL CIV TOT MIL CIV TOT 

BEFORE 1 u 43 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 BEFORE •50 9al 1,033 

EUM 0 0 0 
TitANS IN 0 lO lO 

TRANS OUT 2 15 17 

AFTER t 62 63 ELIM 1 47 48 

TRANS IN 15 2711 294 

t AfTER 62 1,2110 1,261 

MATERIALS TECtiNOLOGY 
LABORATORY, t ' 

WATERTOWN, MASS 
BELVOIR RDEC. 

Mil CIV TOT fTBELVOIR, VA 

' MIL CIV TOT 
BEFORE 8 536 544 
TRANS OUT 6 205 211 BEFORE 46 890 936 
ELIM 2 :m 333 TRANS OUT 4 40 41 
JllANSIN 0 0 0 EUM 0 7 
AFTER 0 0 0 

7 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 
AF1U 42 143 '" 

• CROEC shown only forlnn~fnol50 d¥1llan • 2 military 'P"<" to CMltL 

NOTE: RDEC • RHoarm, o .. olopmtnl .. 1"81nurln& Ctnltr 

• 

ARMY RESEARrn INSTITIITE 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

J 

MIL CIV TOT 

BEFORE 16 3tt 321 
TRANS OUT 3 54 57 
EUM 0 20 lO 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 
AF1U 13 237 250 

NATICKRDEC 

I NATICK, MASS 

MIL CIV TOf 

BEFORE 82 901 984 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
f:UM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 15 15 
AF1U u 917 999 

15 APfU1 1300 
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MEDICAL LAB21/RELIANCE REALIGNMENTS 
PAGEIOF2 I 

NAVAL AEROSPACE 1\lEOICAL 
RESEARCH LAIIORATORY 

PENSACOLA. FL 
INSTITUTE OF SURGICAL RF..SEARCH MIL CIV TOT 

FT. SAM HOUSTON, TX BEFORE 40 54 94 
MIU%9, CIV/8 TRANS OUT 2 IS 17 

MIL CIV TOT TRAUMA ELIM 0 0 0 
DEFORE 153 74 227 RESEARCH TRANS IN 0 0 0 

~ 
LETTERMAN ARMY INSTITUE AFTER 38 39 67 TRANS OUT 0 0 0 OF RESEARCH COLLOCATE 

ELIM 0 0 0 PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA MIUII, CIV/30 COU,OCATE 
TRANS IN 29 8 37 LASER MIU2, CIV/15 ,. MIL CIV TOT BIOEFFECTS 1r MICROWAVE Blm:t·Ft:CTS AFTER 181 82 164 

BEFORE 113 107 220 
USAF SCIIOOL OF AEROSI'ACE 

TRANS OUT 57 54 ttl 
MEDICINE 

M!UI7, CIV/16 ELIM S6 S3 109 BROOKS AFB, TX 
BLOOD TRANS IN 0 0 0 

RESEARCH AFTER 0 0 ·0 MIL CIV lOT 

NAVAL MEDICAL RF..SEARCH - COLLOCATE IS 50 65 INSTITUTE 
BF.THF..SDA, MD WALTER REED ARMY INSTITUTE COLLOCATt; 

TOT OF RESEARCH MJI)Z, CJV IS COLLOCATE MIL CIV 
WASHINGTON, DC MICROWAVE 4 CIV USAF AUTII 

COLLOCATE BIOEFFECTS HEAT PIIYSIOL()(;y COLLOCATE 17 16 33 6SNAVY MIL CIV TOT 
BILLETS BEFORE 355 383 738 US ARMY RESEARCJIINSTITlJTE INFECTIOUS TRANS OUT 1 5 7 OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE DISEASE RES. 

ELIM 0 0 0 NATICK,MA 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 MIL CIV TOT 

(' AFTER 353 378 731 
DEFORE 76 92 If>ll COLLOCATE 32 33 65 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
ELIM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 I) n 

I AFTt;R 76 92 J(,H 
COLLOCATE n 4 4 
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MEDICAL LAB21/RELIANCE REALIGNMENTS 
PAGE20F2 

' 
US ARMY MEDICAL MATERIEL 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY 
Fr. DETRICK, MD 

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH & MIL CIY TOT 
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY CIV/8 BEFORE 20 34 54 

Fr. DETRICK, MD MEDICAL 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 MATERIEL 

MIL CIV TOT ELIM 0 0 0 

BEFORE 26 93 119 TRANS IN II 8 8 
9 38 47 COLLOCATE AFTER 20 42 62 TRANS OUT Mlll9, CIV IJO 

ELIM 17 55 n ENVIRNIOCCUP. 
TRANS IN II II II TOXICOLOGY ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE 
AFTER 0 II II . MEDICAL LABORATORY 

WRIGIIT ·PATTERSON, AFB, 011 
ARMY AEROMEDICAL RESEARCII 

MIL LABORATORY CIV TOT 

Fr. RUCKER, AL COLLOCATE COLLOCATE 41 74 116 
MJUI,CIV/1 

MIL CIV TOT BIODYNAMICS COLLOCATE MIU32, CIY/42 
DEFORE 70 68 138 BIODYNAMICS 
TRANS OUT I 2 3 NAVAL BIODYNAMICS l.IIIIORATORY 
ELIM 0 0 II NEW ORLEANS, LA 
TRANS IN 0 II II MIL CIY TOT 
AFTER 69 li6 1:15 BEFORE 37 47 84 

TRANS OUT 31 41 74 
F:LIM 6 4 10 

INSTITUTE OF DENTAL RF..SEARCII COLLOCATE TRANS IN 0 0 0 
WASHINGTON, DC MIU46, CIV /8 AFTER· 0 0 0 

COMBAT 
MIL CIV TOT DENTISTRY NAVAL DENTAL RESEARCH 

DEFORE 57 19 76 INSTITUTE 
TRANS OUT 46 8 54 GREAT LAKF.S NAVAL BASE, IL - EUM 11 11 2l 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 MIL CIV TOT 
AI'Tf:R 0 0 0 COLLOCATE 46 !I 5~ 

-,,-
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TO: MR DAVE YENTZER 
FM: TABS 

SUBJECT: ETDL 

26 June 1991 

0 ~ts1 

1. Reference youe dated 24 Jun 91. 

2. Attached are tne answers you requested. They were also faxed 
to you yesterday. 

3. The last page of attachment is the "bullet chart" that was 
requested after Mr Singley briefed the Chairman. 

L ~l~he 
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QUESTIONS FROM NOTE TO LTC LaROUCHE 

1. Short statement on purpose of CMRL Adelphi & CMRL APG. 

The LAB 21 initiative presented in the BRAC 91 submission 
was designed to improve the quality, productivity, and efficiency 
of Army research and development organizations, while increasing 
their ability to attract and retain high quality scientists and 
engineers. 

Our organizational design for the laboratories was driven by 
~ur modernization vision, strategy and action plan as documented 
in the Army Technology Base Master Plan (ATBMP). Extensive 
analyses of numerous alternatives were conducted using a uniform 
set of evaluations.factors and attributes. The LAB 21 factors 
used were consistent with and complementary to those used for the 
1991 Base Realignment and Closure.analyses, and represent those 
considerations which are critical to increased productivity and 
quality of products and services. 

One of the key elements of the LAB 21 is the creation of a 
world class "flagship" laboratory called the Combat Materiel 
Research Laboratory (CMRL). If approved, the CMRL would be 
headquartered at Adelphi, MD, home for the following 
Directorates: Signatures, Sensors and Signal (53) Processing; 
Battlefield Environmental Effects; Electronics and Power Sources; 
and Directed Energy. Lethality, Materials, Life Sciences, and 
Simulation/Modeling/Assessment Directorates of CMRL would be 
located at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, where extensive test and 
range capabilities already exist. 

One objective is to significantly improve the quality and 
efficiency of our Corporate Laboratory system yet move as few 
people as possible (minimized personnel cost and turbulence) and 
require the least amount of costly construction. The solution 
was the two sites of Adelphi and Aberdeen Proving Ground. The 
bulk of the personnel were already at one of these two sites and 
the f5cility costs were the lowest for that combination. But, 
primarily there were significant technological advantages. It 
allowed for the clustering of electronic related technologies at 
one site. This meant,that the Army would have the ability to 
collocate technologies and focus on the ability to see and 
provide command and control in a battlefield environment. It 
brought together the research of small electronic devices along 
with their power sources for the purpose of developing new 
sensors that relied upon optics, acoustics, and radar. With the 
incorporation of the battlefield environment effects 
technologies, it added the necessary elements for incorporating 
the atmospheric effects into the design of sensors. 

150 
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At Aberdeen Proving Ground, it enabled the Army to bring 
together materials with lethality and survivability to address 
the "materials" aspects of surviving on the battlefield along 
with the assessment of vulnerabilities. The primary difference 
between the two sites is that Adelphi focuses on electronic 
elements and Aberdeen focuses primarily on materials related 
technologies. The other Aberdeen elements were left in place to 
minimize costs and to provide the advanced computing and human 
effects related elements for all the other technologies for both 
sites. The sites are less than one and a half hours drive apart. 

~. Short statement on ETDL residual mission at Ft. Monmouth -
CECOM. 

a. Will it become part of CECOM? 
b. What "branches" and "functions" remain? 

Fifty-four ETDL spaces do not move to CMRL, Adelphi, MD. 
These spaces are associated with development and production 
efforts related to batteries, power sources and Pulse Power 
Center. They will be transferred to CECOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ. 

3. ETDL authorization and wiring diagram. 
a. What branches and functions moye? 

ETDL wiring diagram is shown at attachment 1. The fiscal 
year 1990 and 1991 civilian authorizations for ETDL are 277 and 
283 spaces respectively (Note: LAB 21 and DMR baseline data is 
October 1989). All functions not associated with development and 
production efforts for batteries and power sources will move to 
CMRL, Adelphi, MD, 

4. COBRA explanation vs. LABCOM briefs. 
a. Vitali shows 788 personnel savings. 
b. COBRA shows 969 personnel savings. 
c. Migration chart shows $48.5M personnel savings. Why is 

average salary so high? 

Mr. Vitali's chart showed 774 CMRL civilian space savings, 
consistent with the. COBRA analysis. Personnel eliminations and 
savings associated with LAB 21 and COBRA analysis are shown at 
attachment 2. The salary rate of $48.5M is based on actual 
experience in Army laboratories. The figure which includes 
salary and benefits includes scientists and engineers who are 
paid more than administrative and clerical workers. 

1 51 
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5. ETDL has DOD executive agency for electronics mission like 
flat panel display & frequency control timing. plus others -
Who will do that in future - CECOM or CMRL7 

These will reside in CMRL, Adelphi, MD. 

6. Comment on laser work moved to Ft. Belvoir in 857 Only 10% 
of people moved - how does Army expect to maintain readiness 
if 10% move? 

The concern seems to be that only 10% will move. We do not 
~hink that that will be the case. The government now has the 
authority to pay bonuses, relocation costs, etc. that are 
comparable with industry. We recognize that the number who move 
will be dependent upon local economies at the time it occurs and 
we plan to conduct a massive effort to entice the people to move; 
we have approximately six years to manage the ETDL realignment in 
a smart way. The continuing downsizing of the Defense Industry 
will further ease this challenge. 

7. Comment on Corporate Labs are moying to systems approach 
!true?) and Army is moving to materiel - dichotomy? 

The Army proposes to streamline and improve its current 
corporate laboratory system: the geographically dispersed LABCOM. 
Our corporate laboratory must be aligned with those key 
technologies most important to the Army of the 21st century, as 
documented in the"vision and strategy of the Army Technology Base 
Master Plan. The Army is undergoing this consolidation to take a 
systems approach to the technology development and integration 
essential to the Army advanced systems and concepts of the 
future. That is one of the fundamental tenets for consolidating 
related technologies. This consolidation will enhance the 
flexibility, synergism and application of the critical mass of 
resources. 

6. Why is it more expensive to leave ETDL Ft. Monmouth? 

All CMRL options which left ETDL at Ft. Monmouth were more 
expensive for the total CMRL cost. To leave ETDL at Ft. Monmouth 
would be suboptimizing. We must collocate ETDL with the other 
Adelphi, MD elements in order to achieve a true Sensors, Signal 
Porcessing and Signatures Directorate and program. 
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LAB 21 SPACES ELIMINArrED 
MIGRATION 
DIAGRAM COBRA 

TOTAL MIL CIV DELTA CIV 
CMRL. ·-: 978 - 13 + 965 (+19- 210)* 774 -
MRDC 203 - 84+ 119 119 -

1181 = . 97 + 1084 893 

COE (IN PLACE REDUCTION) 76 

969 
*1.COBRA INCL 19 SPACES SAVED FOR AIRMICS NOT SHOWN ON THE MIGRATION 
DIAGRAM 

2. COBRA TOOK THE MOST CONSERVATIVE SAVINGS ASSUMING THE CMRL ,c./·+:®~~;. 
INSTALLATION SUPPORT ACTIVITY WOULD RETAIN 210 SPACES THAT MAY BE t~~~~JY1\ 
CONTRACTED OUT :::;:,..,;.L,:;.u>'.~i 

····~s1 q2~ 1 
.~ 

'- -> h \, 1o ________ ......................... _ ....... _.. .. 
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I CMRL REALIGNMENTS --ADELPHI LABORATORY CENTER Mol 

Vl 
Vl 

• 

<T.NTEH FOH NIGHT VISION 
ANU ELECntO-OPTICS, 

f'TBELVOIR, VA 

Mit CIV TOT 

BEI:ORt '19 446 475 
lRANsour n 100 Ill 
EUM I 0 I 
IRANSIN 0 :u: 36~ AFTER 16 

A TMOSPHERJC SCIENCES 
LADORA TORY, 

\VIITIESI\ND5MffiLERANCJ;. 
NM 

MIL CIV TOT 

IIHORF. 3 190 193 
lRANSOUf 1 46 47 
ELII\1 0 Bl 81 
IRANS IN 0 0 - 0 
AHER 2 ·n .:.. 

ARMAMENT RDEC 
riCA TINNY ARSENAI.NJ 

Mil. ov TOT 

BEFORf. 19 3,1145 . 3,924 
TRANS OUT 0 0 • 0 
EUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 ,:, 30 
AFf£11. , 3,tS4 

Ul 

ltU_I'fl:>viLLE, Al 

MIL ClV Tor 

BE FOR F. 16 1,~1 1,73] 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
EUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 30 30 
AFmt 76 1.'87 1,763 

"' ,1\D&i..PHI LABORATORY CENTER 
A ni'J Pl-41 MD 

MIL ClV TOT 

BEFORE 38 1,'194 1,332 
J 

TRANS OUT 11 119. 130 
ELIM 9 467 416 
TRANS IN 14 441 461 
AFTER 31 uss 1,187 

i,l--

"' lniUU\1 ·~ 
"1 . 

Sf'f ACT· WOODBRJOGE RES FAOUIY 
WOODBRIDGE, VA 

Mit CIV TOT 

fool BEFORE 0 90 90 4 
TRANS OUT 0 90 90 
tUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 
AFTER 0 0 0 

• lndodttlPM 130 opKUI 1o Alntndrl .. VA 
•• lndud .. 39 opatttlo l>t lnnlhmd 1o CECOM, fL Monmuulh. NJ 

NOTE: ROEC • R .... rth, Devol ., ment ud En lnterin Ctnltt I II 

' TACOM RDEC. DETROH, Ml 
I'ROruLSION (215rAUSI 

TO NASA-LEWIS, Oil 

'f 
NASA lA VSCOM ONL Yl 

LEWIS,OH 
MIL ClV 101 

BEFORE 0 41 4! 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
EUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 1 20 21 
AFTER I 61 u 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
AND DEVICES LAIIOHATOHY 

Ff MONMOUTH, NJ 
MIL CIV 101 

BEFORE I 2n 27B 
l"RANSOUT 1 211 212 
ELIM 0 12 12 
mANS IN : 0 

~ ~ ~·· 

DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGI'NCY 
ADELPHI, MD 

Mil. <.:IV 101 

BEFORE 0 0 0 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
EUM 0 0 0 
mANS IN 0 19 29 
AFTER 0 19 29 

1&AP11 91 fi81S 
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CMRL REALIGNMENTS -ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD I 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 

NASA (AVSCOM ONL \'), Ballistic Research Lab, Huma11 Engineering 

LANGLEY AFB, VA Lab, Vulnerability /Lethality Assessment 
Mgml Offla!, Chemical RDEC-

MIL ov TOT MIL OV TOT 

BEFORE 1 4% 4l BEFORE •• 50 m t,on TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
ELIM 0 0 0 TRANS OUT 2 15 17 TRANS IN 0 20 20 
AHER 1 62 6:1 EUM 1 41 48 

TRANS IN 15 279 294 

-t AFTER 62 1,200 1,262 

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY 
LABORATORY, t ' 

WATERTOWN, MASS 
BELVOIR RDEC, 

MIL CIV TOT Ff BELVOIR, VA 

BEFORE 8 536 544 
. MIL ov TOT 

TRANS OUT 6 205 211 BEFORli 46 190 9:16 
ELIM 2 331 U3 TRANS OUT • 40 44 TRANS IN 0 0 0 
AFrER 0 0 0 

EUM 0 1 7 
TRANS IN 0 0 • AFTER 41 143 115 

• CRDEC shown only forlunoforoiSO dYIIIaR • 2 mllllaf)' tp-lo CMRL 

NOTE: RDEC • R .. urch, Donlopm01\l. EnaiMcriRIJ Ctnltr 

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITIJTE 
ALEXANDRIA, VA 

.. MIL OV TOT 

BEFORE 16 311 321 
TRANS OUT 3 54 57 
EUM 0 20 20 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 
AFTER 1l 237 250 

NATICK RUEC 

1- NATICK, MASS 
-.. MIL CIV Tor 

BEFORE 82 902 984 
TRANS OUT 0 0 0 
EUM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 lS 15 
AFTER 12 917 999 

15APAtt IXIO 
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MEDICAL LAB21/RELIANCE REALIGNMENTS~ 

PAGE 1 OF2 1 ... 

NAVAL AEROSPACE MEIJICAI. 
RESEARCII LAUORATOR\' 

""'"'c >C:OLA. Fl 
INSTITUTE OF SURGICAL RF..SEARCII MIL CIV TOT 

FT. SAM HOUSTON, TX liE FORE 40 S4 94 

Mli.Jl9, CIV/8 TRANS OUT 2 15 17 
MIL CIV TOT TRAUMA EUM 0 0 0 

IIEFORE 153 74 227 RESEARCH TRANS IN 0 0 0 
.0 

LETTERMAN ARMY INSTITUE AFTER 31l 39 67 TRANS OUT 0 0 OF, RESF..ARCH COLLOCATE 
F. LIM 0 0 0 PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA MIIJII, CIV/30 COLtOCATE 
TRANS IN 29 8 37 

TOT 
LASER MliJ2, CIVI!S 

264 
MIL CIV RIO EFFECTS MICROWAVE IIIOEHECIS AFTER 182 82 

BEFORE J13 107 220 

57 54 lll USAF SCIIOOL OF AEROSI',\CE 
TRANS OUT 

MEDICII'It: 
MIIJ17, CIV/U> ELIM 56 53 109 BROOKS AFn, TX 

BLOOD TRANS IN 0 0 0 
RESEARCH AFTER 0 0 0 MIL uv 101 

NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH .. COLLOCATE IS 50 65 INSTITUTE 
BETHESDA, MD WALTER REED ARMY INSTITUTE t-=OLLOCATt: 

MIL CIV TOT OF RESEARCII MIIJl, CIVIS COLLOCATE 
WASHINGTON, DC MICROWAVE 4 CIV USAF A Fill 

16 33 COLLOCATE BIOEFFECTS ~HEAT I'IIYSIOI.ot;y COtLOCATE 17 65NAVY MIL CIV TOT 
BILLETS BEFORE 355 383 738 US ARMY RESEARCIIINSTITUl E INFECTIOUS TRANS OUT :t 5 7 OF ENVIRONMENTAl, MEDICINE DISEASE RES. 

:,~" ELIM 0 0 0 NATICK,MA 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 MIL CIV Tor 
AFTER 353 378 731 

DEFORE 76 92 J(,R 
COLLOCATE J:t 33 65 

TRANS OUT 0 () 0 
ELIM 0 0 0 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 I 

' AHt:R 76 92 I loll 

COLLOCATE 0 4 4 
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MEDICAL LAB21/RELIANCE REALIGNMENTS 
PAGE20F2 

US ARMY MEDICAL MATERIEL 
DEVELOPMJ<:NT ACT!VffY 

Fr. DETRICK, MD 

BIOMEDiCAL RF..SEARCJI & Mil, l,V TOT 
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY CIVIl BEFORE 20 34 54 

Fr. DETRICK, MD • MEDICAL 
MATERIEL TRANS OUT 0 0 0 

MIL CIV TOT ELIM 0 0 0 

BEFORE 26 93 119 TRANS IN 0 8 8 
TRANS OUT 9 38 47 COLLOCATE AFTER 20 42 62 MIL/9, CIVI3. 
ELIM 17 ss 7l ENVIRN/OCCUP. 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 TOXICOLOGY ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE 
AFTER 0 0 0 MEI>ICAL LABORATORY 

WRIGIIT-PATTERSON, AFB, 011 
ARMY AEROMEDICAL RESEARCII 

MIL LABORATORY CIV TOT 

FT. RUCKER, AL COLLOCATE COLLOCATE 42. 74 116 
MUJJ, CIV/1 

MIL CIV TOT BIODYNAMICS COLLOCATE MIU32, CIVI4l 
BEFORE 70 68 138 BIODYNAMICS 
TRANS OUT I 2 3 NAVAL BIODYNAMICS LABORATORY 
ELIM 0 0 0 NEW ORLEANS, LA 
l'RANSIN 0 0 0 MIL CIV TOT 
AFTER 69 66 135 BEFORE 37 47 1>1. 

TRANS OUT 31 42 74 
ELil\f 6 4 10 

INSTITUTE OF DENTAL RF..SF.ARCH COLLOCATE TRANS IN 0 0 0 
WASIIINGTON, DC MIU46, CIV/8 AFTER 0 0 0 

. 
COMBAT 

MIL CIV TOT DENTISTRY 
NAVAL DENTAL RESEARCII 

BEFORE 57 19 76 JNSTITUTF. 
TRANS OUT 46 8 54 GREAT LAKES NAVAL BASE, II. - El.IM ll II 2l 
TRANS IN 0 0 0 MIL CIV TOT 

AFTER 0 0 0 COLLOCATE 
46 ll 5~ 

' . ------
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ETDL AT CMRL ADELPHI 1 

• COLLOCATION OF ESSENTIAL RESEARCH DISCIPLINES FOR: 
•• SEEING AND RECOGNIZING THE ENEMY (MICRO-ELECTRONICS, 

BATTERIES, SIGNAL PROCESSING & ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
ON SENSORS) 

•• DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPON SYSTEMS (ELECTRONIC SOLID STATE 
SWITCHING, ELECTRICAL POWER STORAGE & CONTROL, LASERS , 
& HIGH POWER MICROWAVE DEVICES) 

•• HARDENING ELECTRONIC SYSTE;MS OF TH.E FUTURE TO 
RADIATION PHENOMENA 

•• SIGNAL PROCESSORS, INTELLIGENCE FUSION SYSTEMS & 
COMPUTERS FOR AIRLAND BATTLE MANAGEMENT 

• MORE EFFICIENT, STATE-OF-THE-ART LABORATORIES FOR THE 
AREAS MENTIONED ABOVE 

• REDUCED MANAGEMENT LAYERING & OVERHEAD 
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'a'i03 614 7296 OP-H *~~ BASE CLOSt~· 

MEMORANDUM 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFJC'! Of' THE. CHII(Jr OF NAVAL O.,.I!RATIONS 

WASHINGTON, OC 20UO•ZCCC 

From: RADM P.W. Drennon 

To: Mr. A. Yellin 

Subj : BAS:! CI.OSO'RE AND REALIGNMENT 

-0 0- \.:;, 

Memo 44l.Dl/75 
26 June'l991 

:Bnc:l: (1) Historical Strilce Pilot Traininq Statistics 

l.. As raquested durinq our Q conversation of earli&r this 
week, enclosure {1) provides ~o:rical eumma:ry of strike pilot 
traininq rates:. 

Copy to (without enclosure): oso {P&L) 
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OP-H ~H BASE CLOSt"RE 

NAVAL A!R TRAINING COMMAND PRODUCTION 

STRIKE PILOTS TOTAL PILO'l' 
ALL TYPES 

NAVY MARINE 'l'OTAL 

1970 692 369 1061 2450 
1971 665 259 924 1809 
1972 531 176 707 1853 
1973 433 223 656 1650 
1974 401 192 593 1447 
1975 332 l39 471 1337 
1976 324 137 461 1350 
1977 346 149 495 1196 
1978 276 99 375 934 
1979 208 76 284 871 
1980 320 178 498 1471 
1981 314 185 499 1482 
1982 312 207 519 1515 
1983 327 182 509 1424 
1984 306 155 461 1370 
1985 304 120 424 1343 
1986 355 105 460 1437 
1987 376 103 479 1480 
1988 315 105 420 1452 
1989 341 109 450 1528 
1990 315 152 467 1474 
1991 *251 *154 *405 *1347 
1992 *205 *150 *355 *1334 
1993 *265 *152 *377 *1355 
1994 *265 *149 *414 *1386 
1995 *265 *146 *411 *1382 
1996 *265 *129 *394 *1356 
1997 *265 *123 *388 . *1358 

* INDICATES PROJECTION 

.v 

~NCLOSURE ll 1 
1 61 
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li:JO 'fS'iOJ BH 7296 OP-H "'"'"' BASE CLOSl"RE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OII'II'ICE r=F THE CloCiJ:F 011' NAVAL. Q~EA:AT.IONS 

WASHINGTON. DC 20:!!50·2.000 

MEMOaANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMM!SSION 

IJii IUPI..Y RtrEFI: TO 

11000 
Memo 443D/ 
27 June 1991 

Subj: REVISED COBRA MODEL FOR NAVAL STATION LONG BEACH 

Encl: (1} Revised COBRA for NAVSTA Lonq Beach ---1. Conversations with your staff indicates they may not have 
received enclosure (1) which revises personnel numbers in the 
original COBRA model tor NAVSTA Lonq Beach. Due to a mathematical 
error. the oriqinal model incorrectlY included non-appropriated 
instrumentality personnel. Since-these personnel are off-budqet 
they should not have been included in COBRA calculations. This 
correction decreases one-time costs from $31.1 million to $30.9 
million and steady state savings from $99.4 million to $73.2 
million. These chanqes have no impact on the number of years to 
break even or achieve return on investment and both remain zero. 

Copy to: OASD (P&L) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON. 0 C 20350"1000 

27 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: (a) Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Encl: 

questions for Service Secretaries and Secretary 
Garrett 

(1) DD Form 2136 sheets (Insert for the Record) 

As requested by reference (a), enclosure (1) responds 
questions from the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission. 

to 

H. Lawrence Garrett, III 
Secretary of the Navy 

1 63 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: After this round of closures and realignments. will 
suffictent capacity exist to expand and sustain training during 
future conflicts? 
Answer: Yes. Although our overall maximum capacity to train new 
recruits and conduct specialized skill training will be reduced, 
current projections can be met. There also exists the capability 
to mobilize the Recruit Training Commands (RTCs} and the Ser~ice 
Schools Commands {SSCs) to meet unexpected accessions and fleet 
training requlrements. 

Current accession projections indicate the highest recruit trainlng 
requirement through FY-97 is 76.6K. The "peacetime• capacity of 
RTC Great Lakes is Sl.SK (given FY-91 MILCON for galley renovation) 
and of RTC San Oiego is 30.4K, a total of 8l.9K recruits. The 
mobilization capac•ties for RTC Great Lakes and RTC San Diego are 
97.9K and 81.2K respectively. 

Present and future specialized skill training requirements can be 
accommodated, but this is predicated upon completing MILtON to 
relocate instructional and bachelor quarters facilities from 
Orlando. With the HlLCON projects complete, Great Lakes and San 
Diego SSCs can also mobilize to w~et increased requirements by 
double and triple shifting the school house. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

BCRC 

SERVICES 3 

Question: What will be the impact on the force structure lf 
no bases are closed? 

Answer: In fY 90, S6.2 billion (FY 91 dollars) was spent to 
operate and maintain our bases. DoD is projecting a 25 percent 
reduction in funding over the FYOP, or a reduction of about 11.6 
billion in base operating accounts. In order to operate at this 
level of funding, requirements and inventory must be reduced. With 
projected force level reductions~ bases that are no longer reQuired 
must be closed. If bases are not closed the procurement and fleet 
operation accounts will have to be hrobbed" to operate and maintain 
our bases. This will adversely affect our ability to support the 
projected force structure. If base maintenance and operations were 
not funded, the quality of life for our personnel will be degraded, 
adversely affecting retention and productivity, 
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BASf CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: The Base Closure and Realignment Act allows bases 
in Puerto Rico, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and other 
territories and possessions to be included in this review. Did you 
treat a11 bases in these areas on equal footing with other bases? 

Answer: We included bases on Guam ln our review. 
notwithstanding their forward location, because of the potential 
for consolidation with the Air Force. NAVSTA Roosevelt Roads was 
excluded from the review because of its unique training mission. 
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1995? 

BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Do you anticipate additional closures or 
your Service's base structure in rounds 1993 and 

Answer: Yes, we ant;cipate force structure and workload 
changes currently outside of the 6 year window of the 1991 round 
wh1ch may permit addttional closures. 
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BCRC 

SERVICES 6 
BASE CLOSURE COMMISSiON 

Question: Oid you consider relocating your Service's assets 
to sister service installat1ons? 

Answer: Yes, but few lnstollations had appropriate maritime 
services~re1ated facilities; none that matched. 
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SCRC 

SERVICES 7 

SASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Describe how the three categories of criteria: 
military value {crlterta 1~4), return on investment (criterion 5) 
and fmpacts {criterla 6~8) were used in your respective processes. 
Describe the degree of emphasis placed on each of these categories. 

Answer; The Department of the Navy used the final criteria 
Tn performing the comprehensive review of the Navy shore 
establishment 1n accordance with the National Oefense Authorization 
Act for fY~91. Priority consideration was given to the military 
value criterii (criteria 1-4}. 

During Phase l. the BSC evaluated all installations in each 
category with excess capactty agiinst the OSO flnal criteria l-4 
(military value}, using operators input, presentations to the esc. 
1nd other requested information. During Phase Il, after 
identifying exc1ustons from further review, the remainin9 
installations were subjected to an initial analysis of options and 
costs which led to final candidates for closure or realignment. 
Also during Phase II, after applying criteria 6-S and checking 
business~decision validity by evaluating the return on investment 
(criterion S} for each final candidate. final recommendations were 
made. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Were there any cases ~here the military va1ue of 
bases rated evenly and, therefore, the impact criteria became 
decisive in recommending a base for closure or realignment? Were 
any environmental impacts significant enough to recommend a base 
for closure or realignment? 

Answer; No. None of the environmental impacts were 
significant enough to override the recommendations from Phase I. 
Phase II impacts. which include environmental as well as economic 
and community support were reviewed only for those bases which 
screened for possible closure/realignment after having been 
evaluated based on its military value (Phase !). Environmental 
impacts were not used to identify candidates. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Were any local econom1c 1mpacts s1gnif1cant enough 
to recommend or not recommend a base for closure or real1gnment. 

Answer: Ho. Although economic impacts associated with 
possible base c1osure were considered. none of the impacts were 
significant enough to override the military value assessments from 
Phase I. 
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SASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Were any bases specifically included or excluded 
from your recommended closure and reaiignment list as a result of 
Operation Shield or Desert Storm? If yes, which ones and why? 

Answer: No bases were included or excluded io our review as 
a result of Operation Desert Shield or Oesert Storm . 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Please provide the Commission with a list of your 
p~oposed under-threshold closures or realignments for fiscal years 
'91~ '92, and '93. 

Answer: The under-threshold closure/realignment candidates 
are being reviewed through separate procedures which ha~e not yet 
resulted in iny final decisions. 
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SASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Explain why employment was the only economic 
factor calculated and used for characterizing the locai economtc 
impact of criterion 6? 

Answer: ASD (P&l) policy guidance of 13 february 1991 
prescribed: nEconomic impact on communities will be measured by 
the direct and indirect effect on employment at closing and 
realigning bases, as weil as at receiving locations.~ 
Additionally, the Office of Economic Adjustment developed 
computerized spreadsheets to Quantify the employment rates based on 
the formulae and rationale used in 1988, with the addition of 
appropriate mu1tip1iers to measure indirect economic impacts. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: What was the significance of identify1ng whether 
or not a base recommended for closure or realignment was on the 
Environmental Protection Agency's National Priorities list {NPL}? 
Was the fact a base was on or not on the NPL a factor in your 
process for evaluating environmental impacts? 

Answer: ASD (P&l) policy guidance of 13 February 1991 
prescribed that a summary statement and status be provided for 
seven key environmental attributes at each installation affected by 
the closure/realignment action. inc1uding receiving installations. 
Among the key ittributes was Hazardous Matertals;Wastes which 
included tdentifyin9 whether or not the base was on the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Natjonal Priorities list (NPl). 
The fact that a base was on or not on the.NPL was not a significant 
factor in our evaluation . 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Are there any of the nuclear-capable shipyards 
also able to support conventional ships? If yest why did you 
exclude them from your analysis? 

Answer: W1th the exception of Portsmouth {which works 
primarily on nuclear submarines), the nuclear-capable shipyards 
also support certain classes of conventional ships. All naval 
shipyards were included ln our ana1ysis. However, the nuclear
capable yards were excluded because the capacity analysis clearly 
showed that the nuclear workload in the late 1990s will require all 
nuclear-capable shipyards. This workload includes SSN-688 and CGN 
refuel ings. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Oo you anticipate that any of the 17 bases you 
have recommended for realignment this year will be prime candidates 
for closure In 1993 and 1995, as appears to have happened in the 
case of Sand Point Naval Station? 

Answer: No. If they could have been closure candidates we 
would have recommended their closure. 
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&ASE CLOSURE COMMISS!ON 

~aation: Why are yov addinq unit• and peraonnel to NAS 
Lemoore when housing in thia hi;h-coat area ie already ••ricu•ly 
deticien.U 

Anawer: NAS Lemoore ia our neweat jet baaa. there ia 
ai9ni!icant axceaa hangar and apron apace available at NAS Lemoore 
and it ~• located in an area which will be free of encroachment 
tor many yaara. Studiea conducted to evaluate the impact of 
introducing the A-12 aircraft at NAS Lemoore indicated·that local 
f&mily houainq and achoola wore capable of accommodatinq all of 
the H~ium Attack a~adrona atation.C at NAS Whidbey laland. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Why didn't the severe employment impact of closing 
Whidbey Island (58.3%) seem to have any influence over the 
recommendation to close the base? 

Answer: Employment impacts were considered. as were othe~ 
criteria (environment. community infrastructure. military value. 
force structure, etc.). While the analysis did. 1n fact. indicate 
severe employment impacts, other factors were weighed and the 
conclusion was made to recommend closure. 
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BAS( CLCSURE COMMISSION 

Question: In your justiflcation for closing NTC Orlando, the 
Navy stated it needs ~slightly over two Recru1t Training Centers.~ 
The closure of NTC Orlando would bring you down to only two 
centers. How would the Navy then be able to absorb ~hat appears to 
be an extra demand for training? 

Answer: Given current capability, on average the Navy will 
need slightly more than two RTCs. However, planned FY·9Z MllCON 
for a gal1ey renovation at Great Lakes will expand its capability. 
Projected recruit training requirements can then be met with RTC 
Great lakes, by far our largest RTC, and one other RTC. 
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SASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Define the phrase Mhlgh cost" used in the 
justifications for the recommended closure of Long Beach and 
Philadelphia Naval Stations. Ooes this refer to the high cost of 
living for service members or the high operational costs? 

Answer: The phrase "hlgh cost• refets to the cost to the 
service member. {Screen 4 of COBRA analysis depicts the reiatlve 
VHA/per diem costs for each site · ex. the San Diego V~A/per diem 
rate is lower than lonq Beach, while the Philadelphia rate is 
higher than Norfolk, but lower than Staten Island). 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Specif;ca11y, how does the closure of overseas 
naval bases affect your recommendations for closing and reali9nlng 
CONUS bases? 

Answer: Overseas actions were considered in identifying 
CONUS closures. The closure of naval bases overseas had minimal 
impact on the c1osure and realignment recommendations for CONUS 
bases. The vast majority of the Navy's force structure is 
homeported in CONUS with overseas sites used primarily for 
deployment support . 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: ~hat are the costs associated with retaining the 
outlying field (OLF) at Chase field? Could greater savings be 
achieved by moving the OlF elsewhere? 

Answer: As an outlying field, Chase Field will be operated 
with 12Z military and 42 civilians. It is estimated that operating 
Chase Field as an outlying field with ground control precision 
approach capability will cost approximately SJ million per year. 
Retention of Chase Field as an OLF is predicated on providing 
instrument training that is. g~ound controlled precision approach 
(GCA) capability. Olf Goliad, located fifteen miles north of Chase 
field, does not have a GCA facility and will continue to be used to 
support Fleet Carrier Landing Practice (FCLP). 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: What is the basis for claiming tnat "air 
operations are expected to be continued by other aviation 
businesses ... to mitigate the economic impact 3 of closing Moffett 
Field? 

Answer: Discussions with NASA·Ames Research Cente~ du~lng 
the closure study indicated that they were prepared to assume 
operation of Moffett Field if the NaYy ceased operations at the 
Field. letters from the mayors of Sunnyvale, Mountain View~ and 
San Jose indicate that they are interested in deve1op;ng a cfvillan 
reuse of Moffett Field !f the Navy ceases operations there. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Why does the Sand Point Regional brig along with 
some assoctated land remain? 

Answer: It is too costly to reconstruct (Sl1.BM). There is 
no reason to move it. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: What is the basis for claim1ng that closing Sand 
Point will not affect the community at either Sand Polnt or the 
Recetvlng base? 

Answer: No impacts are expected since the resulting actions 
will create a net gain to the Seattle MSA. Actions are as fo11ows: 

lose ·980 
Gain !.l...!ill 

Net +479 

Impacts to the Seattle MSA would be an increase in employment 
opportunity of 0.1~-

Additionally, many personnel are expected to remain in their 
present residential locations and commute .to the new Naval Station 
Puget S_ound at Everett, which Is located in the nme MSA. Many of 
these people already live north of the city, which would facilitate 
this type of commuting pattern. Since the detached family housing 
sited at Brier~ Paine Field. Fort Lawtont and Pier 91, not at Sand 
Point. will be retained by the Navy, few impacts are expected to 
the local school system as the housing wi11 continue to be occupied 
by military families. 
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BAS£ CLOSURE COMMlSSlON 

Questton: You expressed concern that coastal~development 
encroachment will make closure actions irretrievable. Oid th;s 
concern lead you in any way to hold bases that aren't essential to 
support our force structure as it is presently projected? 

Answer: No bases were held back for coastal development 
reasons. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Your justifications did not identify the payback 
period required by criteria •s and OSO guidance. Can you provlde 
this information to the Commission? 

Answer~ Yes, contained ln Detailed Analysis already provided 
to Co1m1ission. 
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SECNAV 14 

BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: What percentage of the fleet will be nuclear vs. 
non-nuclear by fY 951 

Answer: Of the total number of ships (surface and 
subsurface) in fY-95, 28.3 percent will be nuclear. 
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BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Question: Why were the strategic homeports removed from 
consideration? 

Answer: They were not removed. They were evaluated as if 
they were complete so they could be falrly evaluated against other 
naval stations and the decision be based upon their individual 
meriU. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY Of' THE I'<IAVY 

ltNSTA.l..L.ATIONS AND ENVIRONME1'tT1 

W.t.SHINGTON. D.C. 203.0•5000 

2 7 JUN 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj: BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Ref: Defense Base Closure and Realignment commission letter of 
June 26, 1991 

Encl: (1) Responses Provided to Congressman McCollum 

1. The following answers are provided in response to reference 
(a) • 

a. Question 10: With regard to Recruit Training Command 
San Diego, how many staff personnel are there and how many of 
them reside in government quarters, i.e., officer family 
quarters, enlisted family quarters, officer bachelor quarters, 
and enlisted bachelor quarters? 

Response: Total Staff numbers are: 27 officer; 422 
enlisted; and 11 civilians. Residence locations are: 74 enlisted 
in family qtrs; 4 officers in family quarters; 61 enlisted in 
BEQs; o officers in BOQs. 

Note: This information was passed to Captain Jerry Vernon on 
25 June 1991. 

b. Question 12: Please provide the Commission answers to 
the questions in Congressman McCollum's letter to secretary 
Schafer of 24 June. Some of these questions have been previously 
asked by the Commission, but a good many others have not. 

Response: Enclosure {1) is the requested information. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

TME A.$SIST4NT SI:CiitETA.N'r 01" T~C NAI/'f 

ONST/f.!..L.A.TIOHI AND (NV!fltONWIHT• 

WASMIHGTON, O.C. ;tOSeO·S(IOQ 

2 6 JUN 1991 
The Honorable Bill McCollum 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. McCollum: 

Thank you for your letter of 24 June 1991 concerning the 
recommended closure of the Naval Training Center Orlando, 
Florida. I am providinq a partial response to the questions and 
requests for information. To complete the responses to questions 
l, ~. and 4 require detailed information not held here in 
Washinqton. Various field activities have been asked to provide 
the necessary data. As I am sure you will understand, the 
complete responses to these three questions will be delayed. In 
the interim, I am providing complete responses to the other 
thirteen questions. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this issue. 

Enclosure 
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l. Du:::-inq FY90, Wb.a.t was the to-:al nu:nber o: ~aduat~s !:-:::::. "A" 
schools at NTC San Dieqo and how :m.any of ~e wer.t on d.ireet!.v te "C" 
schools in San Dieqo or alsewh.r.? O! these, how ~Y went to-"C" 
schools at N'l'C San Dieqo and how 'l:la.ttY went to "C" schools loea:t;ed. in 
the San Diaqo a:ea at other colDU.nds? 

~rox.imately 4, 500 se.llors c;::ad.ue.teti from "A" sc.b.ools e.t NTC sa:: 
Oiaqo durinq FY90. :Ca.ta necessu:y to answer follow-on questions 
pertai.ni.nq to subseq~:ent "C" sc."lool training !..s :tot readily availal:lle. 
!stimate 2-3 waeks tc reccvar data and. su=arize. appropriately. 
Zllclosu:ea (~) pl."OVided. to hiqh.l.:!.ql:.t W~t ncn SC.'lools :frequ.entJ.:r· =cllc•.,• 
sucoesstul "A" sc.'locl tra.l.r.inq. :Eiqb.li<;hted loc:aticns inciieate san 
Oieqo area. 
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-- op .. ~" 

2. lo::: :r.£90, .in each c! the "C" schools ::..oeate:i at:. ~=c 5a."'l. :::.ego, 
wl::l..i!ot W2UI the ~':aq~ of s'::U<::.e::-.~ w!::.o ea:~.e c!i.:::ectly to s:::.t:er:.:! -:::.!::.ese 
"C" school• tl:'om "A" sch:H:lls e.t :!<"''!C sar: l:li~c? -w:::.a.t -;.-as t::.e 
pe=OL~taqa o~ s~dents w~o ee=a d~actly ~rom "A" schools located a~ 
sites othe= .tha:L N'.l:C SA:l. Oieqo? ~-::. ;;-e.s -:.:e pareent<:.qe of ·s~der:•:.s 
w!:.o came :Ere: t!l.a !leet at San Dieqo re:~:her t!:.<:..~ fr::m a:c. "A" school? 
Of those. s"tucS.ent.s W!:.e li:!..d. not. ccr.:te 6; ::ec:tl:t !.rom "A." schools, wl::.a:'.: -.-as 
the pe..-cer:.tage Who C&:l:le !ro: duty r._ations ou:t:sid.e tl::.e. Sa=. Dieq:: a.:::u.? 

UnlclO'Io"n, 4a.t:& met r&i!l.l!ll~f avll.il.eble. ':o L~we.r this ~es-=:io:::. 
accU-""S.tel.y, a special. c;:u,e,_--y of tlla En:!.istad ~c.ste.r File data !:ase :w.s"; 
=e ecnducted L~d t!:.~• s~rizad. E~i-ated co~laticn 2-1 we~~s. 
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3.. L~ nso, what was t!le total nu:bar o! :ec:..:.its ;-::ac.~~-::..:t; ~::e:: .a:;c 
sa.n Oieqo anct how mar.y ot: these il'e.nt: di~act:ly t.o "l.." s:::!:l.oo:.s a<;. ~;·:;~ 
SL""l Dieqo? S!Dw. ::te.ll.Y we::t:. C!.iraot:.ly to "A" sc~ools located !::. t..l:.e Sa::~. 
oieqo uea, bUt hOt: at bi'I:C Sa::. t)i.aso? :S:o<t :::.a!l.y wa.:r~ d.!~ec::.ly t:.o n.;:,_n 
sc!locls located. cro:tsi~e. the SCI O;!.aqo c:-e.a? 

20,849 :rac:..""Uits ;n.:::.uated f-w- ~':C Se.r:. Oie.qo :..-:. 7£90. F::::.:.cw-on 
orders for 3,29l ot these =eeruits !s no~ ~o~ d~• to ~~ta case 
er.::c:-sji:loensist&:lc:iu. O! the ruabinq 2.7 ,sss t;::'l!!.cit.:.at.ee :::-e.~;;=-.C.!:s, 
3,784 :repor--at! e~-~Y t:.o sarv!oa S=hools co~d {SSC) se.r:. t)ie;o. 
~ .:eolla;.-inq rapo:::tad to Sa.."l l:l!.eqo a=:ea "A" sehool.s ::ot al.!~<i ;vi~ 
N'I:C san Dieqe: 8::!..3 to :!t! (Cc:-pS'li!CI.} "A" sc'!:.co:~ 1Sl9 to t:': (:::ls...-:.t.a.: 
T•chl ".1." school: a~t! Z96' to !'l-t: ASW '!l:'c:::.i.n;- c.r.ta:-. <aO'-~ 
:repo:::te<i to "A" schools otttsi:!.e -:::ha Sa..''l .Oieqo a:::-ea. 1 
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4.. Of :he t~....a.l ~e= of :!:'e:c:.:it.s ;=a.C.t:.ati.:lq 1..=. nso t":c=:;;. :=~ sa= 
:ie.qo, hOW* :1a::.y d.i:O r.c:>O: fi'O tc e.-:1 nAn:: sc!J.ccl ant!. we.::.t ai -e..:: e.= d.!.:ee-::: .. 
to ~e !leet c~ shcre ~u~·; cr ~ent rh~cu~~ a~ a;;=a=t~=e ~~:::~-c~ 
s~ool, and ~e: we:t di=ec~y to ~e ~laat or s~e:e e~ty? '~f t:.ese, -a---wnat ·:;:e=ce."'lt:.aqe we=e assi;-nali thai:- tirs~ c!t.:.t'-.{ to t=.• fleet in san 

- Dieqo <:1:::' to sllora ~ct:"f '"' sa.n Die<;c, e..::.d: ;.-l::.at pa..-.:ar.tac;a ·.;e.re e.ssi~a.:. 

e . 
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e 

to a fleet ported elsew~ere in t:e ~~~- or shore ~~ty elsawhara? 

20, 8-<.9 ~d'.l.l.ated'. f:!:'l::l :RTC sa.n Diac;ro in :FY9o. 
3,29~ ~e•~ desein~tior. due tc ~&ta ~as• e_~ers/~~cens!stQnciesa 
4,2!0 atten~ae A~re:1t!ce t=aL~i:1q. 
2,087 :reported ci:L.,..c:".; to fl-t eo=a.nds. 
~~,221 attended n~n schools. 
Fleet assi;nt~ent data is not ::-ea<iily avai..:.a:i:le. 
ret-~ave data, i~ desi~ad. 

Est:Z.ate 2-3 veaks tc 
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5. Of" the recruits ~a-:.L~c; fro:; :t=C Sa!:!. D~eqo C.~i.:::; 
!i'al:.Y w.nt to "'!." sc:llocls lcca;:.ec. at ::."':::: G:-ea.~ :.a..l.ces? '!'::: 
located at ~ Orlando? 

";::""9·:;; !""'> .... _~ .. .. -.. ,..., __ .... 
nAn s~co 1~ s 

ll,:l2l .:YSO :R':!!C Sc.n Dieqo gra.cl.ua.tes &~e;r.~a=:, n1,_n sehcol. :;.;o a.tte:.:!e:! 
"A a school .::.n c:<:::eat:. t-akes 1.:1.ii 53 a.•::;t.er.:ie.C. "A" school in 01:la."ld::. 
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c,.-o roP-llSl -·- 0?-.1-i 
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Ei. Of these .atuc!ents q;::-aduatir.q <:.u.:::..n;- E'Y90 !'::::= "A." sc:.o~ls l::::::.G':.eC. 
a.t NTC San :Cieqo, how ma..-:.y wa::-e assigned f<:~:r: their r.axt ::l.\.1~[ to t:::.e 
flee~ ported at San Diego? RQW ~Y we:r:e ~ssi~e.~ !or ttei= ~~~ !~~: 
to a fleet ~orted a~ soma ot~ !ocation than s"-~ ~iego? Eo~ ~a~y 
wera usiqned to ciuty a.t soma location other than with a flee~, ::...a., 
anoth~ aoi:l.ocl or shore c!u";:y? Of those. who q:::a.d.~;.a.-:.d. ~=c:l. a..-:. r:;.n 
school at 1-"'l:C Sa..-:. l:lie~o ~i.-:.q !"l:':$0, who wa::-e. assi:;-.::ad citr:::y o-:::.=.e: "::l:.!!..:l 
with a fleet C:I.'Jl:lllll2!'ld, w::C.t pe..""t':entaqe we:::e aasilf.'led. ~ d.uty a.t a. 
scnool or other co:ca.nd. in San OieqQ, ~d vbat ~ercantage ;;e::-a 
a.ssi~ed !or d.;.:ty e!.se.whe.re i:l. the Navy outs!.d.e of sar: :Jieqo? 

''l." school g:::adue::.e Ceet !l.Ssio;=ent Clat:a is not raa.dily availa.l::~a. 
Estimate 2•3 vee.lcs, i! desired. 

we. esti:.me.te 30%-35-t (l.,350-l,Sn} N'rC san Oieqo "A" schcxll r;rac.ua-:.as 
ware assi~ed to tlaet W1its i:1 San Oieqo, 'rhe::efc:rre, 65%-70% (2, 925-
3,150) are assi~ed duty elsewhere. 

~ is ~ase4 on the fell~~ approximations p~ovidad fer 
oonside.n.tion: 

As$ll:!lption: 
l.. Na.vy • s s:;:lit: !50/SO east coa.st;west c:oa.st. 
2. sot-70% o'! weat coast ~avy based ir.. Sa.."'!. :Cieqo area. 
3. sea au'l::y/sllore duty split ottt of "A" s=.ool is S0/20. 
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7.. !n a ma,on,ndu:u !o:: t!l& Sa.s• ClOS"'.J.:e a:!d ~ea.~i;-..:.a!"-t Cc;;::~.:..ssic:-:. 
C!at:.ed. l.4 3Im& l.S!iiJ., Rear .i\dni...-a..l. O:::e.-.rc:n s-..:.b:t!.':.~eC: "?.evisic~s t:.c co:s::a 
Al:l&lysu l!or ll!t'C Sa:: Oia;-o a..~c!. :iU:'C O:!::la:.<ic." :?or -:::.a cc:aa ;>:.a:.. vsis 
0 # ~me s•~ ~~~-0 -~i5 •ev's'o• a,A~ .. ~ $3 ~ _,,,, ' 'ss' ~ • ~ 

- ~ -.. ..,~, , """''• - - - •• -- ..... • .o1 -..-...... ~on ::..:1 t:tl. -.c: ..... ccsr=s a .... 
!-i"'TC C.rea.t Lakes ttte aecow.nt. !c: the. inc:easa~ cost c!' :e":!_~; ..,_ac:=..a;e.s 
!::or: R:C Great :Llces tc San !lieqo !o::: "A" schcol t~i,r.i.r.g a':: t."":C san 
Oieqo. n Specificc.lly, how we:e t:.."l.ese. ::::sts co::.:i=1.::::!8d a..'"l.::i w!la.t 
e.ss'\ll:lptio!'UJ wee. t:.Sed wi";h :eqa..."'li ~ the ::;--:'bar of S";;'.:.C.e::.-=.s "N'l::.c wc:.;J.C. 
'be re~ed to =aka th!s t--av•l wl::.o wo~d ~ot i~ RTC San Oie.go 
re.:e.ined ope.n? !s tl:.e e.ss,...,.ption. t:b.z.t ~e ::.,.,..,. ..... e::: :::! recr"'..!.-::: g::::a.:i;.:.et;e..'! 
~volved ~ this tra.v•l would :::a:e.in static? 

Tll.c CO!:l:<A :::-evisio::s subl:!.itte::! c:::n. R!I:C S!!.=:. ::1:.e;o a::-,:t :azc o::::a:.c:.o a.:l.ded 
$3.3 &:.1!c::r:. ~c:i S3. S lldllion, r.spective..ly, t:o the ::.!ssio::. CQs:ts of 
N'l'C: Gru.t !.e.ku. :!::l. l:oth casas, -:his !s ou= esti:e.ta o:! ~ inc:::eas.C. 
travat cos~ asoo~a.te~ vith :!cr~e or L~ ~c. ~ese costs 
aUioMtrate the bene.::it cf cc:.J.oca.tinq R'l:Cs wi~ ::!.'TCs. '!!he estil:la.tes 
we..-e made usi.nq cu.::: II.Ccassic!l projecti=~s fer :Y91 ar.C. asSt::eci •"'•t. 
eac:.t ~c woul.~ be loal!ed at the same. percctas-e. as ':hey •=• t=cia¥ • 
Tll.e cost !or ~=lan~o is sl~qhtly l:.iqhar l:\eca.t:.sa thei::: load. i.s sll.gb~ly 
hiqher than san Di~c. 
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s: !n total-,· lia:vy-vic!a, :.Oo-.; :a:y "A" sC::::..oe:s a.~C. !:.ow ~a..:z.y 1'C 11 s::hcr::.s 
a..:;a tl1-.ra.? Fr•que...~tlz· t::.e. te-"'i:il "cct:.:sQ" see::s ~se;i ir.~e:c:-.. e....~;-ea:c:.y 
;;'i th n schQol" in N':a"''"y pa.rl~::e.; i! t..i-te '!:'~"e~ o= «A." a=. C. n C:" cc·..:..:ses 
is di£f:aren~ ~:=o!:!. -:.:a :tu::ber c~ "SChQols", Please state: t±..e :t,, .. ,...,~ :J~ 
"coursesn as well • 
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C'C ~OP·l!.S; 

S." Saw ma=y .cf, tha "C" CQ~ses ta~~~~ ~~ sc~oels at NTC San ~~e;o ar.e 
tauqht &t ot:her lccat:!.<:l:!S ~ ~- Navy? o:: ~es•, ~ow ::.a:-.v are t:a:.:<;~"': 
a.t :ilOre tl:.a:L on• ctl::.er lcca:i:io:c.? l:e a:-.y of tha: ta,.;ht. a':. !."':'::: Graa:'::. 
Lakes o:- NTC: orland.o? 

J.04 "C" sChools a:::-e ta.:~t at N'!'C Sa.t:. Di~o. 
7 e; are t&ug:l:.t at :ore tl::la.::. one locati<:l:::.. 
l.2 e,re, tauqht at N'rC Graa.t Lakes. 

4 ara t:a:a.f1bt at NTC Orlar.d.o. 
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,; '{S" ..• : - .. .. ..:; ; ... 
~c •.. . , 
C.St2$.'S! . ., .. "' .......... e2o2 e;J :-s.;J c~o COP-:!.e; C?-~J 

.., .. _ .... "'~ 

::..o- ROW li!JUI.:t of tl::.e cou:sas tauq::.t:. a.t II An sC:::.cc:.s 2!.t ~ ~c san :::.ego 
a::e ~u;"ht ~ cthe: lccatioz:.s? 0~ t.llasca, to• .. :e...,_y a=a t.at:.;-1::~ at. ===a 
t!lar: one ether l.=ea.~ic:.? A:e a::.y o'! -::..-=. ta.":.:.;-!lt. a-t ~""Z'C =:.:::ea-:. :..a.'"<a.s c::
N'I'C orla.nd.o? 

'.l;l::.e. "A" schools at ~"'''C sa::. Oie;-Q ce si::.,.la-si-::ec. e.n~ 1:!:::~ o::fe=G.<! 
&lsewile:::e. EM (Cc:::psJ:an) "A"' scllccl, b.cweva=, .!.s ta.1.:.g;::;:: ~::: t:r:.a Nava:. 
B:ospi't:al San oie;;o a.n:i is alsc ta-.:.gl::.'t: a-:. Naval =:cspi-=a:. Great :::.a.<es. 
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c~o (OP-tt!l 

ll. Row ~was spen-:. l::y tlle Navy on t=a.vel i..::t !'Y9o to se .. r1.d :=ac...~i-::.s 
q:ac!::.:.a.ting ~ RTC Great ::..akes to "A" sch.ool.s locatad e..:.sa-.;here tl:l.a.."'l 
NTC Great t.&lces? 'ro ser:.d recruits <;rad.Wl.':i.n;- from ~c se.n Oiec;o -::.o 
"A" ~ools alsawhere than NTC San Oieqo? ~o sand. re~its qraduat~q 
from Rl:C Orlando to "A" s<:hools e.!.se.Yhere t:hC~ N'I'C or:.21..."'do? 

.. In FY90 ~c Grea.t lAkes qrad:::z.ated 27,038 recr-.::its, over 7500 a:t::te:~C.e:i 
"A" sc:h.Ool ou.tsi~ the N':!:C Gr&1Lt :::.akes cea at e.::t esti;:::a-::ed ccst o'f 
$4.5K.* 

nt FY90 :litre San oi•qo qnduat~ 20,849 reC':"..:.its, ovar !So a at:':e.··uied. 
"1" sChool outside the ~ San D~eqo area at an esti:ated cost of 
$3.5K.* 

In nto :litre Orlando gra.cluated 23,792 rec:::uits, over ssoo a.ttan~ "A" 
sChool C'l.l.tside the Nl'C Orlando area at an uti;ated cost o! $3 .. 9M. • 

* 'I'nvel costs ua est!.:s~.e:':ed ctilizinq a st:ande.::d SEiOO/s~dant "t:o 
~te tr&vel. from R.TC t:o "A0 school. 
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Ser 931C3/119-91 
26 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM.FOR THE RECORD 

Subj: OP-44 SASE CLOSURE CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY 

Ref: (a) Cong. McCollum Letter of 24 June 1991 to ASN(I&E) 

1. The following information pertaining to medical is provided 
in accordance with reference (a). 

a. Question # 12. If Orlando Naval Hospital is closed, has a 
final determination been made as to where active duty personnel 
assigned to that hospital will be transferred (including 
physicians, nurses, etc.)? If so please advise the projected new 
duty assignments by category of billet. 

Answer. A final determination has not been made. A 
detailed migration plan, by specialty/sub-specialty, will be done 
after the FY 91 BRCC selections are made and before execution • 

. 
b. Question #13. In FY 90 how many military retirees were 

treated at Orlando Naval Hospital? At Great Lakes Naval 
Hospital? Of these in each case how many were under the age of 
55? 

FY 90 
Answer. RETIREE VISITS 

Outpatient Inpatient 
Orlando 26,521 704 (445 < age 65) 
Great Lakes 11,797 355 (152 < age 65) 
Note: Age data not collected on outpatient visits 

c. Question #14. Of the total number of military retirees 
seen at Naval Hospitals and clinics throughout the system, what 
percentage were under the age of 65 in FY 90 or in the most 
recent year f:9r which such statistics are available? 

FY 90 
Answer. TOTAL RETIREES VISITS 

OUTPATIENT 681,169 
INPATIENT 20,051 {54\ < age 65) 

Note: Age data not collected on outpatient visits 
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d. Question ;15. 
dependents treated at 
clinics? Please give 

During FY 90 what was the total number of 
Orlando Naval Hospital and its associated 
the same statistic foe FY 89. 

Answer. 
OUTPATIENT 
INPATIENT 

FY 89 
62,906 
1.672 

FY 90 
66,668 

1,899 

e. Question #16. For FY 99 and FY 90 please state the total 
number of military retirees who had prescriptions filled at 
Orlando Naval Hospital. At Great Lakes Naval Hospital. 

Answer. Data on prescriptions by type beneficiary is not 
readily available. However, data on total prescriptions filled 
for both Naval Hospitals Orlando and Great Lakes is provided. 

NH Orlando 
NH Great Lakes 

-·~/ Copy to: ~~ 
CNO (OP's 44, 441, 117, 117£) 
BUMEO (I'IEO l4A) 

FY 89 
428,644 
331,723 

FY 90 
478,290 
343,513 

Timoth {~ 
Facilities Analyst, 
Resources Division 
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